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STRIKE

IIS

INEVITABLE

Government Ownership and
Operation Will Not Be an
Issue,
Organization
Spokesmen Claim.
WANT THE WRONGS OF
LABOR BOARD RIGHTED

However,

Organizations,

Abandoned
Have
Their Program of Public
Control of Carriers.
Not

(Bt The Assorloled Press.)

Cincinnati, June 20, (By
the Associated Press.)
Government ownership and
operation of the railroads
will not be an issue in the
threatened strike of 1,000,-00- 0
shop workers and others, spokesmen for the rail
unions today told the American Federation of Labor
convention, which responded to their request by withholding a reaffirmation of

the federation's stand in
favor of the adoption of
such a policy.

"The rail union's have not
abandoned tho program of pub-li- o
ownership or grown lukewarm
or Indifferent," declared William
P. Johnston, president of the ma
chinists union, in explaining tho
request. "We aek no declaration,
however, because we have a most
unfriendly and unsympathetio adfit this time. Our
ministration
enemies would say if the strike
occurs In the very near future
that the fight was for government
ownership. I believe the strike Is
inevitable for there is no other
way out, and wo want the issue
clear cut. Tho issue is the amelioration of the wrongs committed
by the railroad labor board."
Similar Pleas by Others.
.Similar pleas by others, who are
'the prosjjecUve loaders "lV the
threatened walkout, led Max Hayes
of Cleveland to withdraw his moof the govtion for a
ernment ; ownership
policy. The
discussion was injected
into the
convention's work when it for a
second time during tho day wont
on record as favoring repeal of the
transportation act, in which connection it denounced the railroad
labor board for its orders, especwages and
ially those reducing
changing working conditions.
strike
of
the
Consideration
threat in connection with the resoof
lution for repea
the transportation act provoked tho only long
discussion of the day's sessions.
Early in the day the convention
was marked by an oral clash be
tween President John L. Lewis of
the United Mine Workers and Jo
soph Lynal, Peoria Trades and
Labor Council, when the latter
sought to force consideration of a
resolution congratulating Alexap
tier Howat and August Dorchy,
leaders of Kansas miners, for their
stand against the Kansas industrial
court. The trouble ended with the
convention refusing to act on the
(Continued on Page Two.)

win

Leading Figures In Controversy
Between Railroads and Unions

OFFER OF FORD

10

PERFECTED

IB INVENTION

DECLARATION
OF UNIONIST

BUY MUSCLE

(Bt

j
(Bt The Associated Press.)
-Washington, June 20. F ht re- -.
miGuglielmo Marconi, wonder man of publican memuers or the t
re-

i

s)

port, submitted to thv.' se by
Representative
KearpV.offerOhiJ,to
denouncing Henry
purchase and lePpYv & governShoals,
ment's l.ropecta
Ala. Their act ' &g ncreasetl t)
four tho numbe t sports eman
mmittco and
ating from t' '3
sion of opinion
marked unotb
'
e
members
among the
over the qu- of Muscle Shoals
oispositlon.
The eight members are Kepie- sentatives Kearns,
Ohio; Mono.
Crago and Ransley, Pennsylvania:
New
Crowther,
York; Hill. Mary
land; Parker, New Jersey, and
Frnthinulnim. Massachusetts.
None of the signatories to tho
new report was willing for congress
to accept tho Ford otter, eitner as
recommended recently by tne socalled majority views presented by
Actine Chairman McKenzie. or bj
those who endorsed tho report writ ten hv Representative Parker, reana en
r,nhl can. New
Jersey,
Froth- dorsed by Representative
Massachusetts,
tnchani. reDublican.
both of whom signed the Kearns
document today, was in eueoi
mprirofl with the new report.
The Kearns report stressed the
importance of getting "to the counfair and unbiased statetry a clear,
the
ment of facts." concerning
that
declared
nronosal.
Ford
wicked" and "paid" propagandists
were
propaganaa
"scattering
thrniiplmnt the country that Is
nfton.vnitl nf truth." and attacks l
left
the Ford offer in a way thatfrom
none of Its provisions free
hostile criticism.
At the same time the report asserted that the Alabama Power
Company, which submitted an offer
to develop tho power projects at
Muscle Shoals, had "always dealt
with the government," and
fairly
w
nfferinc S2. 500,000 for its in
LIQUOR
terests in the steam plant at Gorgas
in accordance with tne terms ui
the contract executed with the war
department when the plant was
erected.
Cost of Projects.
In another part, the report summarized the co?t of tho projects
OF
which Mr. Ford would purchase fcr
A total expenauure 01
$5,000,000.
was claimed on the
$85,343,298
inquiry, the Gorgas Steam1
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.) Waco and
nitrate plants numbers
Artesia, N. M., June 20. With a plant
amount offered
a. eavity, and 2, while the
in
of
cargo,
.Uauosriding.
held to bewhdlty Inadequate."
au- was
of
their
the
behind
upholstery
Among the other provisions oi
tomobile, three men, giving their tho Ford otfer which were attack
names as Zollox, Ward and
ed by the report were those pro
were arrested in Artesia on posing a lease or tne waieri'own
M.
Watchman
Saturday by Night
project for 100 years, that fixing
A large touring car the terms of the amortization plan
Stevenson.
went speeding through the town for repaying the government for
about 4 o'clock in the morning, ano building dams two and three,to that
the
tho occupants refused to stop wncn offering $55,000 annually
hailed by the officer. Shortly after government for maintenance and
for
daybreak the car returned to the repair of dams; that providing durcity for gas and oil, and the offi- the manufacture of fertilizers
failcer arrested the men.
ing the 100 year lease and the
Stevenson, who is also a deputy ure of the Detroit manufacturer to
on
the
sheriff and a garage man, followed agree to pay Interest
the tracks of the big car across tne
already spent on the Wilson
Pecos river bridge and three miles dam.
east of town, where he found sevIifngthy Explanation.
eral cases of bottled whisky hidden
Lengthy explanations of each of
in the tamarack bushes. The car these features of the Ford offer
was searched and many quarts of were contained in the report which
booze were found in the false pointed out the belief that the taxThe upholstering was payers of tho country would revolt
cushions.
if congress accepted the otfer and
placed on large iron plates betweet:
which and the back were large cav- voted appropriations totaling
to carry out its terms.
ities.
A tabulation of "the entire cos',
The prisoners pleaded not guilty
of the United
in Judge Gilbert's court before the to the taxpayers
States of the Muscle Shoals project
fake cushions were discovered.
'
also was
the
nresent
to
nn
the
time,"
Batton
took
Sheriff Sam
prisoners and the liquor to Carls- nresented. showing a total of $167for
163.29C. including $13,320,000
bad for safekeeping.
Over 200 quarts were confiscated. interest on new money required at
dams two and three,
"Some say that Mr. Ford Is hon
est," the report declared, "and that
he has said he wants to make fertilizer and they are willing to take
him at his word, whether it is in
the contract or noU What they sa I
ubout Mr. Ford is not endowe
with a perpetual life, although som
members of the military sffiur
committee would Rive him th's
he
watorpower leasehold, and when ne
the men that
is gone and s
him
wli
may have surrounding
hiva rmsserl awnv we dO not know
in what unconscionable hands this
plant will fall, and neither does
any man now who is living today."
.

aScle
Ay-on-

Top group, upper row, A. W. Whar- ton, J. H. Elliott. Samuel
Horace Baker, W. L.
Second row, G. W. W.
Hanger, Judge R. M. Borton and
Ben W. Hooper, members of the
rail wage board. Below, left to
right, Hales Holdcn, president of
the C. B. & Q.J Samuel M. Felton.
president of the Chicago and
Hig-ffin- s,

Members of all the railroad
unions, excepting the four big
brotherhoods, now are casting
ballots to decide whether the
workers will accept wage slashes
announced by the federal rail

BEHIND CUSHIONS

Great Western; William H. Johnson, president of the Machinists'
wage board or whether there

will be a strike. Bert M. Jewell,
head of the rail division of the
American Federation of Labor
ordered the ballots distributed after a conference in Cincinnati,

U.

ON MARINE BILL
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Platte River Commission, Has Completed
Survey of Projects; Commissions Will Meet
at Santa Fe Starting August 1.

At least 100,000 acres and possibly as much as 350,000 acres of
the farming land within a few
miles of Farmlngton on the north
and west can be irrigated through
of the proposed
the completion
project in which It Is corftemplated
to take water from the Anlnr
river, diverting It from the chain,
and bringing it across La Platte,
according to Judgo 8. B. Davis, if
the New Mexico supreme court, who
is a member of the Colorado river
and La Platte river commissions,
and who has just returned from an
extended trip Into the Farmington
section where he made a careful
survey of the entire situation.
"There are several natural reservoir sites in connection with this

r

WEATHER

FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June 20. New
Mexico: Wednesday, local showers,
warmer northeast portion r Thursday, partly cloudy.
Arizona: Wednesday and ThurS.
day, fair, slightly cooler Thursda:
and in west portion Wednesday.
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
it
,
Highest temperature
Lowest
8J
tangs
r
'fr Mean
56
Humidity at fl a. m.
15
Humidity at 8 p. m.
o
.
.
,
.,.
Precipitation
13
Wind velocity . .,.
Direction or wind . ... Southwell
Character of. Ju . , PaMly cloudy

........ itn

1

........

--

,

part of the project," Judge Davis

stated.
"Adverse conditions have
made it Impossible to do anything
with the construction work on this
project up to the present. Tne
large body of land which it is proposed to irrigate lies on the south
side of the San Juan river.
d
"This land is now all desert,
in some places with sago bruBh,
ome cactus and other desert plants.
We drove south across It for about
cov-re-

twenty-fiv- e

miles,-

reaching a

High

point from which the greater part
of the land could be seen. It is
proposed to Irrigate this land from
the San Juan river, the diversion
point being at what is known as
the Turley dam site- "Engineers differ as to the
amount of land that can be covered
by this project, the estimates running as high as 2,000,000 acres.
Director Davis, of the reclamation
about 400,000
service, estimates
acres to be covered from the San
Juan river, and about 10,000 acres
to be covered from
the Animas
river. Mr. Davis thinks there Is no
is enough
there
question but that
land to consume all the waters of
the San Juan river which can be
economically stored."
Judge Davis and party which in
cluded State Engineer C. A. May,
was given a dinner by the business
men of Farmington and vicinity, at
which forty or fifty of the business
men of the valley were present
They expressed greet Interest to
the Colorado river situation and th
greatest desire to protect New Mexico's interests In the waters of the
San Juan and Animas rivers so'
they may become available to irrigate these lands and thus build up
'
that community,
,
Judge Davis .addressed the as- "."oiiiinuvd, ot fag Jwo.

a Vote
at This Session After the
Tariff Measure Is Sent to
Conference
(Br The Associated 1'km.)
June 20. President

Harding tonightforgave formal leadrepublican
proval to plans
aders in the house to bring the to a
ap-

five-yea- r-

"

JUXTRr

.

ALLEGED HORSE
THIEF CAUGHT

CHASE

o

-

Anl-cet- o

,

Effect Conies After

orlnlcd Press.)

An

Day Fight; Many Are DisChicago, June 20. Harold F.
McCormick, head of the exeeutlvo
satisfied.
of the International
committee
Harvester company, today received
an exemplified copy of the decree WALSH STARTS MOVE
of divorce obtained last January
TO UPSET PROGRAM
by his wife, Mrs. Kdith Rockefeller
McCormiclf, daughter of John TX
With the decree was
Rockefeller.
Flv Thick and Fast
an exemplified copy of the record Charges
in the ense.
During Debate! Plot to
The records were delivered while
Defeat Aid for Soldiers Is
WesMr. McCormick was at the
ley Memorial hospital recovering
Charged,
from an operation performed a
week ago by Dr. Victor D. Lespln-ass(By The Auoclnlrd Frets.)
sowidely known for his research
Washington, June 20. The
work in the field of rejuvenation,
was mado today,
bill
ldiers'
bonus
accomplished through glandular
by a vote of 52 to 8. the special
operations.
Considerable mystery wastnrown order of business of the senate
about tho procuring of the rec immediately after the final vote
ords, It being pointed out by the
bill unless it is discourt attaches that the certified on the tariff
that time.
before
of
In
states
used
be
other
posed
copies might
to this
or !n Europe as documentary eviAdoption of a motion
y
fight
dence of the divorce, should it be
came after an
fwr
come necessary to procure sucn
outset ot which an effort
at
the
mar
in
a
as
senate
procuring
evidence,
get the bonus before the
riage llcensp. This revived rumors to
senators gave forthat Mr. McCormick, who is 61 failed. Several
conwould
that they
years old, might ne married soon mal notice
action on the
to Mme. Ganna vnlskn, but his tinue to press for tariff.
ahead of the
or
attorney, John P. Wilson, denied bonus
A move to upset the prograr'
that this was the reason for procalling for
majority
the
republican
was
curing the records.
action first on tho tariff, demttPcelves Reporters.
Walsh,
Senator
launched
by
M.
Bert
Mc
Jewell,
At
Mr.
the "Wesley hospital
International;
who made a
head of the railway division of Cormick, sitting up in bed, re- ocrat, Massachusetts,
the tariff bill
of ceived reporters during th after- formal motion that bonus
the American federation
measure.
by the
Labor. Below, left to right. Mar- noon and talked freely on any sub- he displayed
Indirepublican,
Watson,
Senator
tin V. Ryan, general president ol ject except his operation and the ana, moved to lay this motion on
future
or
and
for
himself
his
the Carmen's brotherhood,
plans
table and his motion prevailed,
Tim Hcalv. president of the
daughter, Mnthllde, who the
61 to 22. Eight democrats supBrotherhood of Stationary Fire has announced her Intention of
Watson motion and two
marrying Max Oser, Swiss riding ported the voted against It.
men and Oilers.
republicans
27
senior.
master, and
years her
Tho roll call on the resolution
"And what's the latest from Ma
following the announcement of
dame " a wave ot the Invalid's follows:
the proposed cuts. Rail heads
For the motion: Republicans-Bor- ah,
intimate that they believe the hand stopped the reporter.
Bursum. Calder, Cameron,
Oh, now, quit that," he urged.
Dilling-v,i.union men are bluffing. It has
Capper, Cummins, Curtis,
been decided to delay the strike "That's unfair."
Dnnont.
Edge, Ernest, Fer- The
of
accomarrival
Mnthllde,
somewhat if voted.
T.Vance. Frellnghuysen, Good
panied by Kdwln H. Cassels. at- noi.i
of Washington,
torney for Mr. McCormick recent- ing, Harreld, Jones
Ladd,
jougc
ly, ,whcn Mrs, McCormick sought Kellogg,
McKinley,
to place a legal obstacle before the McCormick, McCumber,
Nelson.
Moses,
marriage of Mathilda and Oser, McLean, McNary,
Od- BILL-INewberry, Nicholson, Norbeck,
S
when Mr. McCormick was appointenonPolndexter,
ie,
Phipps,
ed his daughter's guardian, brought
ridge. Smoot, Spencer, sternnn,
the Interview to a close.
Mr. McCormick lias been re- Sutherland, Townsena, waaswurui,
of Indiana and Wills 4S.
DEBATED
ported asi favoring his daughter's Watson
Democratfi Dial, Ulasa, iving,
marriage to Oser, and his appointUnderment aa her guardian was seen as Myers, Pomerene, Swanson,
'
an effort to clear away legal ob- wood, and Williams
Total for. 51. ..
stacles to the match, the Swiss law
HOUR III
motion:
Republic
the
requlrinK the consent of both par- ansAgainst
IA r Olieue ana iuri io
ents to a minor's marriage, or that
Democrats
Ashurst, Broussard,
of a legal guardian.
Mrs.
Culberson, Gerry, Heflln,
Caraway,
inthe
Be
from
has
Men
first,
Western Business
Hitchcock, Jones or JJew Mexico, ,
dicated her unalterable
Overman,
McKellar,
lieve Passage of Measure to the wedding, both opposition
on the Kendrick,
Simmons,
Sheppard,
me disparity in ages Robinson,
or
grounds
Increased
Means
Prices, and also because of the fact that Smith, Stanley, Trammell, Walsh
of MonWalsh
of
Massachusetts,
Oser was a comparatively
poor tana and Watson ot Georgia 20.
Says Hitchcock.
man,
Total against. 22.
(Br The Associated Troll.)
How Begins In Earnest.
Tho 2 0KLAH0MANS WILL BE
June 20.
Washington,
With the announcement of the
senate got back to the tariff bill TAKEN TO U. S. PRISON result of this vote the bonus row
began In earnest and waged for
today but only for one hour. Tho AT
LEAVENWORTH, KANS. five hours. In the midst of it
finance committee majority otSenator Watson of Indiana offered
tered a new amendment modifymotion that the bonus be made
I.
Texas.
El
20.
to
Paso.
June
chains
on
rates
its
original
ing
special order of business Imme
Noble, former deputy sher- what was stated to bo an about Howard
he ot melanoma City, Okla.. and A diately after the final vote on the
the levels in the
IX Hughes, known as Gus Hughes, tariff and that thereafter it be
law. and Immediately there was- Oklahoma
dealer, who were held continuously before the sena controversy, oemocrauu niicun.- sentenced tograin
of the senate
serve five years each ate unless
ers urging further reductions.
in the federal penitentiary, will be voted to displace It.
Presenting a. resolution irum taken
to Leavenworth, Kans., the
Senator Underwood of Alabama,
op
N.:raska hardware billdealers
on nara- - latter part of this week. Deputy the democrat leader and an oppoposing rates in the
A.
Marshal
Woel
H.
t, United
States
of the bonus made a point of
nent
ware, Senator jiucncocn,
vote
announced today.
order against tho
Nebraska, declared the busi berNoble
and Hughes pleaded guilty provision, pointing out that this
ness men of the west wttnoui re to a
of
to
violate
conspiracy
was In the nature of an amendcharge
gard to politics, believed passage the Harrison
act and ment to the senate rules. The
ot tho bill would resuu in in to a
charge of Importation and point of order was sustained and
eren sed Drices.
ossession of morphine and cocaine. that provision was withdrawn.
Supporting the committee rates,
They were arrested May 19 by
as to
A question then arose
Senator Willis, republican, Ohio, Will
aKcnt in charge of whether
declared American manufacturers the S. Wood,
the motion, if adopted In
In con
narcotic
local
office.
from
be
to
have
modified
protected
would
form, would preclude
with an alleged conspiracy the
to take up tho bonus
chain manufacturers in Germany nection
between them and H. O. (Chalk) abillmotion
Mohn
ha asserted, have their Aultman.
before
tariff was disposed
the
C. W. Warden and Pete
nsrents in this country booking or
of and after a long discussion the
Paso.
El
of
Castro,
of
cost
tho
below
at
dors
prices
The . . oe El Pasoans were In motion was further modified at
nroductlon In the uimeo oiaies. dieted
on charges of conspiracy. the suggestion of Senator Norris,
senator Hitchcock told the sen
sale of republican. Nebraska, so that a
atn that he would undertake to importation, possession and
narcotics. They are at liberty motion to proceed to the consid-In
show tomorrow that the cry of the
eration of the bonus would be
German competition was a mytn under J7.500 bonds.
order at any time.
and that there was an attempt to
Charges Ely Thick and Fast.
contl.iuo commercially the wat
Charges flew thick and fast dur
that ended some time ago fors
ing the debate. They included as
the benefit of a few' mariufactur-ersertions that the delay in acting
In the United States. He aron the bonus bill was for the pur- -'
gued that Germany was the best
pose of killing it: that those who
customor the United States had
IN
made millions out of the war were
In Kurope and that It would be
behind an organized and extensive
unwise to make tariff rates i so
propaganda to defeat the measure
high that there could not ber an
and that the republican majority
exchange of goods between the
were
to use the bonus as
two nations.
LEADVILLE a club planning
over the heads of opponents
'
of the tariff measure to shorten de
DOG LEAVES SCENE
bate on that bill.
In offering his motion to disAUTO ACCIDENT;
OF
to
Rails
Believed
Spreading
place the tariff. Senator Walsh
REFUSES TO RETURN
Have Ditched Train, car stated this was the third time that
there had been an effort to post)
Journal
to
rying Many Shriners on pone action and "by that means
(Special Correspondence
Ma2,0.
Mrs.
kill this bill." He added that proJune
N.
M.,
Taos,
Their Way East.
rie Richeson. Mrs. Mets Berry and
ponents of the' legislation proposed
to put the senate on record on the
Mrs. F. T. Cheetham. narrowly
Associated Tress.)
The
(Bt
even
serious injury Friday
question.
Colo., June 20. Twen
Leadville,
Mrs.
of
Senator Watson of
;car
the
when
cut
touring
ing
persons were injured, four off further discussion Indiana
Richeson, in which- they were rid
by his mosac
when
rirst
the
today
to
tion
on
Walsh
the
motion
ing, was upset near the u. s. run. seriously
lay
and Rio Grande
the table, but after the roll call
The car began backing, down hill tlon of Denver
No.
train
Western
passenger
refused
to
work,
brakes
on
when the
that the storm broke In earnest.
wrecked at Keel Senator
and Mrs. Richeson guided It into eastbound. was
democrat, Ara small station 10 miles from kansas, Robinson,in the
course ot a
the bank, where it upset. Two or dar,
charged
were
rails
Leadville.
.
Spreading
the women were thrown out and
long address that the object of toaccl
caused
have
the
to
believed
was
the
the third
pinned under
day's proceedings was to prevent
None was badly hurt. dent. The scene of the wreck is passage of the bonus at this sesmachine.
Mrs. Rlcheson's German police dog near the foot of Tennessee Pass, sion, adding that the bill was bewhich wa in the car ran away The train carried many Shriners ing "made the football ot con
after the accident and has not been returning from inSantheFrancisco, at temptible politics."
The Injured
,
hospital
found.
Attacks Majority.
Salida, Colo., Include Louis Jones,
Senator Ileflin. democrat. Ala.
Wichita. Kan., Injury to shoulder: bama. attacked the majority for deHEAVY RECEIPTS OF'
Frank Buschan, Denver, painful laying action, declaring that Wall
cuts and bruises; O. R. Johnson, street was behind the move for deCAUSE
CANTALOUPES
negro waiter, Denver, broken rib; lay in the hope that the bill could
PRICES
IN
DECREASE
W. Ridley, negro waiter, Denver, be killed meantime by a propacuts and bruises.
ganda which the senator charge!
Associated
Th
Press.)
suffered was being conducted by the "war
The other Injured
(By
New York, June 20. Canta- sprains and bruises but, continued rich." He also attacked metropolitan newspapers opposing the bonus
loupes In the wholesale market to- their Journey.
Three Pullman cars and the din- and declared that some of the paday cost only a little more than
half of what they sold yester- ing car turned over, while another pers In opposition were "subsiday, due to heavy shipments from Pullman also Jumped the track dized."
The two democratic
senators
and Georgia, totaling and turned part way over.
California
were attacked by Senator Lenroot.
All last
1,200 cars in three days.
Wisoonsin, who derepublican,
week only 125 cars of melons NEW EQUIPMENT ORDERED.
disreached
IJew York. California
Chicago. June 20. The Wabaan clared that they delayed final
melons quoted at )8 a crate yes- railway has placed orders for pas- position of the bonus bill by the
In
discusstaken
time
had
CO
up
inthey
senger and freight equipment
terday sold for (4. today, while
it. He charged also that ths
Georgia crates fell from $2.60 to volving an expenditure of approxi- ing
time was being occupied for th
J.
President
j $1.50. and some were turned back mately $12,000,000.
to tne taiuoaasj
(CiuUnued. oij Pae Jwo.)
Taussig announced today.
,

PUBLISHES

r.-;-,;.;-:;-:,.-',-

Th.

SENATE

l

SHRINE

-V-

0ISP0S 0

0

St, Paul, Minn., .Tune 20.
tliAssoj.-iptrjVrcw.)
A woman lias been nominated
for 1'nllcd States senator by
a major political party for
the first time In tho history
of the country.
This became apparent tonight when returns from half
tho iirecint'U participating In
election
Monday's
primary
showed Sirs. Anna Dickie
tho
Olescn
had captured
senatorial nomination of the
democratic, party from two
male opimncnts.

(lly

L

Will Be Brought to

Washington,

S.SENAT0R

ministration ship subsidy bill
vote at this session Immediately
TO PRISON FOR
after the tariff bill has been sent 2 SENT
to conference by the house.was statHOLDING THEIR SON A
Tho president's position
CELLAR
IN
PRISONER
ed in a letter to Representative
Mondell of Wyoming, the republi(Br The Assnclafnl Press.)
can leader, which embodied also
detailed arguments advanced by
Syracuse, N. T.,June 20. Herenactment
bert Vernier yesterday was senMr. Harding in favor of
of the measure at the present ses- tenced to serve five months at hard
labor in the Onondago county pension.
or
Public Interest will not admit on
itentiary after pleading guilty, with
a postponement of a decision or his wife, to keeping their
the policy to the next congress the old son, Kenneth, Imprisonedboxfor
in
the approaching short session, will five months in a dry goods
the cellar of their home.
president said, but advantage
Mrs. Vernier was sentenced to 10
roonit In a delay, of short time,
while the house members, particu days at hard labor in the same
now
awy
larly, many of whom are
Mr. and Nrs. Vernier have 12
consult meir
from Washington,
he children.
.
bill,
The
subsidy
constituents.
"Vernier,"- - Judge Barnum said
declnred, is needed, to get the
shin holdings Into pri in passing sentence, "you are not
vate hands and into econoum; hero because you brought up 11
usage if for nothing else, and this children well. You kept your
question ho held not to do pre- young son locked down cellar with
out proper food and clothing ana
judiced by the old and worn-ou- t
care for five months, you must
cry against subsidy."
on
to
serve
us
the same period at hard la
go
"It does not become
paying shipping tolls to the world," bor. at Onondago penitentiary."
The Verniers told the author!
the president said further, "when
our righteous purposes .in trade ties their young son's personal hab
are better promoted by serving its made its necessary to keep him
ourselves in making our tenders away from the other children.
in the market of the world." .
The exact. time fixed for voting
6 AUTO TOURISTS ARE
on the measure, the president said,
KILLED BY TRAIN In describing his agreement
with CHICAGO
house leaders, is "approximately
(By The Associated Pram.)
such time as house members will
Macon, Ga June 20. Six tourists be called In active attendance to
en route by automobile from Lort send the tariff bill to conference."
DUKE
Lauderdale, Fla., to Nicnoiasvuie,
Ky., were killed here late today LIFE IN PRISON FOR
when a Central of Georgia passenger train struck their machine. Mrs.
MURDERER
. CONFESSED
Lovenla Cox, the only one not InCITY
Just
stantly killed, told officers
isurlnted
I
The
Tress.)
(Br
before she died that her husband
Jackson, Mich., June 20. George
was Howard Cox, whom she said
of. Alice
was a prisoner at Moundsvine, vv. Stiaub, confessed slayer
Mallctt, pleaded guilty to first de- Three Special Trains Bring
Va.
counIn
Jackson
the
gree murder
Chicago Shriners Into Aty circuit court today and Immediately was sentenced to solitary
lbuquerque for Several
confinement at hard labor for life
Hours
Visit.
in Marquette prison.who was matron
Miss Mallet
Medinah Temple, Chicago
at a girls' home, t was murdered
published the Albuquerque
about 10 days ago, having appar
A
of their "special" daily here
axe
ently been attacked with an
in
Tier head was crimheil nnd her yesterday during their stop-ov(Special Correspondence to Tbs Journal.) body mutilated in a night attack jtlie city on their way home from the
on
coast.
convention
the
IjOS Lunas. N.
SI., June 20.
as she was en route to her home,
ii is nuine cumuli, uecureu i.
Through an item in the AlbuquerC. Zimmerman, editor of tho daily,
que Morning Journal, Sheriff J. I MISS MARTIN NOT TO
ilr. Zimmerman visited Albuier-quTondre recently got track of Texas
In 1906
and wrote Bcveral
Slim and Jack Young, who are acIN
FOR
SENATOR
RUN
stories for the paper based upon
cused of being horse thloves, and
of the city since
went out and rounded them up.
NEVADA, ANNOUNCES the development
thut time. A number of Albuquer
Two posses were used In running
In the Duke
cuts
wereshown
que
down the men, and when the offiLondon, June 20 (by the Asso- City edition.
cers were unable longer to use au- ciated
'Martin,
Miss
Anne
Press).
The
three special trains carrying
tomobiles they abandoned them and twice candidate for the United
took to horseback. Texas sum ana States senate from Nevada, declar- the Chicago Shriners were met at
Jack Young are now in Jail here, ed at a dinner In the Lyceum club the station by local members and
boosters who escorted
other
with Lewis and Lester McKlnley, last
that she would not them tocitythe Masonic Temple where
and Sheriff Tondre has a warrant enter evening
the present Nevada race. In-d- y refreshments were served.
From
for James Collins. In the posses
Rhonnda, unsuccessful contest- there the Chicngoans were taken on
were Foreman M. H. Scott, of the
In
seat
a
ant
for
of
lords,
house
the
short trips through the city and
Nels Fields ranch; M. L. McCann,
at the' dinner.
of Interest.
neighboring places
Henry Ranches, Jack' Evans. Rey-ne- s presided
"I cannot' make the Iremendous Many of them took advantage of
Gurule, Sheriff Tondre,
effort
In
Involved
another single the "Y". hospitality and enjoyed a
Smith, Raynard Hardin, Sam
Garcia, Virgil Harrington and A- handed campaign without the or- swim In the big "Y" tank.
One of the features of the Chi
lbert Harrington.
The men arrest- ganized support of the women, ot
ed are accused of stealing eighteen labor, the farmers and the other cago delegation was the "Million
A.
horses from the ranch of F.
exploited groups and thev show aire band" which was headed by
no signs of life' said Miss Martin, Albert Hancock, A
'Yeast,
. ..,
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Judge S. B. Davis, of Colorado River and La

DELAYED

WOMAN CHOSEN
TARIFF
CANDIDATE FOR

LIS

L EIDERS

TOURING CIR

CF STATE INTO A VAST GARDEN

TO BE

all-da-

CARRIED

WILL TURN FARMIRGTOR SECTION

WIFE'S

e,

'"

Will-lam-

OF

S MEASURE

Are Revived That
OP TARIFF BILL
Harvester Official May Be
Married Soon to Mme.
Adoption of a Motion to This
Ganna Walska.
All

(By The Associated Press.)
New York, June 20. Senator

liary committee today
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Rumors

Marconi Perfects a Search- Eight Republican Members;
of the Military Committee
light By Which Radio
Waves May Be Sent in a
Sign a Report Submitted j
i
to the House.
Given Direction.

Inwireless, tonight announced the
vention of what might be termed a
radio searchlight
by means of
which radio waves, which can be
reflected like light waves, may be
sent in a given direction in a beam,
instead of being scattered to all
r.olnts of the compass.
The famous Italian said he believed this invention could be utilized in such a manner as to rid the
sea of some of its terrors, for, withthe transmitn,,ni.,in rvtac-nrter would constitute a rauio
guiding
house, capable of flashing
beams nearly a hundred miles.
meemiB
a
Addressing
joint
the institute of radio engineers
ih American institute of elec
latest dis
trical engineers on his sam
ui "
coveries, the inventor
proposed radio light house: beam
"By means of the revolving
of electrical radiation, It is possible
tor ships, when within ain certain
thick
distance to i ascertain
.. A nnnlHnn Of
weatner, trie uctLimi. "
tho light house.
"It seems to me that It should je
by
possible to design apparatus
means of which a ship could radlat
or project a divergent beam of the
short wave rays in any desired diif coming
rection, which rays,
across a metallic object, such is
another steamer, would be reflected
back to receiver on the sending
immediately re
veal the presence and bearing of thj
other ship in a log or mien
One further great advantage of
such an arrangement would be that
it would be able to give warning
of
of the presence and bearing be
ships
ships, even should these
unprovided with any kind of radio.

CORK

RIVORCEDECREE

SHQALSFLAYEDI

PROPOSED IRRIGATION PROJECT
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RUTH BAMISHED

J.

Sfcri
r-20?-

ROUGH TO

IPS

Ban Johnson Gives Home-ru- n
Champion the Bench
When Star Threatens to
"Muss Up" Dineen.

'it r

t Vam

(By The Associated Treii.)
Cleveland, Ohio, June 20. Angered because of his suspension
of
liy President B. B. Johnson
"Babe"
the American lcasue,
Huth, baseball's most famous
batsman, threatened Umpire Bill
Dineen,. and only prompt Interference by members of the Cleveland Indians averted a clash between the two prior to today's
Rama between New York and
Cleveland.
Ruth's suspension followed his
'
expulsion from yesterday's game
Dineen because of
by Umpire
used toward
language
the arbiter. The champion bats- ;.man was informed of President
Johnson's ruling today.
After participating In practice
'
with his team, Ruth encountered
Dineen at the Cleveland dugout
while on his way to the club
house.
"If you ever put me out of a
Kame again, I'll fix you so you
will never umpire again, even if
they put me out of baseball for
life," Ruth is alleged to have said.
An argument then ensued, in
which Ruth ttld Dineen, "You're
yellow."
"No one ever accused me of
being yellow," Dineen retorted.
Further words passed between
the two, during which Ruth Is
alleged to have called Dineen a
- vile
name and to have invited
the latter to accompany him beneath the grand stands, at the
same time doubling up his fists,
and walking toward the umpire.
I
DIrieen thereupon threw down
his mask and prepared for ac- Above, left to
right: Mrs, Edith
tion, but before any blows were
Rockefeller McCormick and her
struck. Manager Speaker, Steve
Harold F. McCorO'Neill and "Stuffy" Mclnnls Inmick. Below: Max Oser, groom-to-btervened and persuaded Ruth to
and his cousin, Emfl Barge.
go to the club house.
Center: Mathilde McCormick,

rlli

jfez

i

Mw,

i

,

i$m

M

I

bride-to-b- e.

pe.

One.)

eembly, giving them a general understanding of the situation of the
Colorado river and of the commission's proceedings up to the present, and some ideas of what might
be accomplished.
State Engineer
Slay spoke on the engineering features of the project.
Aztec- I slng Natural Gas.
party visited Aztec. There
tire two producing gas wells within
.a mile from the town of Aztec, now

producing about 1,000,000 feet a
Azteo has gas from these
las.
,Jwells piped into the town for
purposes, and It Is the first

e

I But they all like ginger ale
Fortunate it is that tastes differ, for
this "variety is the spice of life."

f,

But the taste of Clicquot Club has
a universal appeal. Each bottle tastes
like the next.' Distance and the seasons
do not affect the delightful taste.
Real Jamaica ginger, refined sugar,
and fruit juices carbonated
exactly
right give Clicquot the taste which
individualizes Clicquot
among ginger ales.
for
Buy it by
the home. You can get,
in addition to ginger ale,
the-cas-

Clicquot Club

e

Sarsa-parill- a,

Birch Beer, and
Root Beer.
THE CLICQUOT CLUB

CO,

Millis, Mass., U. S. A.

harvester millions, Is the center
of the rows in both families
of her romance with Max
Oser, the aged but gallant Swiss
se

II

DEMOCRATS
CHAVES

GOUNTY

HIS
Less Than

.

Jnx

black-

Cast;

2,500 Votes Are
Will Be Some Time

i.
riding master. The fight of her
mother, Mrs. Edith Rockefeller
McCormick, to prevent her father,
Harold, from giving his consent
to the marriage, has been taken
out of the Chicago court, perhaps lest family skeleton- - be
loosed from the closet. 'And in
the meantime, Emil Burge, Chicago interior decorator, has come
forward to say that his Cousin
Max is nothing but a fortune
ii

hunter.

rage

GINGER
ALB
......

..:;A

their

clothes by a process o
selection, i mi
iney se
lect their husbands and
their clothes from
among many. From
a world of men they
choose one man as the
From
right man.
storeful of garments
they choose what they
think best suits them
n
II IJie more
garments
in the store, the great
er odds are that the
woman making tKe se
lection will find exact
ly what she wants
IfThat's one of the rea
sons so many women
are pleased with the
garments they select
from the National Garment' Company, 403
.v
West Central.
1

sTT

j
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DISPATCH
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Em-me-

DECREASING SECOND
CLASS POSTAL RATES
CONSIDERED
BEING

At a quarry in the Imperial

Valley, California, where
aggregates were being ob-

'

tained for another addition to the State's system
of Concrete roads, the
methods used in screening
"
the stone caused a waste
N of 35 per cent.

,

"VOne of the Portland

;

Ce--

ment Association field t
gineers interested in the
progress of this workcalled
'attention to studies made
by our Structural Mate--ria- ls
Research Laboratory
on the selection and proportioning of materials for
Concrete. He suggested that
proper application of these
might considerably reduce
the waste. A change in the
'
method of screening materials was therefore adopted, reducing the waste to
only 15 per cent, without
lowering the strength of
- the Concrete.
en--

purpose of making some ".political
"
capital out of the situation."
Aslmrst Into the Fray.
Senator Watson, of Indiana, then
offered his motion to make the
bonus the special order of business
after passage of the tariff and Senator Ashtirst, democrat, Arizona,
tumped Into the fray with a demand
that there be an understanding
that once the bonus was taken up
it should not be displaced by the
ship subsidy or anv other bill. Senator Borah, republican, Idaho, said
he would not consent to any such
agreement.
Launching into an attack on th?
t.
bonus hill. Senator Williams,
Mississippi, declared this was
a measure to commercialize patriot
ism. He asserted that what the
American soldlern did in the war
cOuld he regarded only in honor.
"Th man not worthy of beinfr
rewarded In honor." he sal(1. "Is unworthy of hln rewarded at all."
Senator Williams charged that If
the bonus could he "out over six
months it would have less votes in
'ho senate because then the elections would be over."
This bill, he asserted, "will receive twenty per cent more votes
before the election's than It would
after elections and you all know It."
This drew a fiery reply from
Ashurst, who declared ther

Bun-da-

y,

Sen-.at-

Ads bring

result.

had to be a stop to the Impugning
of the motives of senators support'
ing the compensation measure. He
wanted to know where opponents
found the ground for their conten
tion that they were honest in their
opposition but that those favoring
rne oui were trying to get votes by
meir support or tne bill.
Onnosos Further DcIbt.
Opposing further delav In senate
action Senator La Follette, republl'
can, Wisconsin, attacked the lead
ers of his party in the senate for
making the bonus subject to part?
conference action. He declared hK
opposition to taking legislative sub
Jects from the floor of the senate
into party conferences, where, he
declared the conscience of senators
was counted upen to bind them in
to the support of the conference
action. Senator La Follette said the
people of the country could well
afford to have the tariff bill delayed
by action now on the bonus for
they "will pay in tribute to the in
terests more than the soldiers' ad
Justed compensation will tax thi
In this connection the
country."
senator gave notice that he would
for
action on the bonus at
press
every favorable opportunity.
The average high Jump for wo
men athletes Is four feet six inches.

v

"

Now the stone is costing 42 cents
instead of $1 a ton, as estimated
when the contract was let this
year, as against $1.45 actual cost
last year. On the mileage to be
built, this means a saving of more
than $30,000, which will be used
to build more Concrete road at
no cost to the taxpayers.

JOUSNAL

Roswell, N. M., June 20. Although less than 2.500 votes were
cast in the primaries held by the
democrats in Chaves county today,
it will be Wednesday mornins before final results are known. Many
democrats
refused to participate
because a vote in the primary carried with it a pledge to vote the entire democratic county ticket this
fall.
Much Interest centered around
the treasurer's race. W. W. Ogle,
incumbent, had four opponents,
two of them former soldiers. Bob
Fletcher, who liftt both legs from
a shell wound In France, was leading the vote in Roswell at noon.
He hod 272 votes while Ogle had
1S7, and Miss Sophie Church, who
also served in France, had 153.
AV. M. Atkinson,
former county
commissioner, was leading in the
assessor's race on the mornlna
vote. He had 355 while Q, C.
Hanna, Incumbent, had 298.
The other countywlde contest in
which there was much interest was
lt
the race for probate judge.
Patton was leading on the
morning vote with 247, while his
nearest opponent, G. VP. Scrader.
had 106. Roberts, the third candidate, had 194.
In District No. 2 J. T. Herron.
county commissioner, was leading
his opponent, II. B. Pmyrl, by six
votes at noon, and in District No. 1
R. D. Bell was leading J. H. Mullls
sixty-on- e
votes.
In two
Primary officials worked
shifts, one retiring at 1 o'clock and
starting the count, the other taking charge at 1 and keeping the
polls open until 7 tonight. Results
of the afternoon vote will not be
known before some time Wednesday morning.

a mm
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dem-ncra-

Taos, N. M., June 20. Taos defeated Espanola at baseball
10 to 0, in the fastest game
Up to
played here this season.
the fifth Inning neither side scored,'
when Taos, profiting by Kspanola's
errors and several hits, took a decided lead. Dunn for Taos 'and
Depriest for Espanola did. good
work In the box.

Journal Want

and

v

(Continued from
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.Women choose their

husbands

Today Before the Results
Are Known.

This

13 but one example of the
value of our laboratory studies to
users of Concrete. The Laboratory's work is to develop continually, without cost to the public,
better and more economical
methods of making and using Con'
crete under all conditions.
-

,

BAB
the readiness with which gasoline gives

(Vol-a-tilit-

i

The Laboratory is one of the
numerous services maintained by
the Portland Cement Association
the joint research and educational foundation of 85 inde-

.

.

'

pendent manufacturers in the
United States, Canada, Mexico,

j its power)

and Cuba, conducted for the benefit of those who want dependable

t

How far a car goes on a gallon
depends on the volatility of the
gasoline you buy.
How lotig a car lives depends
largely on the qu'ality of the gasoline it burns.
Run it with Texaco Gasoline!

information on how to use
Concrete.
Suggestions as to how our work
may be made more useful to you

are invited.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
o4 National Organization
to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete
Atlanta
Boiton
Chicago

D.Ik.

Dcnvtt

Dm Maine.
Detroit
Helena
Indianapolis

KauasCity

Xm Angela.
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New York

(Br The Associated PrcM.)
Washington, June 20. The

Parkenburfj
Philadelphia

SanFrandte

Salt Lake City

Wa.tusnn,O.C

Seattle

St. Loulj
Pitnburgh
Portland, Ores, Vancouver, B.C.

ad
ministration is considering the mat
ter of decreasing second class pos
tal rates, It was said today at the
-

White House.
Considerable dls
cusslon was given to the subject
at today's cabinet meeting and
President Harding and Postmaster
General Work are inclined to believe that at least a part of the
increase in tho second class rates
made during the war should now
be removed.

HELP IV SUMMER.
Indigestion causes worry, ner
vousness, sick headaches, biliousness, coated tongue, bad breath.
bloating, gas. constipation and constant distress. Henry C. Thome,
1002 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
writes: "Since taking Foley's
Tablets I feel fine." They
cleanse the bowels, sweeten the
stomach and Invigorate the liver.
Cause no pain, no nausea.
Not
habit formingJust a good, whole

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCt'LAR
REFRACTION
107 &

Fourth.

,

Phone

I05T--

GOOD

some physic.

305.

..i
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BONUS MEASURE TO
UNTIL
DELAYED
BE
DISPOSAL TARIFF BILL

TAOS BEATS ESPAN0LA
BY SCORE OF 10 TO 0

Bold everywhere.

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's or Phone

w

Y

Pi

Jr,

v

Franklin, president

smiths' union, described the railroad workers as the 'only labor
group that is tied to its Job." He
declared that President Harding
had told B. M. Jewell, president of
the railway employes department
of the federation, that "national
agreements had to go" and he reviewed various decisions of the
labor board, which he said annulled
these agreements between workers
and the railroads.
Concluding, Franklin said the
unions had given the transportation act a "'fair trial" and that with
new wage reductions to become ef
fective July 1 "the men are going
to say for once that are not going
to accept the board a decision."
Mr. Franklin's speech brought
Mr. Hayes to his feet with the mo
tlon for the declaration favoring
which
government
ownership,
prompted Mr. Gompers, who was
presiding, to inform the convention
that such a declaration had been
withheld from the convention at
the request of the rail union chiefs

.

views of the people directly interested.
Moot August 1.
Judge Davis stated that the final
meeting of the Colorado river commission, at which the compact between the states will be drawn If
it Is possible to agree upon one,
will be held at Santa F"e at Bishop's
Lodge, beginning August 1. Secretary and Mrs. Hoover will attend it, as well ns Clarence B. Stetson, secretary to Mr. Hoover, likewise secretary of tho commission.
Tho commission will have a representative at this meeting from each
of the other states, and the governors of several (ft the states interested have expressed their intention to attend.

own in New Mexico to be supplied
.with natural gas.
The citizens of Aiteo exhibited
4helr faith in the resources of their
Immediate vicinity by raising the
.money among themselves to drill
.these wells.
WILL IS FILED.
j "This spirit might well be folPittsburgh, pa., June 20. The
comin
some of the other
lowed
will ot the late Mrs. Lillian Russell
munities of the state," Judge Davis Moore was filed for probate today.
It disposes of an estate of which
stated.
iA.lt is said these wells were drilled no estimate is given, by setting
to
asine a trust lund for her daughter,
contrary
geological advice,
I" A meeting was held at Da Platte uoroiny, ny a lormer marriag",
lth the land owners of that valley and leaves the remainder, "reaL
IJMio have a serious
controversy personal and mixed," to her husi
with the residents of the upper band, Alexander P. Moore, "abso
.Ipart of the valley in Colorado over lutely,"
their respective water rights.
COMPANY IXCORPOKATFA
Ditch Troubles,
Santa Fe. Juno 20. Tho Willard
The la. Platte valley in New
Jlexico was settled In the late Cattle company, with principal of
seventies and irrigation ditches fice in Albuquerque, has been In
out at once. Some ditches corporated for $50,000, of which
were taken out in Colorado at 13,000 is subscribed. The incor
'about the same time, and there was porators, each subscribing $1,000
,!ho particular difficulty then over are: J. B. Herndon. statutory agent,
he water situation;
but, some and O. N. Marron of Albuquerque;
ears later, an Indian reservation nowara fayne ot willard.
in Colorado was thrown open tfor
FOOT AXD MOCTH DISEASE,
settlement and manv new ditches
taken out In that state and much
London, June 20. Foot and
mouth
disease again has broken
land
under
Jfiew
brought
irrigation,
with the result that the water was out in England. In the Derby
practically all consumed in Colo- shire area more than 100 animals
rado, to the great detriment of the have been certified as affected by
arly settlers of that valley in New me disease. Slaughtering has be
Mexico. An attempt is now being gun with a view to preventing the
wade to have the two states settle spread of the infection. A new
this controversy and the
outbreak of the disease among pigs
at La Platte was held to meeting
get the is reported irom Birmingham.

i
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resolution, and its reference to the
miners union for consideration.
Lewis Being Groomed.
In addition to its big program of
work, the convention was marked
by the beginning of a movement
to run Mr. Lewis as a candidate
for president of the federation in
opposition to Samuel Gompers. Although Mr. Lewis declared he was
"in no sense" a candidate, efforts
were pushed in his behalf during
the day.
During the discussion of repeal
of the transportation act, Joseph

'
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UNIONISTS

(Continued from Pace One.)
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What
lovely little pair of
family rows Mathilde McCor-mick- 's
proposed marriage to Max
Oser has started.
Mathilde,
Beventeen-yoar-ol- d
heiress io the

OF

'
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IRRIGATION PROJECT
WILL BE OF BENEFIT
TO FARMINGTON AREA
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RAIL STRIKE INEVITABLE. DECLARATION

WIFE AGAINST HUSBAND; COUSIN AGAINST COUSIN

AFTER TALKING

June 21i 1922
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They Can't Beat Us

Run it with Texaco GasolineSave it with Texaco Motor Oil

Duke City Cleaners

S

Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
lubricants and are distinguished
color. Light, medium, heavy arid extra-heathey fit all cars and all conditions.
You will find them wherever you
see the Texaco red star.
by their clear, eolden

Phone 449. 1309 North Fourth

vy

LI)

M

GLASS
CEMENT

TEXACO GASOLINE
Th

CO.

1.

For Service. Quality and Price

Tu Company,

TEXACO MOTOR OILS
V. 5. A,

Turn Pttnttum Pniuct

0

E ft

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North Fir.t Street

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults
For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault providing: ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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LAWYERS PLAN TO CURB CRIME WAVE

SCHOOL BOARD S

ESTIMATE

bringing gold, silver, Ivory and
apes and peacocks."
hut prisons go In for farmQ.
ing on nn extensive scale? C. K.
have
A. While many prisons
(Any reader can get the answer farms, probably tho largest develto any question by writing the Alopment of the farm colony idea for
buquerque Journal Information prisoners in the United States is In
Bureau, Frederic J. Hasliin, Di- connection with the federal
at Leavenworth, Kans.
rector, Washington, D. C. This offer applies strictly to Information.
The bureau cannot give advice on LEONARD WINS FROM
lets. It does not attempt to settle
NUNES ON A FOUL IN
legal, medical and flnanval
troubles, nor to underROUND
THIRTEENTH
take exhaustive research on any
subject. Write your question plain
(By The Associated
ly and briefly. Give full name and
Juarez, Mexico, June 20. Joe
address and enclose two cents in
of New York won the
stamps for return postage. All re- Leonard
southwest
featherweight champlies are sent direct to the In
pionship here tonight on amenfoul
quircr.)
to.
Vinnnv Niinpa nf Surra
In the thirteenth round of
Q. For a camping
trip, how Calif.,
men
Tlio
bout.
round
a fifteen
many people should be reckoned to had agreed to
meet
at 126
a tent ? A. K.
A. The public health
service ard mads weight. Nunes did not.
snys that sufficient tentago should The champions foul blow was a
lie carried to provide twenty square low left.
When the end came, Nunes
feet of floor space for each person.
In front in points scored,
Q. When will there bo a full was far
moon on Irldoy, the thirteenth? Leonard having taking only one
to
.
the press
round
according
11. A.
A.
The naval observatory says count at the ringside.
that the next occurrence of the full
moon on such a day and date over CALIFORNIA
VARSITY
the entire United States will be
BY FIRE
DAMAGED
IS
February 13, 19S7. On November
13, 1970, there will be a full moon
(Br The
everywhere except in the extreme
western portion of the country.
Berkeley, Calif., June 20.
Q. What would be tho procedure Hearst hall and Hearst hall anIn case of tho Impeachment
of a nex were destroyed and the pathology building of the University
cabinet official? L. V. F.
A.
An impeachment proceeding of California was damaged in a
may be set in motion in the house oampus fire which was with an
hy charges made on the floor on estimated loss of $100,000 early
The university infirmthe responsibility of a member or tonight.
was threatened by the flames
delegate; by charges preferred re-by ary
and its patients were removed,
a memorial, which usually is
ferred to a committee for examina- but the building was not reached
The origin of the
the fire.
tion; by a message from the presi- by
was undetermined.
dent; by charges transmitted from fireHearst
hall, a large frame
the legislature of a state or from
a grand jury, or from facts devel- structure, was the gift to the
university women of .Mrs. l'hoere
oped and reported by an investiHearst, mother ot Wilgating committee of the house. Apperson
the pubAfter the impeachment has been liam Randolph Hearst,
The hall was constructed
voted by the house the trial of the lisher.
for Mrs. HearRt's own use in encase is before the senate.
university
gatherings.
Who wore the "learned tertaining
Q.
She gave it to the university in
Indies"? K. R. K
1900.
A. You have
evidently been
confused by the translation of
DRIVEN
wn play, "Les INHABITANTS
ki
Moliere's well
Femmes Savantes." noted for Us
BY FLOOD:
HOMES
FROM
social
lively raillery at abiding
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Totals $261,260, Exceeding
Last Year By $23,105;
May Not Be Approved By
Auditor Joerns.

Pr.

It is probable that little if any
Increase in the city school budget,
except $18,000 for emergency purposes, will be approved by State
Educational Auditor John Joerns,
although the board ot education
has asked for $261,260, which is
$23,105 in excess of the school ap
propriation for last year.
The estimate for county school
purposes is approximately $10,000
under that of last year.
The city school estimate was
presented to Mr. Joerns yesterday
tor the board of education, by
ot
John Milne, superintendent
calls for Left to right: Wade H. Nellis, Washington, D. C, former attorney general of Ohio; Judge Marcus
schools. The estimate
of
for teachers'
Kavanaueh Chicago; former Attorney General William B. Swaney, Chattanooga, Term., chairman
$182,060
salaries,
which is approximately the same
the committee; Charles W. Farnham, St. Paul, Minn.; Charles S. Whitman, former governor of Hew
'
amount allowed in the budget for
York.
rtt last year and which produced
is
ent
crime
whith
New
countryof
met
the
at
wave,
ciation
recently
known
memty-Nationally
$7,500 more than was needed. For
wide and which criminologists
enforceYork association building to conwhich
the committee on la
emergency
expenditures
are studying.
sider plans for curbing the pres
occasioned
the
will
Bar asso
be
ment
American
of
by
the
probably
growth ot the city following the
expansion of Santa Fe railway
the results of the work might have
payroll here. $18,000 is asked. bad. The farmers and stockmen
been of great value.
Other items of -- maintenance are there are In direst straits, and I
In
Tuloremia, a rather new malady,
have participated with them
about the same as last year.
was
to
to
best
as
how
recently called to the attention
Year.
Tax Iicvy
many discussions
of the government because of its
Taxation for school purposes last relieve the burden of taxation. At
occurrence
in Utah. The governyear required a levy of 16.85 mills, none of their meetings has there
ment scientists know that the disMr. Joerns said. Eighteen mills Is been a suggestion for closing
ease is something like bubonic
the legal limit, he explained. The schools, but expenses have been
plague, that it atiacka rodents an-v
special levy requirements for the materially reduced."
is
carried by a certain kind of fly.
or
Mr. Joerns said that
Superinare
$43,790,
coming year
A cure, however, is not yet found;
Milne's report, showing
$4,215.60 less than last year. This tendent
I5y FREDERIC J. IIASKW.
Kclcntiira Contract Discuses.
item covers such things as sinking thnt school expenses last year had
Washington, D. C, June 20.
At one time Bix employes workfund and other expenses incidental been kept within the budget and There is probably no place where
ing in the laboratory caught thjif
to retiring Indebtedness incurred would leave 'an unexpended balance
disease from their experiof $13,000, was an indication of the a germ can receive a more cordial strango
in building.
animals.
ments with laboratory
"It is quite likely thnt there will value, of the budget system. The welcome or live a more eventful The
service took
health
public
with
closed
over
laborasaid,
he
last
increase
if
little
be
preceding year,
any
life than at the hygienic
care of them, but there was very
year's expenditures approved this an overdraft of $17,500.
of the public health service. little that could be done exempt
There is general dissatisfaction tory
year," said Mr. Joerns yesterday.
am
Germs of any distinction at all make the patients comfortable
"The emergency appropriation of with the county unit school law,
let the disease run its course.
consideraIs
with
in
It
Mr.
treated
Joerns
stated.
increases
great
impossible
for
the
8,000
expected
Devotion to science is marked a
school facilities to take care of the under this law to get an equal dis- tion here. Special food is cooked the public health laboratory. Durtaxagrowth of the city quite likely will tribution of money raised by
in a shiny white kitchen for the ing the war one scientist went
go through. The budget will re- tion and has a tendency toward enormous number of the labora- about with a wrist watch like desaid.
some
waste
he
of
as
careful
and
extravagance
analysis,
quire
his arm, and under the
The bacteria are vice on
Tho county school budget, call- tory hoarders.
the items probably are not sancglass a choice collection of cooties.
tioned by law. The budget will be ing for $10,000 less than last year, fed at government expense. Their
y
the
captives
While
careturned to the board of education will have to be revised, Mr. Joerns tastes are closely studied and
fed on his arm, the doctors imperafter revision. An effort will be said, as in many instances the tered to.
studied their habits.
made to shape the budget in such maximum allowance permitted by
Moat disease germs like beer, sonally
The laboratory is working with
a way that the work of the schools law for one. two and three-rooin a white, glass front cabinet tuberculosis,
and
syphilis,
dysentery,
will not be impaired and the tax schools has been exceeded. The. you can see rows of squat glass smallpox and rabies,
and many
rate will not be increased."
county school budget calls for some bottles containing various kinds of other diseases. It has spent some
Increases In salaries, but a saving carefully prepared bouillon. About time experimenting with anthrax
Taxpayers Complain.
Mr. Joerns said there is much will be made In operating costs.
300 pounds of fine grade lean beef and also with botulinus poisoning,
in
It was stated yesterday that the went into tho bottles on these two diseases that are not so troublecomplaint from taxpayers
regard
to expenditures, and that recently saving of $7,600 in last year's bud- shelves, a laboratory pathologist some now as they were during the
a week's war. The frequent occurrence of
two decisions have been given by get probably would take care of explains.
This rs
courts invalidating
portions of the increase In the salaries of ration. The food must be pre- both was traced to a relaxed vigil-of
"service
stripes."
two
have
teacher8Who
in
tax
school
cities. For
levies
few days for ance due to the high pressure
pared fresh every bacteria.
Some war conditions. Infected bristles In
this reason, he explained, the great- The increases average $5 a month the
discriminating
est care is being exercised by the per teacher. An increase of $300, of the soup on these shelves is put shaving brushes gave men tho catis
Insufficient
to
$4,800.
his salary
educational auditor, and all items bringing
up with sugar to suit certain kinds tle disease of anthrox.
botulinappearing at all doubtful as to proposed in the new budget for the of bacteria. Others) prefer salt. A heating left the dangerous oliveH.
us germs active in bottled
legality are being eliminated from citv superintendent.
demand a dash of alcohol
few
In addition to the appropriation and
CaBes of botulism still occur, acschool budgets, everywhere in the
get it.
for teachers, the estimate contains
state.
are, cording to a laboratory bacterioloot
bacteria
meals
the
The
"The city board of education fol- tho following items:
gist who' has conducted numerous
22.700 strango to say, protected against experiments with this disease. They
lowed this year its established plan Janitors .
is against other germs.
that
perms,
2,200
of increasing the pay of teachers Truant officer
kill are a warning against carelessness,
4,020 Big white sterilizing machines be- not only to packers but to the pub-liwith each year of service, Mr. Lfilerk and assistants
bacteria
all
Intruding
possible
as well. Several cases haw
nurse
"There
is
continued.
School
Joerns
bac8,500 fore the government employed
been attributed to canned spinach.
question in my mind whether It Fuel, water and light
to
it.
introduced
are
teria
In one, a large quantity of splnacn
would not have been well to have School supplies
These petted bacteria are not a
stilv cooked that the heat
suspended this custom for this Library
however.
leisure
class,
2fi0 parasitic,
did not kill the bacteria in the cenyear, in view of economio condi Census
to
do
work
have
5,000 They
important
ter of the pot. These bacteria
tions and the cut in wages that is Repairs to buildings
in laboratory experiments and un- could have been destroyed by heatgeneral all over the country. Con- Night school
der tho microscope. They go from ing of the can, and proper cooking
ditions in eastern New Mexico are Summer school
the kitchen in test tubes that are before serving wouia u.v
Miscellaneous items
J
filled with their favorite
n.vonnv
... nnhers
- . o AAA' partly
salary
L.ll.r.B'.,
There Is now an amiwi
i0'uuu rood so mat iney may grow ami
fund
The hygienic laboratory
multiply. Like human beings they w,illm.
Milne Says Its lower.
,
a fttnnd.ird of po
confavorable
"Excluding from considerationof can worksobest under
conwhat strength of
aro
a
knows
tency. It
ditions,
kept at
they
the emergency appropriation
Most disease the toxin is sufficient to kill, and
$18,000 for a 10 per cent increase genial temperature.
of antitoxin mm.
In school facilities to meet the germs prefer body heat, though al-a the. strength
to neutralize that amount
and
necessary
at
will
few
of
the
grow
types
city
hardy
expected growth
of toxin. LSDoraionesCOIllltrV"" SCni
most freezing temperature.
which is conceded by State Edu.llnn nf th
No one could estimate how many c
cational Auditor John Joerns to
antiin samples of this and other
be most likely to receive his ap- bacteria the hygienic laboratory toxins
with the
for
comparison
of
the
on
one
time.
hands
at
has
its
school
any
budget
proval, the
for the com- Laboratory scientists, who aim at government standards.
city ot Albuquerque less
All the biological products of thethan last exactness whenever it is humanly
ing year Is $1,625
are controlled by the hyg
country
John
is
humanit
year," said Superintendent in dis- possible, explain that
jiipm.i-enic laboratory.
numto
of
schools,
track
of
Milne
ly impossible
keep
tho city
rvtn tetanus antitoxin, treatment
Mr. bers.
a statement by had
They simply say that there rn. rnhles. vaccines
and serums
cussing
can be myriads of bacteria on an
and ootency
Joerns that the school levy
aro
leoicu
inch of presumably clean skin or at the laboratory. This is one or
been increased.
was
last
cross
of
a
in
section
tissues.
year
The special levy
functions or
tiny
the most
One scientist who spent some this branch important
$56,005.60 and for the coming
of the government.
retime counting the plague bacteria
year $18,735.24 is asked, a
Many of the government a ."
duction of $7,270.35, Mr. Milne in tho stomach of a flea found fully raised bacteria go into anti2,000. But no one knows how toxins. Laboratory work is one o.
explained.
The estimate for the coming many other bacteria were in that the few useful careers that are opet
is er.
year is based .upon the actual pin point space, invisible to the to pathological bacteria. It seven
needs of the) school, Mr. Milne highest power microscope. The couraglng to reflect that
said, and will take care of neces- bacteria of the commonest of chil- billion, or as the Scientists say
nr.
chicken
pox, myriads, of dangerous germs
diseases,
sary increases, including the ex- dren's
pansion of the University Heights mumps and measles, have never working quietly for the public
,
to a been seen. They defy the best en- the hygienic laboratory.
school from , a
four-rooschool, and the em- larging apparatus and they slip
extra
principal and through the finest filters.
ployment of an
TO AID IN
two teachers. "The policy of payHow infinitesimally small these AVIATORS
FLOOD RESCUE WORK
ing the veteran teachers an ad- elusive bacteria must be is undervance in salary for each year of stood when you consider what minservice," continued Mr. Milne, "Is ute work is required to deal with
San Antonio, Tex., June 20.
a legitimate expenditure which in- the larger bacteria, those that can Three
aviators of Kelly Field, left
of the be seen when magnified several
creases the
efficiency
this afternoon for McAllen, Texas,
schools. It Is taken care of in the hundred times.
to assist In rescue work along the
estimate for the coming year withServes the Whole, Country.
Rio Grande, now on one of the
out an increase in expenditures."
In one room of the laboratory biggest
rises In history and which
for
fund
$18,000
the
bits
Regarding
of tissue are prepar- threatens to do much damage in
building
contingent increase Mr. Milne ed for study. These samples are the lower valley country.
said: "It Is apparent that if the sent in by government
doctors
The fliers are expected to act
expected demand does not occur from all over the country.
Some
emergency under orders of the
this fund will not be used and are taken from persons who died In
of Camp McAllen.
will be available for use in the of diseases that were never diag- commander
Bags of food will be dropped over
.
succeeding year for any necessary nosed.
Others are samples of di- the homes . of marooned farmers
school purpose."
seased tissues taken from living who are discovered cut off by the
persons in operations.
They aro backwaters of the swollen river.
sent to the government for idenSCHMADER LEAVES TO
tification of disease.
CONDITIONAL PARDOV.
MAKE AUDIT OF STATE
A piece of tissue about the sine
Santa Fe, June 20. Conditional
INSANE ASYLUM BOOKS of the end of a thumb is first pardon has been granted by tlov.
frozen on a complicated little in- M. C. Mechem to
Harry Eaton, who
strument. To do this carbon diox- was sentenced from
Grant county
R. E. Schmader, of the firm of ide
is
gas
under
high pressure in September, 1913, to serve twenty
Under, Burke and Schmader, will in a tube put
and
was
the
by
to
The
turning
key
forty years.
leave today for Las Vegas where he the gas is
on to the speci- recommended by Judgepardon
t,
'
Colin
will start a survey of the financial men as itexpanded
lies on the Instrument
who was the trial Judge.
records ot the state Insane asylum.
The
takes
plate.
the heat
gas
The firm ot - Under,' Burke and from
the air and water and graduDECISION TO 8CIICMAN.
Schmader received the contract for
Ice
forms
around
ally
the
bit of
a
few
days agoj
Denver, Colo., June 20. Harry
the big audit Job
Then a knife device cuts Schuman of
Denver received the
It will probably take several tissue.
off luyers which will be mounted
months to complete the work,
decision over Warnle Smith
,
on glass slides for examination un- judge's
of Bartlesville, Okla., at the end
der a microscope.
of their
bout here toPRO AGENTS MAKE 2
Fapor is often used as a com- night. The men are welterweights.
parative term of thinness, but so
ARRESTS ON MONDAY thin
are these slices of tissues that
WICHITA SIGNS PUERTEIX.
are
cut off that it would take about
Wichita, Kans., June 20. ManProhibition agents late Monday 100 of them
to
build
Joe Berger, of the Wichita
thick
the
up
ager
afternoon discovered a quantity ness or
skin paper.
Even team of the Western League, toof "moonshine"
whiskey In an In these onion
fine
of tismia tho night announced that he had signed
alleyway on TIJeras avenue be- scientist may layers
find thousands of Mark Puertell, lnflelder,
of the
tween Third and Fourth streets. disease
when
germs
the
microscope Taeoma team of the Pacific InterDomiclo Herrera and Gomltlla Is
them. And these are national league.
Avelar were arrested In connec- theturned onkinds
of bacteria.
larger
tion with the raid. When arraignSometimes
the hygienic labora- WITJ, SDTl ELY HBXP OTHERS
Bliss
Commissioner
ed before
works
off
The condition of the human body
tory
on for ten or
and
yesterday morning the two plead- fifteen years,
using endless genera- la reflected by the condition of the
ed guilty to a charge of illegal tions of a bacteria
in an at- kidneys and blood. If the kidneys
of liquor. They were tempt to develop family,
possession
an antitoxin or are not functioning properly, waste
held under $500 bond.
merely in the hope of adding soma products and poisons cannot be
bit of knowledge to treatment of a eliminated.
Rheumatic
pains
JEMEZ SPRINGS MAIL
disease.
Occasionally the disease swollen,
and stiff Joints and
is a rare one that the government muscles, aching
blurred
dizziness
CONTRACTUS AWARDED has been asked to study. If re- vision are symptoms and
of kidney
search would be of benefit to the trouble.. Mrs. A. Lechner, 1129
A mail contract covering In its public
the laboratory sometimes Main Ave., Clifton, N. J.. writes:
30S West Central
service the towns ot Old Albu- gives Its time to such diseases even "Foley Kidney pills have helped
querque, Alameda, San Juan, San though they are not prevalent.
If mo and I gladly glvs vou permisVsidro, Jomea and Jemez Springs the government had experimented sion to use this' testimonial, for
Phone 588
wns awarded' yesterday by the Post with Spanish influenza before It they will surely help." Sold
few years ago
plfjc department J,o Auolfo Baca. became epidemic
:

J

GERMS KEPT IN
LUXURY IN THE
HYGIENIC LAB.

l
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blood-thirst-
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Mi-C-
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foibles.
Q. Where

did Russian leather

set its name? J. P.

A. Russia is acalfskln leather
finished by a process originating in
the country which gives it its name
and was usually dyed a deep red,
although it is now produced in tan,,
brown and black.
'
Q. How mnny years ago was the
Colorado rivor nt tnc rim or tne
Grand Canyon? E. T.
A. The geological survey says
that in geologic terms the period
which has elapsed since the Colorado river began to cut the Grand
very
Canyon is not determined
closely and an attempt to put It in
It
is
might be
years
speculative.
as much as ten or fifteen million
years.
Q. How much does tho Washington monument weigh? P. P.
A. The total weight is 81,120
tons.
Q. Who was tho author of the
child's prayer, "Now I lay mo down
to sleep"? C. M. B.
was
A. This child's prayer-hym- n
written
by Melancthon Woolsey
Stryker, an American clergyman,
In 1884.
Q. Is any animal

similar to

a

monkey or an nto mentioned in the
Bible? A. I. S.
A. In the First Book of Kings
there is a passage, "once in three
years came the navy of Tarshish

San Antonio,

comfortable.

Our

glasses
made

comfort

Neb-let-

style
and

quality.
Have
your

eyes
examined

today

T

-

All PE RT

Optical Co.

every-wbe-

50 Summer Frocks of Printed Voile in such interesting color combinations as pink and white, blue and
white, red and white, jade and white and navy and
white. Sizes 38 to 46; white organdy collars, 50
Voile Frocks, that as a result of a
for
event, are priced amazingly at

June

long-plann- ed

20.
j

$1.98
They are good 'looking too. On display in our window. 50 Dresses that Wednesday and Thursday
will sell for

$1.98

JOHNSON KNOCKED OUT.
Phoenix, Ariz., June 20. Jack
Lynch of Prescott, Ariz., tonight
knocked out Billy Johnson of
Fort Smith, Ark., In tho third
round of what was to have been
a ten round bout. They are
p
The six round
between Mike Doyle of
Phoenix and Ralph Romero of
Bakersfield, Calif., was declared
a draw.

MONUMENTS

semi-windu-

KEARN'S SIGNS IP.
Michigan City, Ind., Juno 20.
After inspecting the new concrete arena where Jack Dempsey
will box either Brennan or Wlll-ard- .
Jack Kearns, Dempsey's
manager today signed with Profor
moter
Fitzslmmons
Floyd
either opponent ani left for New
In
is
now
Fitzslmmona
York.
touch with Willurd.

Memorials of the Better

Kind.
"We Pay the Freight"

FOR THE RELIEF OF(

.

Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp,

Colic;
Diarrhoea
-SOLD EVERYWHER-

G. E.

Fletcher

MONUMENT

WORKS

E-

In Order That You May Become Better Acquainted With the Many Beautiful and
Valuable Premiums on Display in the Premium Parlor in Our Store, Which Are
Given in Exchange for

3

Ul

11

Green Stamps
WE INTRODUCE

"iss
AND HER FREE

PRIZE CONTEST

See Fourth Street Window.

in our own
shop
combine

For Wednesday and Thursday

of

glasses
should
be

Tex.,

inhabitants of Piedras
Negras, In doubt since Sunday
night, when that town was isolated from Eagle I 'ass, Texas, by
the Rio Grande flood, was learned
this evening in a message to the
San Antonio Express from Eagle
Pass. This message said no lives
were lost but that the entire pop- ulatlon spent Sunday night and
Monday huddled in three streets
at the highest part ot the town,
Fate

.toi-iiit-

two-roo-

$ 1 .98

--

Your

above all

50 SUMMER FROCKS AT

The Prizes:

Rules of the Contest:

FIRST PRIZE The person guessing closest to the nnm
bcr of stanips on Miss Thrift's costume
(Sec Fourth Street Window) will receive
the costume and S & H stamps, which
will be redeemable at tho S & H Green
Stamp Premium Parlor in this store.
SECOND PRIZE The person whose guess Is second
closest to number of stamps on Miss
k
Thrift's costume will receive a
premium to be chosen from those on display in the S & H Premium Parlor.
TRIZE
Tho person whose guess is third closest
TI11RI)
to the number of stamps on Miss Thrift's
k
costume will be given a
premium to be chosen from those on display
in the S A H Premium Parlor.

This contest is open to ADULTS ONLY, to all of whom
it is open without cost. It is not necessary to
make a purchase to be entitled to participate.
Each person is entitled to only ono guess. Your name
and address must be written plainly on the num- bored blank which will be furnished free at any
sales counter or in the S & II Green Stamp Parlor
in our store.
Your guess must be deposited in sealed bos in the

two-boo-

one-boo-

S&HGreen stamp
premium parlors
on our Mezzanine
floor, rear of first
floor, at left of
Grocetote entrance

.

Premium Parlor.

Contest lasts 10 days, from Wednesday, June 21, to
Saturday, July 1.
In event several persons may tie for first, second or
third prizes, the prizes will be divided among
successful contestants.
The winning numbers will be announced on Thursday.
July 6. at 3 o'clock in the afternoon In the 8 & H
Green Stamp Parlors, on our Mezzanine floor.

In participating in
this contest, remember that every
day in the year you
get S & H Green
stamps with all
purchases at Rosen waldV

H

YORK WING

They've Slammed the Joke
Out of Baseball In

AFTER DROPPING
EIGHT IN

I

A

gibson MINE

St

Louis

TI MEET
THIS

Cleveland, June 20. After losing eight games In a row. New
York finally broke Its disastrous
streak today, winning from Cleve-

land 6 to 5. The game was full of
wrangling over decisions of Umpires Dineen and Nallin. Police
escorted them from the field after
the game. Score:
New York.
AB. H. 11. PO. A. B.
0
4
0 0
1
4
If
Witt,
McNally, 3b ... 3 1 2 3 2 0
0 0
3
0
0
6
Skinner, cf
1
2
0 0
2
2
Meusel, rf
1
ti
4
1
5
Plpp, lb
1
0
6
2 0 0
Ward, 2b
0
S
2
1
1
4
Pcott, ss
1
0
1
2
4
Hoffmann, c ..
0
1
0
0
0
3
Bush, p
0 0
0
1
0 0
Jones, p
(1

fi

11

27

Cleveland.
AR.

If..

Jamlcson.

Wambssan?-- ,
Bpeaker, cf

Oardner

Sh

J. Pewell, ss
Mclnnis, lb
Oraney, rf
O'Neill, o
I j. Sewell.
Uhle, p
Morton, p
Bagby, p

.

...

5

.

4
4
3

R

.

0

4

0

fl

3

1

1

1

.1

0

2
1
1

1

0

01"

SHUT OUT

A. E.
0

2

M

2

1

S

i

c...

.zNunamakcr

K.H. TO.

BONIS THE

0

1
1
1

0
0

0
0
. . 1

0
0
0

0

0

2

2
3
0

2
1

1

1

0

0
1
0
0

0

J0

1
2
1

0

0

0
0
0
0

"

4
fi 14 27 13
36
Totals
Ban for O'Neill In seventh.
Batted for Morton In the
eventh.
.
By Innings:
111 120 000
New York
021- -5
000
200
.
Cleveland
e
hits Bush,
Summary:
n
Meusel. Plpp 3. Hofmann, Jamie-soDouble
Sewell.
2. Speaker. U
Plpp
plays Mclnnis and Speaker;
itnd Scntt; J. Sewell and Molnnls;
on
Scott, Ward and PiPP. Base
1: Uhle.
balls Off Bush, 3; Jones.
1: Morton, 1; Bagby, 2. Hits Off
Jones, 2 In 1
Bush, 11 In 7
third;
TJhle, 6 In 2, none out In
4
In
5; Bagby. 1 In 2.
Morton.
1.
Morton,
2;
Bush.
out
By
Struck
Losing
Winning pitcher Bush.

20. Local
Washington, June
baseball statisticians digging back
into the records of Walter Johnson,
who by blanking the Chicago White
Sox Sunday one to nothing, registered his seventh victory this season against three defeats, have
-found tnat not oniy nas ine oib
T.ntn" r.t tha Wn oh In eft on ntflff en
tered the ultra select class of pitch
ers Wlin a Ilia tirno averniso iri
.600 or better, but he has clinched
hamnlnn nhuf.-Otn tVi
14.
king of the majors. Sunday's blank
drawn ny tne vvnus sox was mo
Johnson has handed
ninety-fift- h

Two-bas-

3;

Kenneth Williams, left, and Rogers Hormsby.
An
aided by several other dapper ath- Wanted:
to kid the clubs now like to ate
army of jditort to
revise all loks books now out
lctea, hava slugged and fielded
the clubs in action as possible
trndinff that contain wheezes
the Cardinals and Browns out of
pennant winners this year, no
the Joke class. And fans who
about 3 1. Lonij and its punk ball
less. Williams and Hornsb are
were wont to go to.the ball park
teams. For the two gents above.
battling for the batting titles.

Johnston, lb..
If ....

Walker,

Welch, rf
Miller, cf

c

Perkins,

Galloway,
Dykes, Sb
Harrl. p

Eckert.

....

ss...

p

p
Naylor,
Yarrison, p...
Bruggy
BHauser
jcMcGowan . . . .

4
4
4
8
4
4
3
o
0
0
0
1
1

1

0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

t

1

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

11

2
1
5
0
2

t

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
1
5
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

33 3 8 24 12 1
Totals
Batted for Harris In third.
z Batted for Eckert In sixth.
at Batted for Naylor In eighth.
St. Louis.
AB. R.H. PO. A.E.
1
0 0
3 1 1
Tobln, rf

....
.....

4
Oerber, ss
4
Btsler, lb
3
If
Williams,
McManui, 2b .. 3
t
Shorten, cf
4
Severeld, e
4
3b
Ellerbe,
VanGilder, p... 4

...
....
....
...

Totals

32

1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1

2
2

2

i

8

0
0
1
2
1

0
4
3
0

0

0
0
4

0
1
3

0

7 11 27 14

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

.

his leasue career.
Johnson's total number of 827
victories against 217 defeats, for
It
-la pnnfilrlered
,
v.
iti finl
n
.ir.r...
i.ma.Ifnhls trlhllln 1 htn UrOWeSS
nnf in hi

1

ston

and

Dykes. Base on balls-- Off
2; Eckert,
2; Van1. Struck out By Van1. Hits Off Harris, 4 in
Innings; Eckert, 4 In 3; Naylor.

Harris,

Gilder.
Gilder,
2
3

in 2; Yarrison, none in one.
Losing Pitcher Harris.

L'hle.

St. Louis, 7; Philadelphia, .
St. Louis, June 20. The Browns
today
romped over Philadelphia
and compelling
winning 7 to toa.use,
without avail
Connie Mack
hitfour pitchers and three pinch
ters. Kenneth Williams slammed
out his eighteenth homer of the
season In the fifth, putting the
and
ball over th right field stand had
who
bringing In Slsler.
was
Eckert
him.
tripled, ahead of
Sn the box at the time. Hauser,
batting for Eckert, duplicated
In
th
Williams'
performance
iixth. sending the first ball pitchWilliams
route
same
over
the
ed
circuit clout went. Soore:
Philadelphia.
AB. R. H. PO. A. K.
0
1
1
0 2
4
2b
Young.
0
2
1

ut

-

lctrolt,

IS

HUE

TP

T

JOHN MCBAW

WITH HITS; BEAT

9; Boston, 8.

Detroit, June 30. Detroit ran its
string of victories to eight today
BOSTON 2 TO
by defeating Boston 9 to 8. Both
clubs hit freely. Burns smashed
two
home runs both of which
cleared the fence. Cutshaw hit a Couch Holds
Opponents to
homer.
Score:
R. H. E.
Two Safeties, and Allows
1
002 010 2308 12
Boston
No Batter to Reach First
9 12
113 100 30x
3
Detroit
Batteries:
Rusnell.
Ferguson.
Till
Karl and Ruel; Dausa and Bassler.
Eighth Inning.

Tk!i"f

pmCliib

.

0

.noolalfd Pmi.)
(Bj Th
Washington, 8; Chicago, 0.
Boston, June 20. Couch of CinChicago, June 20. Urban Faber cinnati
held Boston to two hits toweakened in the thirteenth inning
2 to 0.
today and Sam Rice started a rally day, Cincinnati winning
by stretchings single into a double. Singles by Caveney, Plnelll and
which enabled Washington to score Daubert, Burns' sacrifice fly In
three runs and defeat Chicago J the fifth, gave Cincinnati its two
runs. Not until the eighth liW a
to 8.
R. H. E. Boston man reach first. Score:
Score:
Cincinnati,
Washington
AB. R. H. PO. A. K

38 13
030 000 06 IS
200
Batteries: Erlckson. Zacharyand
000 410100 000

Chicago

1

Burns, cf
001
2 Daubert, lb
Duncan, If .
Leverette, Hodge, Faber Harper, rf .

Oharrlty;
and Sohalk.

llargrave,
Bonne, 2b

JODAYS
GAMES
NATIONAL LEAGTJE.

.
,

c.
.

W.

New York
St. Louis
PlttBhurdh
Brooklyn
Chicago .
Cincinnati
Boston
Philadelphia

87

34
28

81
27
23

....23
19

U

n32

34

"2

The

13)
!Oiandii

Club

.

...

Ford, is

LEAGUE.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia t St. Louis.
New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit.

mSouthworth

3
3
3

....

x

0

2 27

9

1

22.

having the sanction
of the Koran, is common in Egypt.
Mrs. James E. Hays, president of
the Georgia Federation of Women'sa
clubs and recently
appointed
trustee of the state normal college
the first woman In Georgia to reto the board of
Pet. ceive ofappointment
the state institution of
.613 any
.671 learning;.
Wife-beatin-

1

K0RBER & CO.

Just Across from City Hall
Highland Laddies Trounce
Midgets 16 to 4 in Junior
League
Play; Dragons
Forfeit to Wildcats.
St. Mary beat the Firefighters
yesterday by a score of 6 to I In
the second game played by the
Senior league in the Boys' league,
nlav which la under the direction
of High School Coaoh Addison
Moor. The gam was snappy

throughout and tighter than the
games played Monday, the open-

ing day of Boys' league.
Batteries: Bt. Mary Mcuarrrey,
Chavei and M. Ortit. Firefighters Parentl and Dodson.
The D Molays will play tne
Duk City White thl aftrnoon
at 6:80 o'clock.
Junior League.
cut loose
Laddies
Highland
yesterday In their first game in
trounced
and
the Junior league
n
their
the Midgets 16 to
game at Washington Park. The
batteries were: imagers
and Azel; Highland Lad
dies Baca and Bustos.
The Yankee will play th saw
thl afternoon at
Mill Slugger
5:30 o'clock.
Pigmy league.
forfeited to the
The Dragon
Wildcats yesterday afternoon at
2
The Athletes ana
oclock.
Wildcats played ft practice gam.
The Tigers are scheduled to meet
the Wildcats this afternoon at 2
o'clock.
There is room In the
Pigmy league for three more
teams.
Boy playing on Pigmy
teams must not weigh over 80
Managers and captains
pounds.
of teams eligible to enter th
Pigmy league should
Moore at Washington Park, The
coach is at the park each afternoon from 2 o'clock.
STANDINGS
Senior League
W L
Pet.
1
0 1.000
Tildillos .
0
1
.000
Browns
1
0 1.000
St. Mary
De Molay
i.
i
High School
Duke City Whites.. . .,

ALBUQUERQUE'S BIG HARDWARE STORE

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

riXEST

ROOMS IN TUB STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
COLD WATER.
ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

II and $1.50; double, 11.50 and 2.00.
With bath, single, $2.00 and $$.50; double. $8.59 and $3.00.
Weekly Rate: With or without private bath, $4.0 to $11.00
per week.

Transient Rates I Single,

el

Real Values

in Summer
Underwear

h

0
Firefighters
Euglos
Junior League.

1

1 0
S. A. T
0
Highland Laddies
0
1
Little Tildlllo
.
.
Yankees
Sawmill Slugger
0
1
Midgets . ,
Pigmy League.
W L
1
0
Barelas Tiger
0 1
Athletics
1
0
Wildcats .
0
1
Dragons .

...

....

want

Long Sleeves, Quarter Sleeves, Full
Length Garments as .well as

j,000

three-quart- er

:.i

W L

..1

A complete line in every kin'd of Underwear that any man could possibly

Pet,
1.003
1.00 J

lengths.

,.000

Nainsooks, Cottons, Lisles and Silk's,
in our athletic numbers' at pleasing
prices

.000

Pet.
1.000
.000
1.000

85c to
$4.50

.000

WASHINGTON MAN IS
DECORATED BY J0FFRE
(By The Auoclntrd Pren.)
Paris, June 20. Marshal Joffre,
in the name of the French government, today decorated with the insignia of officer of the legion of
honor. Samuel Hill of Seattle,
Wash., who escorted the marshal
across the United State on his
recent trip. Marshal Joffr alluded to the happiness which had
been afforded him by hi reception
in America.
The ceremony took place in Marshal Joffre' headquarter at the
war college In the presence of
Madame Joffre, Ambassador Her-rlcthe marshal's staff and a
number of American resident and
visitors.

See

E. L.

Our Window Display

Washburn Company

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.

k,

.541
.492
.475
.484
.407
.397

Don't Be Fooled

ESDLTS

for

Fllllngim in 6th.
Batted for Ocschger in 9th.
Soore by Innings:

1

sea-son-

DAYS
29

Batted

r.z

-,,,

YESTER

Dowdy, c . . .
Fillinglm,
p,
Oescliwr, p .
zPowell
Totals

.475
.426
.358

as he has been backed by clubs of
onlv mediocre auimy in a tsreai w- A.t, n. .VtA alvtApn aAAanna he has
worn a Washington uniform. There
is only one pitcher now in harness
who is considered to have a ghost
or a cnance to lop jonnsun in Burn
out fame ana mat is urover .ieaii
ler of the Chicago Cubs. As AleX'
ander has but eighty goose egg
verdicts to his credit at the start
of the present season, the chance of
the Washington
his overhauling
.n.tia i HoaiyiaiI Areeri nclv slim.
Third on the list of shut-ou- t
orti.t. I. the veteran Babe Adams
of Pittsburgh, who had 42 to his
credit when the season openeu.
Next in line are Jim Vaughn an!
n .n... Tu a. nirn e I nna a., re
spectively, but both of whom are.t
juhh-ninnjarded as aDOUt Iniinianeu.
the American
Tlncr
T.ennarrl.
r,,txh
i.
for pitching
holdout, now suspended
- no
uu
is
for an outlaw ciud.
victories. Others,
with 38 shut-oshut-out- s
of
score
a
over
have
who
's
chalked up, not Including this
results are Joe Bush, 27; Bob
Shawkey. 26; Carl Mays, 23; Stan
Coveleskie, 22 and Ray Caldwell,
ut

,

...
....

.482

32

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
W. U
24
38
St. Lout
27
36
York
New
2
30
7
27
0
16
Totals
83
28
Detroit
Boston.
30
31
All. R. It. PO. A.E. Cleveland
32
29
4
Chicago
Nixnn, cf
82
30
Washington
4
Barbara, 2b
22
32
Philadelphia
Chrlstenbury, If 3
35
23
Boston
3
Cruise, rf
Boeckel, 3b
Holko, lb

Pet.
.888
.678
.519
.617

21
25
26
29

.

Caveney, ss
Plnelll, 3b .
Couch, p

Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York.
Cincinnati at Boston,
Chicago at Philadelphia.
AMERICAN"

0 5
1 16
1
0

4

NATIONAL LKAGtE.

You'll Say the Price Are Low

J.

itoDin-Oask-

2

i7.x

pitcher

I

.'

THE ICE SAVING KIND.

'

GAME FROM THE

14-I-

I)

00 00

REFRIGERATORS

FIREFIGH T

WEEK-EN- D

2b5233 20

...

tEvans

7

GRAYS

Pa-dll- la

....

35

ST. MARY COPS

5

The Qlbson Miners, said to be the
fastest bunch of baseball players In
the state, with the sole exception
of the Albuquerque Grays, will be
hero Saturday and Sunday to meet
the Grays on Barelas field. Gibson
will bring along Tommy Clark, on
of the fastest outfielders and most
consistent hitters In New Mexico
baseballdom; Wilson, late of the
Cincinnati Reds and the Coast
league; Angel, who la known as a
home run hitter, and several good
pitchers.
The Gibson team Is the only ag- gregatlun that has taken a series
from the Grays In six years.
says the Grays are the equal
of any team In the state, not bar
ring CIovls, ana he has further
strengthened the team by arranging to bring In two good pitchers.
one from Oklahoma and one from
the coast.

Yankees Defeat Cleveland,
6 to 5; Decisions of Umpires Dineen and Nallin
Cause Wrangling.

Total

ne 21, 1922
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6"C OOL me once," says the proverb', "and it's shame
on you. Fool me twice and it's shame on me?'

"

TROPHY TO ATLANTA.
By Innings:
Atlanta, Ga., June 20. The At001
000 020 000
0013
2
....001
lanta Athletic club with the re- Cincinnati
Philadelphia
NATIONAL liEAGTJE.
110 023 OOx 7 markably low score of 308. was Boston
000 000 000
St. Louis
0
Cincinnati, 2; Boston, 0.
e
hits To- conceded the team trophy In the
Summary.
hits HarSummary: Two-bas- e
All others postponed; rain.
bln, Gerber, VanGilder, Galloway, southern golf championship at East per, Caveney.
Sacrifices Burne,
hits Lake late today, although all the Plnelll, 2. Double play Boeckel
Johnston, Perkins. Three-bas- e
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
to
other teams had not finished.
Slsler, Oerber. Home runs
Barbare
to
Holke.
It
Base on balls
Detroit, 9; Boston, 8,
was composed of Perry Adair, BobWilliams, Hauser. Double plays
Off Oeschger, 1. Hits Off FllNew
York, 6; Cleveland, 5.
Manus and Slsler; Young,
by Jonee, T. N. Bradshaw and C. V. llngim, 5 In 6; off Oeschger, 2 In
Washington, 9; Chicago, 6; (15
and Slsler; Young, John- - Kalnwater.
3.
Struck out By Couch, 1; by
Fllllngim, 2; Oeschger, 4. Losing innings).
St. Louis, 7; Philadelphia, S.
pitcher Fillingim.
-- i
Two-bas-

Don't be foole'd when it comes to spending your money.;
Patronize the merchants who have a reputation for fair,
dealing and, honesty. Such motives must actuate the
consistent advertiser. The man who invests real money
in building a reputation for himself and his merchandise
cannot afford to risk any of it by taking unfair advantage of his patrons.
;i?aSj;&:&ff

John-Mau-

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Indianapolis, 4; St. Paul, 6.
Columbus, 1; Milwaukee, 7.
Toledo, S; Kansas City, 1.
rain.

Buy Your Woo!

Louisville-Minneapoli-

WESTERN IEAGTTE.
Tulsa, 4; Sioux City, 6.
St. Joseph, 3; Omaha, .
Oklahoma City, 5; Des Moines,
Wichita-Denvepostponed.

Suits Now

The consistent advertiser pays money to tell you afrou?
his goods. He knows they are good he 'backs them
with his money because he believes tHey will satisfy.

0.

r,

All of Our Wool, Three Piece Suits
to be closed out for our New Fall
Stock. Get your Suit now.

-- OUR
$55.00
$50.00
$45;00
$40.00
$35.00
$30.00

;:i51.

s;

Suits in this sale. . .
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale
Suits in this sale

...

.

.,.....

$42.50
$40.00

..$37.50
.

.,.$32.50
$26.50
$25.00

These Suits Are for Cash and
Alteration Charges.
When You Think Clothes Think

EUWS

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
R. H. F..
,
2
7 12
Amarillo
4 9
2
Lubbock
Batteries: Smith, Maples and
Douglas; Cantre, Wooldrldge and
Allen.
Score:
R. H. E.
B 12
Abilene ...... .v.vr
4
San Angelo
g 13
I
Batteries: Rwenson and Burch;
Trammel and Alexander, Robertson.
Score:
R. H. E.
CIovls
5 6
7
Sweetwater
6
Batteries: Moore, Vlck, Erwln
and Shaw; Ward and White.
Score:
r. h. B.

Only merchandise which is consistently good can be
consistently advertised.

.Afl

-

W9BW8W

KY NORMAX E. BROWN.
Hoy, Hclnlo Groh!
Heard what the fans ar saying

in Cincinnati these days?
Well, If something to th effect
that Babe Plnelll
is the best little
third sacker tha Rod iv.m hi.
boasted in years.
. nfta. mini TS I I. .Anil rl
aiiih1'Groh believed hia departurej had left
an aching void in ftedville.
Ana it nneiu aoes come
s ft
the Paclfio coast lad will through
furnlsn Ranger
8
8
further oroof that n.rflkv.r.nm Stamford
Batteries: Zapalac and Clayton;
brings success. For this Is his third
Knadler
and Edwards
effqrt to win a permanent place In

ir.,

...........

So advertising protect you against f rau'd and inferiority'.
It tells you what is new and good, making you a wise

D

buyer. It saves you money by pointing out for your
consideration only the best oroducts and the best places
'to buy them,
7

f

-

.

Paollnelll.

ThVifty men and women read the advertisements. To
business proposition a duty
them it is a plain every-'da- y
and
to tHcir poj:k'etb'ook's.
they owe to tKemselyes
Don't be foole'd. .

club
batted .389 and ranked second in fielding: hi position with au
8.
tvirags oi

Dor.t Spend Your Money Blindly Read the Advert!
Read them in The Morning Journal The Pcp j
"j lar Classified Advertising Medium in the State

.....7

ins

majors.
Babe's real

narnn ( ptnMn HIS FRIEND
RECOMMENDED
THEM
His home Is in San
I'rancisco.
"Six year ago." write W. H.
The White Sox gave
him his first trial, but decided he Shadwell, Stanley. Va.. "I had kid
was too green.
Then the Tiger
ney irouoie. ana at time was un
tried him out. Cobb decided he able to raise myself in bed. Foley
wouldn't do for the Jungaleers and Kidney Fills were r commended to
let him drift back. The Cincl Red
me by the Chief of the Fire Departinquired him last winter by paying ment. After using t bottles I was
JoO.OOO and everal flayer for him.
and have
relieved,
completely
Last season with the Oakland never had a return of th symphe
toms." Why suffer when you can
get relief fror rheumatio pain,
backache, swollen, sore and
Joints, sleep disturbing bladder
When a dog; barks at night In weakness and other
symptoms of
Japan tlie owner Is arrested and disordered
kidney? Sold every
sentenced to work for a fixed time where.
for tho neighbors whose slumbers
may have been disturbed.
Journal Want Ad Bring Results,

.0

tif

D

:e-me- nts

V

4
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Woman's Daily Magazine Page lt"i
f

FOUR DANCING

SUMMER SUIT IS
MOST PRACTICAL

FEET

0

BY JANE PHELPS.
DISCUSSING MARRIAGE.
CHAPTER !.
"Say,
why ain't a girl, 5f
she's good, likely to get married
and have ft home and have"
"Do forget
Lilly interrupted!
There
that crazy dream, Gertie. nowaus
girls
ain't no chance for
before
was
different
days. Things
the war, and I don't quite know
what has made the change. But
something sure has. The fellows
ain't so keen on marrying as they
used to be, and anyhow I guess
they couldn't If they was. In Mr.
his
has got
fins work and cut out the parson.
to
all
buy
Tou see. Gert, It's
right
a girl one pair of 16 silk stockings,
but If they had to do it all the
time they'd either die In a fit or
go to Jail. And a girl has to have
stockings you know."
"Yes, I know."
"Oh, what's the use of being so
Gert? Tou've got to
let en you're awful bold and careless-like,
and Jolly 'em along. Then
pretend you don't hear when they
get fresh."
"I can't laugh and talk, Lll,
when'ijl am all trembly Inside. I
almost dieo the other night when
that red headed fellow that
brought me home kissed me. I
ain't no good pretending, I hate
UI And they know It."
"Tou ain't got no right to be so
pretty then. Tou can't blame the
boys for wanting to kiss you when
they see them big eyes and dimples, to say nothing of your grand
L11I.

h,

hair."

"Don't make fun of me, Lll! I
ftln't pretty now. I'm too thin."
"Tou are thin, but that's fashionable. I heard ft girl at the cafe
the other night tell ft fellow that
she stood up 20 minutes after every meal so she would keep her
figure."
' "I guess she had more to eat
than we do, What we eat wouldn't
make us fat tn a thousand years.
Oh well, it's time for the show.
Tou'll have to hurry, Lll, or we
Will be late."
On a crowded

awe-struc-

n

y

JU

could find foot place. The two
women were weeping bitterly.
In response to the frenzied ques
tions of the neighbors, the girls
learned that their fathers had been
killed in an oil tank explosion.
Seven years had passed since
then. Of the struggles of the two
mothers, each left with four children, wo have little to do, save as
Gerthey affected the two girls
tie and Lilly, each the eldest of
her family.
It was a hard struggle. Poverty
Is not beautiful no matter how we
kept
garb It. But the girls were eithIn school as long as possible,
er by the threats of punishment.
Out of
or the truant officer.
school they ran errands, sold pa- which
oers. did anything by
they
could earn ft few pennies, and in
their leisure danced to ths
strains of soma Wftlti or fox
trot ground out by A wheezy hurdy
gurdy; or, when the coiq drove
them off the streets, to that of u
and op
tlnpanny victrola owned
erated constantly by one or their
their dancing floor the
neighbors
hall of the tenement.
It takes very little to swing the
pendulum of fate.
One lovely spring day, when
Gertie was 14, and Lilly 13. they
were dancing on the sidewalk. Seeing the crowd, a motor car stopped
and two ladles leaned out and
The younger
watched the dance,
one turned to the other and said:
"Those two girls dance better
than lots of the girls on the stage
or In the cabaret shows. They are
prettj', too." Then ths car drove
on. But In the heart of each dancing child had been planted ft seed,
and it grew dally, until at 17 and
18 respectively
Gertie and Lilly
were dancing in a cheap cabaret
show, and helping to support the
younger children.
Of their hardships, their rebuffs
before they finally found a manager willing to take them on. It is
needless to write. It is the experience of most poor girls without lnflueooo who have to make
their own Way, and at the same
time help their families. But of
their present battlo
stir-rin-

Walton's

AT

DDI

Is Married to Samuel

Pol-

Mrs. Pollock la an
born nnrt
Albuquerque
girl,
r. tied; educated at the St. Vincent Academy and tho University
of New Mexico.
A brunette of
striking beauty, Mrs. Pollock is
one of Albuquerque's bept known
and most popular young liullea,
being a member of a pioneer
Camily of this city. Mr. Pollock
lifts niado his home here for a
number of years and is a successful young real estata wun. A
host of frionds in Albuquerque
and elsewhere will Join in wishing tho newlywcds a most happy
married life.

Officiates.

if

J

Hj

im
life. ,
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By KLOISE.

The woman who owns a summer
suit has solved more than half the
clothes problems for the summe."
Cool and practical anil
months.
washable what more could be asked
of a summer garment,
Shantung
crepe
rajah silk, poplin, silk Jersey, favorknit and sports silks are tho
er materials used In the new summer suits. They are made for the
most part on smartly tailored lines
with tuxedo coats and plain skirts.
White washable silk makes this
little suit. The skirt may be worn
with brilliantly colored sweaters to
lend variety to the wardrooe ana
the coat may be worn with colored
silk skirts. When worn Togetner
the suit makes ft trim little costume
suitable for many occasions of the
A tailored silk
summer months.
blouse or a frilly lace trimmed waist
can change it from a sports suu
into an afternoon costume.
With ft white suit as a foundation
for one's wardrobe one may build
up any number of costumes In any
number of color comDinauons,

WORLD FAMOUS
ARTISTS WILL1

ANSWERED

LETTERS,

Constant Reader Cocoa butter
is fattening and must have done
something for you, if you massaged with it even for so short a
time as six weeks. Tou need
more than this as you are very
thin and your weight much below average. Take a spring tonic
so your appetite will improve
and eat such foods as will build
you up and also fatten you.
Evelyn Tou have burned the
life out of your hair with heated
irons so it cannot grow. Tou can
make your hair curl with the kid
curlers If you dampen It first and
let It remain on the curler until
it has dried. Bobbed hair still
prevails and is not likely to go
out of style.
Constant Reader There Is no
reason why you should make yourself less attractive to avoid the
stares of rude men on the streets.
Your trouble comes from noticing
them, until you have become
all you need do is to
keep your mind busy with your
own affairs and not notice their
rudeness.
J. E. L. Either a massage or a
treatment from the vibrator will
help this condition as In either
case the circulation Is quickened.
Sometimes when the hair falls

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.
GENEROUS MEN.
Few of us are sordid misers
when good counsel
should be
adsprung, and as welterweight
visers we all wield a fluent tongue.
When a man comes up and hits me
for a, loan of fifty cents, oftentimes
my conscience twits me. for I'm
prone, like other gents, to indulge
in long discourses on the folly of
his way, till my larynx sore and
hoarse is, and my hair is turning
gray. And I mark the victim listen
to my words of golden worth, and
I see his teardrops glisten as they
trickle to the earth. Always I feel

ALIEN WOMEN GIVEN
SAME
CITIZENSHIP
RIGHTS AS THE MEN
(By Tb. Associated Preat.)
Washington, June 20. To meet
conditions which its friends claim-

ed have been emphasized by the
women's suffrage amendment, the
house today, by a vots of 206 to
9, passed a, bill which would open
to alien married women substantially all naturalisation and citizenship rights anjoyed by alien
men. The bill would also permit
American women who marry foreigners to retain their citizenship unless they renounoe their alleg-

Cuticura Soap
Complexions
Are Healthy

shamed and bitter when I've rounded out my spiel, and dismissed the
wayworn critter with a guilder or
a wheel. If another seedy caller at
my wigwam door appears, I will
give him half a dollar and not lecture him to tears. For I know
that words are uslcss when a hungry man comes by; they are stale
and flat and juiceless, and wOn't
take tho place of pie. But the love
of declamation gots me when the
bo arrives, and I hand htm an oration 'stead of honey from the hives.
And my ardor's not diminished bv
the thought ihat I'm a bore; and
the bo, when I have finished, will
receive two bits or more.
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centennial.
Mrs. "Wheeler sent band and orchestra copies of her music, as well TO
stop corcnixG AT
fls a largo number of sheet music
A summer bronchial coughntgiit
keeps
copies for distribution.
not only the sufferer but other
members of the family awake. AlAUTK'I ES T'lI.Kll,
fred Barker, 1001 Avondale St., E.
Santa Fe, June 20. The
Liverpool, O., writes: "I consider it
company, an Indiana my duty to write end tell the
of Foley's Honey and Tar,
corporation, hns filed Its articles tn
New Mexico and will maintain the which I used for my, boy who had
state office in Albuquerque, in been suffering
frOm ft bronchial
charge of T. W. Whitmor, resident cough for 7 or 8 weeks. Foley's
The company will engage Honey and Tar has done him wonagent,
in ths manufacture nnd jobbing of derful good, and I shall always recmlllwork. Its capital stock Is
ommend It." It soothes and heals.
Sold everywhere.
fully subscribed.

its

fl

$25,-60-

Billy Dove.
Miss Billy Dove Is another

Follies

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Resorts

girl who has lett Hroadwav and tho
footlights for Hollywood and the
Klieg lights. She is to be staarred
hy Metro and has already left for Read tho
of California's Famous Hotels, Health,
the coast to make her first picture Beach and Announcements
Mountain Hcsorts and Solve "Thnt Outing Problem"
for them. The name of ht first Literature mid
Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Freo Infor.
play hns not been announced, but it
mation Iliircuii at Office of the Morning Journal.
is utirierstooa
that it will bo a
"

,

a.

comedy-dram-

Closc-t'p-

J0M;

s.

Clara Beranger is on her way to
the coast to compu te adaptation Of
"Clarence," to be William de Mllle'6
next production.
Tni,

the Laslty studios. It will probably
be a celluloid version ot "The Cow-boand the Lady."

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.
Rates $1.50 to $3.00
Every room a cool outside room

riWHtaaa-ii-

y

Connie Talmadgc expects to go
to tho Orient soon for exteriors of
"East Is West," which Frances
Marion Is adapting.

-

nil"

IF."
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BRYSON

f('Mt

WIMilrn RmjIeTHnl, Io AngrUt
MODKKN AI'AHTMr.NT HOTKI,
In ExcIub1v
Roiidentltl District, within eir rtich
buiinesi
(
arit ihoppinf center.
A

flilCftii..

cast of
caliber Is beln
lined up for Penrhyn Stanlaw'o
new Paramount production, "Pink
5ods," the titlo bclnu; an abbreviation of Cynthia
Stockley's book
"Pink Gods and Blue Demons."
A

King Edward Hotel

v.

ATM,.

grandmother have returned from
their hurried trip to Honolulu, Thu
mar is scneauiea to begin work
shortly on her next production st

all-st-

Mild

Servlc

OF THK CALIFORNIA

"Qli:i;

darts.

CommlMnry

BEACHES"

yam Ewm

Jack Plckford, Director Arthur
their cameraman have
left for Louisville and New York to
act racing scenes fo "QarriHon's
Finish."
TtosKom and

Most popular and
resort on the entire Coast. Visit
Walter Tilers, the new fat
of Paramount pictures, will "Tho Walk of aof Thousand Lights" Long Beach's famous "Pike" the
Island
the West. Five miles of safe, white sandy beach,
appear as a negro In Wallace Rold'o Coney
"Tho Ghost Breaker,' mammoth indoor plungo, golt links, splendid hotels, apartments and
picture,
to
cottages
d
nil
suit
classes. Home of ths
million dollar
which Alfred Green is to direct.
hotel Virginia. Long Beach Is a beautiful residential
as well as
a resort. Finest of churchos, schools, clubs, etc. Cool city
and
delightful
summer climate. Write for literature. s
fastest-growin-

g

world-fame-

Tomorrow-the Seashore!

Ney,Pianiste;Lazzari,
Contralto, and Zimbalist,

Elly

Violinist, Next Winter.
Carolina I.azzarl, world famous
contralto; Elly Ney, celebrated
English pianiste, and Efrcn Zimbalist, renowned violinist, will appear hers next winter In conrert,
sponsored by the Fortnightly Music club.
This was decided last evening
when a meeting of the club was
held to outline next season's course.
An option on these nrtlsls la held
by tho club until July 15. If by
that time sufficient tickets have
been pledged, the contracts will
be signed and the greatest concert series ever offered to local
people will be assured.
Mme. Lazzari is a contralto singer who has had years of experience with the Chicago and MetroHer
opera
companies.
politan
voles is nearly three octaves in
range, and her control of her vocal powers is little short of marvelous. Tho deepest chest tone
and the lightest head tone are at
her command..
Mme. Ney visited America for
the first time last winter, when
she swept New York and Chicago
with one triumphal series of ovations. She is especially noted for
her interpretations of Brahms and
Chopin.
Mr. Zimbalist, ever since his extreme youth, has been a favorite
with American audiences, both In
his solo recitals and in hla Joint
Alma
appearances with Mme.
Gluck, his wife.
The club decided last evening
that the prices for the tickets
should be as follows: Adult season ticket, $5; student season ticket, $3.60: single admission, $2.50.
Mrs. Elizabeth
A. Bradford,
president of the club, spoke as follows with regard to the course and
the club's ambitions:
"We are sure that this concert
course is the greatest ever offered
here. We are fully expecting all
of Albuquerque to help us establish the town as the musical center of the southwest, and if this
course is assured, greater things
will come. A symphony orchestra
concert, an engagement for the
Chicago Opera company, are not
beyond possibilities if we receive
adequate support."
Maurice Klein, chairman of the
promotion and publicity committees, addressed the club on the
business details of the season's
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CALppRNIA SCHOOLS

MB

LITERATURE
AT FREE INFORMATION
AT OFFICE OF TM1 NEWSPAPER

)CBUREAU

PRIVATE
HIGH SCHOOL
tho year. Classes limited

Open all
to eight.

dally. Student may
enter any day. Monthly rates.
LOS AXGELES
COACHING
SCHOOL,
730 So.
Grand Avenue, Los Angclea, Calif.
i"nonft

Girls

Collegiate School
venr

hoiHno Sonr oath
Offers General Col
lege Preparatory. Special courses
2 years
work,
cultural. Beautiful Spanish
buildings. Out-dolife a reality.
Miss Parsons and Miss Denncn,
Principals.
Adams Street, Los Angeles. Calif.
Thlrtv-firn-

t

Accredited.

post-gradua- te

Tooa-tlon-

lor

aomitten anytlmo. Each Individual child's need
atudlad, and tha
training that best tlta given. Sleep, aat,
and itudy
Moderata tuition.
Wrlta today for Interesting Illustrated
hooklet. Mra. fiallla Wataoo Connnn, A.
R. Principal. Banta Monica. Calif.

r

This booklet tetli a wonderful atory about San Diego, California.
Sign ths coupon and get it free by return mail

Jsa-i- -

8.

0

Free Auto Busses Meet All

5an

i

g.AO-8.0- 0

IHK PAMSAnKS SCHOOL
Children..
Meal School and Home by trre aea.
Kindergarten ana Collcira Preparatory.

CaliforniA

WAN NIUTART
ACADEMY

High Bcholarahlp
Residence and Oar
School (or Young Buys,
in aeaslon all
Horseman-ahlyear.
Athletlca, Swimming,
Band.
Roference: C. C Burnett,
l;nltrd States Veterans Bureau, Tucson.
MAKE mj.MMKIt CAMP
reservations
now. Special tutoring, Addresa Dlreotor,
800 South Alvarado Ktreet, I.oa Angeles,
Calif.
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Elks Building, Ban Diego, California.
I should like to read your fascinating

Gentlemen:
California.

story of San Diego,

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

Please tend fne your free booklet.

Engineers

State.

.
1

JoHn&l

.ant

'

J

fj

Sgl

LEARN CHIROPRACTIC

JOIN JUNE CLASSES
Enroll at the Clswell Chlroprac-tl- o
College. Ban Diego. California,
and in 18 months write Doctor of
after your name.
Cltiropractio
Join June classes. For particulars
write college office, 15S0 Fourth
St., San Diego.

The San Diego. Army and
Navy

Academy's

SUMMER SESSION

Annual Summer Session will begin July t
and end September 1. A happy combination of work and piav with sea bathing and land sports. IIIO covers practically every expense. Write
CAPTAIN THOMAS A. DAVIS, Pres.
Pacific Bench, California.
LOS

ANCEtXS

MILITAKT ACADEMY
Los Angelee, Calif.
on
situated
Delightfully
Huntington
ta
Drive, near Pasadena, 37tlt year,
admitted at any time. Highest
In
etandarda
Scholarship,
Military
Training and General Culture. tS a ores.
Ideal tiummer
Complete equipment.
Training at Mountain and Beach Camps
Tutoring U dealred.
Phone HHIt.
RICHARD K. BA1I.KY, PrealdeBf.

ELLIOTT SCHOOL
FOR C.IRI.S
1303 8. Oramercy Plnce, Los Angelee.
An
Ideal Summer Home for your

Daughter. Spacious estate, fanned by
Cool Sea breeaes.
Superior educational
Character Building. Sumadvantages.
mer session July Cth to August Kill.
Write for Booklet.
MARTHA
COLLINS
WEAVER, M. A.,
Principal.
. T?
. . .
Telephone
SUMMER SCHOOL or

...

.

Cumnock School of
.Expression
tee

.

Angeles, California.
July tfth.
University Credit.
Tutoring in High School and Orarte
Subjects. Fsll Term Opens Octonar Iro).
HELKM A. BROOKS, A, M..
Ada Briiig Koeulia. Director,
W Boulli Jtsciauai
Aiaaas.'

Founders

Machinists.

CauiQKs in Iron, Brass, Bronae, Alum
Inum. Electric.
Motors.
Oil
Enilnta,
Pumps and Irrigation.
Wort
and Office Allniqiierqne.

Street.
City.

Mexico . . , . .

Ilnnbl.

SJ.Ofl

2.011
I.B0-3.S-

An

-

Simla.
fl.fiO

ftlnslt .
DoubU
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By luncheon time tomorrow
or any
can reach San Diego
day you selecV-y- ou
from almost any city in the southwest and
begin to enjoy your vacation days by the
cool ocean in Southern California's "summer capital" with its 100,000 permanent
hospitable residents, at

-

The Journal is
exclusive Resort
Medium of New

TWENTX CORNER

travel and you're enjoying the foamy
beaches, the green courts and drives of the
great park, the splendid motor roads, and
the fragrant, salty Ocean breezes.

-

I

PLAN

EUROPEAN
Ratef Pur Day:
lot Roomi

Best of all, San Diego, cool and beautiful, is close at hand. A few hours of swift

"

Popular

Stret

!

dancing, motoring, visits to
Tijuana and picturesque Old Mexico a
hundred recreations and interests present
themselves each day.

lower Bxcuraum

Bass

fyttF&VflffiWfy1

There's a bewilderment of enjoyments,
for grown-up- s
and children.Water sports,

Coma direct to San Diego over the
new San Diego and Arizona Railwsy,
operated in connection with the
Southern Pacific, the Rock Island
"1 ha
B.p.fc4w., and enjoy a
day light rids through magnificent
Carriao Gorge, Old I fexico and the
wonderful Imperial Valley.
Ask your tiefcst
synt frr ne and

Bhutto street, Los Anfilrt,
California.
Car to Union, tlnlt an
floubla apartmonta. Thrae htnoka from
Waatlska Park. Plinna Wllahlra VSt).
E. C. WARN' AS, Manatar.
1640

Rlilh

Diego, California.

clam-diggin-

Cable Apartments

jpUt?TNTHSHEAW?'oW''

Mountains of cool blue water, sweeping
to the horizon in a limitless expanse of
changing beauty, and the sparkling bay,
rippled by soft breezes are your very first
friends, the moment you arrive at San

SELF-DEFENS-

i

B.

(IIAMIIKrt UK COMMERCE,
I.niKT Henrh. California,

Fortnightly Club to Present

lance, as do American men who
marry aliens or unless they marry
aliens Ineligible to United States
citizenship.
While the bill produced protracted debate and its consideration consumed the entire day, the
proceedings constated principally
E
of efforts by members to place
PLEA
themselves on record in speeches
GETS
IN
ACQUITTAL
their Insistence upon
declaring
complete equality of women and
TAOS MURDER TRIAL
men in all such matters.
The
principles embodied in the bill (Special f omanondenre to Tb Journal.)
were endorsed in ths last national
Taos, N. M.. June to. Hilarla
platform of both the republican Martlnss, of Penasco, was found
and democratic parties.
guilty of manslaughter in the district court here after a trial for the
Miss Nan Marriott-Watso- n
and murder of Andres Cortes. The deto from
Miss Edith Carter, joint authors of fendant was sentenced
"Lass o'Laughter," one of the big four to five years in the penitensuccesses of the present London tiary,
A man named Clssel was acquitseason, offered their play to a dozen ted of the murder of Mr. Cassell, Ic
London managers without having it iwas shown that Clssell acted Iv.
accepted. Then they decided to put
and only attacked Casit on for themselves in one of the sell after the latter
had hit him
towns.
Twelve hours on the head with a loaded buggy
provincial
after the first performance they had whip.
seven offers from London manaThe most Important case eomlng
gers.
up this week is the Champion Copper company against Joe Pyer nd
Journal Ktflt Ada Bring Results, others. .

and

2. 3. 4

The reitucst for tho music, ac
cording to tho composer, camo from
Ernest C. Carl, chairman of the
music
.Mrs. Wlieeler
committee.
wns born
nnd raised in Marine
Among tho the most popular of hcv
compositions Is a march entitled
"Mnrinn" and dedicated to President Harding, who will attend the

?6

One of the very prettiest weddings of the season in Albuquerque was that which took place
last evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Martin S. Tierney, 62
North Fifth street, when their
daughter, Miss Genevieve, became the bride of Mr. Bamuel
Pollock. The Tierney home wes
a bower of beauty for the occa-

Mrs. Mary H. Thomas died Monday night at tho homo of her
daughter, Mrs. Henry Abell, in Helen, whore she had lived for the
past 13 years. Mrs. Thomas was
ono of the ploneerB of Albuquerque, coming here with her husband in 1S7 9 and living here until going to Helen with her daughter.
sion, roses and flowers of many
She leaves a host of friends both
colors and hues being used pro- in Helen and in this city. Kho was
decorathe
schemo
in
of
a member of the Methodist church
fusely
tion. Miss Tierney was radiantly and of the Order of the Eastern
gown star, being secretary of that order
l)autlful in a Moyen Age
of white crepe rence, embroid- in Helen,
ered in seed pearls and wearing
Funeral
services will be held
a coronet veil of rose point lace from
Lead Avenue Methodist
and tulle. Carrying a bouquut churchtheWednesday
afternoon at
of white roses and orchids the 2:30
bride descended the staircase or of theo'clock. Rev. Thos. V. Calkin
Helen
Methodist
church ofthe living room and approached
The body will lie in
the
improvised altar as Miss ficiating.
Grace Winfrey sang "For Tou state at Strong brothers' chapel1
morning from 9 till
Alone," with violin obligato by Wednesday
Miss Grace Stortz and piano ac o'clock. Interment will be m the
lot in Fairview cemetery.
companiment by Mrs. George C. family
Order of the Eastern tj.ur,
Taylor. As the Mendelssohn we'l of The
which the deceased was secre
ding march was played, Mias
at Helen, will have charge of
Tierney was Joined by her father, tary
the
services at tho grave.
S.
Martin
Tierney, who gave her
The beautiful marriage
away.
ceremony was performed by WARD PROBABLY WILL
Father A. M. Mandalari, S. J.
BE PLACED ON TRIAL
The bridesmaid was Miss Maynie
Tierney, sister of the bride, who
FOR MURDERJUNE 17
wore a lovely gown of rose pink
satin and carried a Colonial
White Plains, N. Y Juno 20.
of pink roses. Mr. Frank
Tierney, brother of tho bride was Walter S. Ward, wealthy baker's
best man and Stanley Tierney, of son, prahably will go to trial for
Shreveport, La., her nephew, was tho murder of Clarence Peters,
on
train bearer. Little Stanley wore
17, it was learned
a page suit of black velvet, wit'.i late toduy. July
white lace ruffles and added
This information, coming close
much to the picture. Following on the heels of conferences held
the ceremony, which was wit- by Isaac N. Mills, former appelnessed by some sixty guests, a re- late division justice and tho newception was held. Those in the est accession to Ward's legal talent,
receiving line were Mr. and Mrs. gave rise to reports that an agreeTierney, parents of the bride, Mr. ment had been reached whereby
and Mrs. James E. Tierney, of District
Weeks would ask
Shreveport, and Miss Marcellu an early Attorney
K.
of Burlington,
Iowa. Ward, thetrial provided Gcorgo
Madison,
would
slayer's
Following the reception, a two return from his tourfather,
of tho mill-di- e
course luncheon was served. Mrs.
west and give deputy sheriffs
John Tierney and Mrs. Agnes a chance
on
to
serve
him
a grand
Averyt poured, assisted by Miss
Bernlco Hesselden and Miss Alex- Jury subpoena they have been curfor
two
around
weeks.
rying
nearly
andria Vaughey.
Unless Ward can get trial at a
After a honeymoon on the Pacific coast Mr. and Mrs. Pollock continuation of the present term,
will return to Albuquerque
and he will have to spend the summer
make this city their permanent in Jail. There Is no further term
home, occupying a new residence, of court until the fall and the first
which is now being constructed degree offense with which ho is
out,
ty them on Fifth street near charged is a

BE FEATURED

WOMEN

famous medical man of ancient times states regarding his
writings that they were but a
collection of knowledge obtained
from thn "Wlso Women."
Do you reallzo that In those
times the women, and not tho
mpn, knew about the healing
of medicinal
plants,
properties
roots and herbs? From the earliest
titnox, women had a knowledge
of the treatment of disease and of
the healing merit of roots and
herbs.
Lydia T5. Flnkham's Vegetablo
Compound was originated by a
woman, Lydia E. Pinkham, and
is now known and praised by
womon of all ages, Jt jS prepared
from roots
and herbs having
medicinal action of groat valun
In
the treatment
of troubles
women so often have.
A

Mrs. George U. Wheeler, (Lutie
Hodder Wheeler), of this city yesterday sent, upon special request,
eoplos of her own musical composition's to Marlon, Ohio, where tliev
will be featured in the celebrations
Of the
Marion Centennial, which

fQ

i

WISE

TO

will

T

COMPOSER

HERE

APPEAR

'

out the system needs a tonic, but
you will help it also by treating
it locally. The "Pilocarpine Tonic"
Is put up by any chemist. If you
do not have the formula for it I
shall be glad to mall it to you,
Maxlne Any cream will act as
a base for ft face powder. Thick
hair is the result of a healthy
condition of the scalp and also
that of the whole system.
Sally O. At 18 to have attained the height of 5 feet 7 2 inches would seem to Indicate that
you should not grow any taller
and you should now begin to develop. Tour weight at 123 is
normal.
Molly O. Tou are unique in
wanting to bleach your lashes and
brows, as such a procedure would
so alter your expression that you
would not look natural. Whenever
the lashes and brows ars lighter
than the hair, there' is a lack
of balance In the coloring and as
soon as this is corrected there is
a great improvement,
Nancy Unless you know exactly
how to massage your face, you
will make more lines than you
eradicate. There is very little of
this work dons any mors as occasional astringent treatments, and
the dally good care of cleansing
and nourishing give better results
than ths old method of vigorous
massage.

t;

SUCCUMBS AT BELEN

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.

'

W

V

lock at 524 North Fifth
Street; Father Mandalari MRS. MARY H. THOMAS

sr

Visit to a

BRIDE

E

LOVELY W E

third.
"Let's go see!" and. leaving the
gaping children, they hurried Into
the dingy entrance.
In the hall were Mrs, Arnold,
Mrs. Cummlngs and the policeman
and as many of the tenants as

Btreet a
was wheezing out the
In
of
"Alice
Gown."
Blue
strains
the center of a crowd of admiring
children with a sprinkling
of
were two littlo girls of
grown-up- s
II and 1! years dancing Lilly
Arnold and Gertie Cummlngs. The
clapping of hands, the wheezing
was suddenly
of the hurdy-gurd- y
halted by tho arrival of policemen
who, pushing his way through the
now quiet crowd, found his way
Into the house In front of which
Tomorrow
the two girls had been dancing,
a voice Cafe.
"Something's wrong,"
hurdy-gurd-

'

said. "Wonder what's up?"
"Say, Gertie," Lillie asked, In
k
tones, "do you suppose
he's going to our houses?" The
Cummlngs lived on the second
floor rear, the Arnolds pn the

Fruit avenue.

MISS TIERNEY
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of a great mileage of
supplied by a far from wealthy maintenance
addition will be
community, for tho education of country roads in
to
Three hundred
its children, me spent upon ineffi- necessary.
cient supervision and incompetent $100,000 a year in addition to the
instruction; if there are expendi- money required for federal aid
tures for frills and fads to the neg- needs will be the minimum re
lect of fundamentals of education; quired. As road costs absorb about
it necessary education for the few 0 per cent or our toiai payments,
is allowed before the elementary
t seems quite impossible to bring
education of tho many is secured; about any material reduction in
if local communities do not appre
taxes until a radical cut in the
ciate the advantages of long leimu road program is somehow arranghi
macners,
by demanding good
ed.
by sending their children regularlyis
We are strongly of the opinion
to school; we submit that there
in school that the road program, as we unand
extravagance
waste
Ex- expenditures which we cannot af- derstand it, is not conceived prithe point of view of
ford and which must be eliminated. marily from our
natural resources
developing
We know of counties and municiwhere every within the state, and that while
palities in tho state return
its full tourist travel should be encouragdollar for education
l3S; Utah, value in service. If it Is impossible ed, that feature of the road proNolo-Althou- gh
honia, $120: Texas,
(F.dltnr'n
or gram should not be so strongly
in
county
lias
Arizona, to secure efficiency
$150;
Kansas,
$138;
report
tlio nppi'iHlcil
emphasized.
$1S4; Colorado, $203. New Mexi- community, then any inefficiency
previously npponrifl hi other
Agriculture and Health.
in the list of should be paid for at tho loweste
co stands forty-firs- t
papers, the lourniil resanls
A part of our increase in exthe taxpayers.
It as bolus of sufficient.
states in this respect.
Though possible cost to education
ne
n
should
is due to agricultural
piihlien-tiofree
to wnrrnnt
it may be shown that New Mexi-co'- s urge that
as a right but penditures
extension and health and sanitaIn lis columns).
per capita burden of statt) regarded not merely
return
in
tion. The 1922 budgets provide
and local taxes is lower than in as a privilege, and that
willingness to $100,000 for agricultural extension
For the past fsix Riifl a half several other states, it can, also for the taxpayers'to meet
legitimate
themselves
train
costs and $150,000 for health acyears the Taxpayers' Association be shown that New Mexico's
costs even in times ol tivities. Under proper administraability is lower than that school all
and
of New Mexico has been ennancd
authorities
school
Htresa
these expenditures may perstates.
are tna tion, be
in the investiKnUon and study of of Insuch1920,
our total assessment parents of the children who
Justifiable. Here, too, the
haps
state and local sovcrnmcnlal of property in Now Mexico was beneficiaries, should be constantly
shows results must show efficient sercost
mindful
History
fact.
of
such
this
of
effect
and
the
$
reflected
costs,
the
104.825.64C, which
w hilo are vice. It Is probable that vital staof taxation prosperity of the people and in- that all things worth
tistics will show the value of health
upon the burden
"
for,
dustries of the state in 191!'. In worth striving
of the b tilted and sanitation work as at present
borne, collectively and individualnomenal
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increased nearly 150 per cent and conducted. We are not unmindful program should be spread out over Our bread saves work, saves
tax levies more than 150. There of the fact that a large increase in a much longer period than at pres fuel, saves wear and tear and
was very little Increase in popu- public expenditures Is due to ths ent contemplated, or part of it you get better bread. You can
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207 South First Street.
which accounts for the present denartments.
School Expenditures.
anxiety throughout the state.
That New Mexico is not a "What has been said above apwealthy state Is a fact most forc- plies with pqual emphasis to exibly impressed upon us by sta- penditures for public school educatistics furnished by tho Bureau of tion, which comprises 50 per cent
Internal Revenue. In 1919, New of all public expenditures, and
Mexico's per capita of personal about 55 per cent of all funds
incomes above the legal exemp- raised for taxation. In our schools
tions was only $8 8 as compared lies the hope of the future which
with the lowest of $57 in Missis- makes the duty of those charged
sippi and the highest figure of with their conduct and administra$331 In New York.
States bor- tion een more sacred than is ths
dering New Mexico show per- case in other branches so of public
liberally
income
as
follows; Okla- service. If the funds
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COST OF GOVERNMENT IN THE

STATE SOARING FASTER T
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Not even USCO ever touched

VALUATIONS ARE INCREASING

this value before

Taxpayers' Association of New Mexico,
Through Its Executive Committee, Urges
Rigid Economy in State and County
penditures; Situation Regarded as Serious.

30

3.Mi-$10.- 9O

JHEN you look at
a 30x3 USCO
at $10.90 think
back for a minute as far as
you can remember USCO.
The truth is that men
have always found USCO
an outstanding money's

,

tax-payi-

worth no matter what

its

over-com-

price.

.Today at $10.90 USCO

maintains its established
standard of quality.

value by the general run of tires.
Since last fall when USCO
established the $10.90 price
range they have recognized
it as a value beyond any
possible comparison,

iMsA

it

flb

riflB&

flflSMfeh

iiisflkhfek.

A(n)m

A still greater

money's worth

than even
USCO it

self had
reached
before

Andbecause ofthe new price,

it sets a neiv index of tire value,

suo-ject-

TUBERCULOSIS

Men who have used
USCO have never been
inclined to measure its.

-

"",

-,..

United StatesTnu
arc good Tires

Warlhx
charged

Coprrlfht
19Z2

U.S. Tire C.

ar

four-yea-

THE ONLY BREAD

United States Tires
United States

Rubber Company
Tin fttnuAwf

Rubber Organitation in tk World

Cotton

thirty-fiv-

e

Huf

Bramtht$

r

TO SERVE

$272,-799,6-

Where You
Can Buy
U.S. Tires:

, pro are Eitancia Valley Auto Co.
Moriarty Emile Mignardot
o.
iviotor
Jameson
Mountainair
Lunas Simon Neustadt
Domenici Bros., White Ga
Stanley Gerhart & Gerhart White Lake Albuquerque

i,,

Co.

rage

PIONEER BAKERY

July

THE NEW Jjotft&kBL

OASTEH

Re-Creatio- ns

FOR THE

NEW EDISON
NOW READY
Vrloe, $1.00
Joseph Samuels
Hornpipes
inlln
O Sllcn.lo a Buordo (Silence Aboard Ship). Cnpolongo
The Three Vagrants
Accordion, Clarinet and Guitar
Xo. 50001
I'rlco. $1.00
Who Stole the' Chickens
Hilly Golden and Joe Hughes
1'Mward Meeker
The Ragslty Man, (Van Alstjle)
Xo. .10002 Price, $1.00
Crescent Trio
)
nose of Virginia, (CaiUligiin-Slo.Male Voices
Vernon Dalliart
Indian Moon, (Arer)
.
Tenor
Xo. 50B03
Price. $1.00
Little Good Kor Nothing's Good For Something After
Von Tllzer), Mixed Voices
All.
Hurmony Four
Helen Clark and Joseph Phillip
Isle of tove, (.Murray)
Contralto and Baritone
Xo. 501)04 Price. $1.00
VorVtown's Centennial March, (Soma)
I'nitcd Slates Murine Band
Boy Scouts of America Mnroli, (Sonza)
Sew York Military Hand and Boy Scouts Chorus
Xo. 80710 Price, $1.50
Ballet of the Flowers Suite, Part I: Xo. 1, "Bed Hose:"
Xo. 4, Heather," (llaillcy) American Symphony Orchestra
American Symphony Orchestra
Minuetto, (Molzonl)
Xo. 80711
Price, $1.50
Mrtroimlltan Quartet
He Will Hide Me, (McGrnnahnn)
Mixed Voices.
Thomas Chalmers
liiirltono
Israfel, (King)
Xo. 82250 Price, $2.00
Ije JonIyegende de la Sange (Legend of the
Mario Laurent!
(Massenet)
gleur do
Xo. HOH0O

It Turns the

It Toasts

Miss Johnson's Party Jledley

Toast Without
Touching It.

Two Slices at
a Time.

rj

Sage-Bus-

Xotrc-Duin-

Baritone, in French
In quelle trine niorblde (In Those Soft Silken Curtains)
Marie Happold
Mnnon Lescaut, (Puccini)
Soprano, in Italian
Xo. 80712

Afterwards,

Fragrant

IArdlla

(Mullen)

ITice, $1.50
Iiowy's Instrumental Quartet

Violin, Violoncello, Flute and
Hose, Op. 327, (Bohni)
Xo. 80713 Price, $1.50

1

The Shingle
thatrew curls

Delicious, Crisp, Appetizing

red or green, fadeless,
slate surfaced shingles are on
sale at lumber and building supply dealers.
If your dealer docs not sell them, write or
phone us.'

These
spark-proo-

t

Uniformly Browned
and it will not be necessary to touch' the slice until both' sides are fully,
'

blue-black- ,"

N
"
toasted.
Tlie cool k'nob's tlie easy way with which tlie
"trips" or,
with'
which' the
the
and
turns over the bread the simplicity
certainty
Turn-Ov"turn-over- "
Toaster one
'device functions, makes tlie Hotpoint
ma'de
the
been
to
of the most important additions that has ever
Hotpoint'
Line.
..
,
...
......
; ........... .. ..................

f,

,

-

.

slice-liold-

er

er

Harp

l.oscy's Orchestra

(Magnetic Waltz), Ardltl
Cnnsuelo Kseohar de Castro
Soprano, in Italian
a
d
Morenlla (This
Maid),
,,
Marguerite Xamara
Soprano, in Italian
Xo. 82260 Price, $2.00
Heeha, als Gott dlch clnst ur Toclitcr mlr gegelien (When
First tho Ilcav'iily Grace, In Kindness Didst Confide
Thee) Hie Jiidln, (Halcvy)
Tenor, in German
Jacques Vrlus
Dies BlldnesM 1st bczuiibcrnd schon (O Wondrous Beauty
Past Coinpure) Hie Zuuberfiole, (Mozart)
Jacques I'rlus
Tenor, in German
Xo. 82201
Price, $2.00
Concerto, No. 4, In I) Minor, Op. 31 Adagio rellgloso.
Violin
Vasa Prlhodu
Vieuxtemps
Minor, Op. 31 Allegro,
Concerto, No. 4, in
Vasa Prlhoda
Violin
Vienxteiiips
Brown-Haire-

Toaster that is a vast improvement over any,
The result is a Turn-Ove- r
electric toaster that has ever been offered to the public. It will toast two
slices of bread, in approximately three minutes;
Perfect Toast

..

Buz.i-Pecel-

V,

,

.

ASFALTSLATE

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company

bear the Underwriters9 Label
j

P. O. SORENSON CO.

"At Your Service"

Wholeiala and Retail Building Mattriah
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

nit

TELLJT

Phone 98

June 21, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL!

REACHES

ISN'T THERE A GOLDEN TEXT OR SOMETHING HE COULD
TEACH HIS OWN BOYS, TOO ?

CROSSING FIRST;
2
'

f;

BIEJff

BELEW

Mangled Bodies of B. M.
Douglas and Clarence
Clements, Belen Residents;
Dragged Along Track.
Falling to heat Santa Fe train
No. 27 to the Tasayaa crossing near
the Belen city limits, the Ford
truck In which B. M. Douglas and
Clarence A. Clements were riding
yesterday noon was struok by tho
train and both of the men killed
Instantly.
Douglas had lived in
Helen for some time, coming there
for his health. Clements was

at the car repair

fihoos.

The men had Just left the Clements home, located only two blocks
from the crossing, when thoy apsighted the oncoming
parently
train and attempted to make the
They
crossing before it arrived.
were in the middle of the tracks
when the engine struck the truck,
tearing it to pieces and dragging
parts of it and the two mangled
bodies for several hundred feet
down

the track.

Dozens of persons witnessed the
Several who were near
tragedy.
warnings to the
enough shouted
.men heforo thcvsVeached the crossing. The mangled remains were
picked from nut of the wreckage
and taken in charge by employes of
Strong Brothers' undertaking establishment of Albinnerque, who
were in Belen on business. Both
bodies were brought to Albuquerque yesterday afternoon.
Clements had lived in Bolen for
some time and is survived by his
widow and five children.

FORMER ALBUQUERQUE
MAN WEDS IN TAOS
rnriwnnnrtmce to Tho Journal.)
Taos. N. M., June 20. The mar-

(Spael:

1

croup antagonisms, and still less
f"p an extravagant
government.
Our greatest resource is our grazing ranije, and greatest industry la
our stock Industry. Next to that
agriculture, then mining. In stock
raising, agriculture and in mining
aro great future possibilities, but
iu order to realize them, the range
now sadly depleted In many localities must be restored and conserved. The further development
of agriculture and
mining must
largely depend on new cnpital from
without the state. The restoration
ami conservation of the, range the
attraction of new irrigation works
and the development of new mines
must depend almost wholly on a
certainty that taxes will bo moderate that government pound, stable,
reliable and economical, and that
Justice will be impartially administered.
We call attention to tho fact that
such classes of property that have
not fallen in assessed valuation are
charged with a higher ratio of total
government costs, and subject to
higher taxes as tho total assessments fall. The only way to adjust this is to reduce expenditures
with reduced revenues, but this Is
Just what has not, so far, been
dime.
In 19"2 the railroads will
Pay about 29 per cent of tho whole
SKainst 25 per cent in 1921, while
their total assessment remains at
about J 9i), 000. 000 for both years.
Hanks are in the same situation. Tt
also applies to homes in several
cities of the state.
It has been recently demonstrated that a revision of the public
moneys act, so that stnto funds
shall be safely deposited and reasonably available for current business, and at the sumo time return
as large an amount of interest as
possihlo is absolutely
necessary,
and we strongly recommend that
tho political convention.
include
such a recommendation for such a
revision in their platform.
"Kor our future expansion, as
well as for the restoration of normalcy In our established industries,
which are temporarily so hard
pressed an actual cut in government costs, nnd a real reduction in
taxes, is clearly demanded.
This
is Just as necessary for those who
do not pay taxes as for those who
do."
(Signed)
H. J. HAGERMAN,
Chairman.
JOHN S. PLAltK.
W. D. H RUN MAN.
Tt. 15. THtY ANT.

1

riage of Rev. William Brown and
Miss Beth Smedley. both of Taos,
was solemnized at tho Presbyterian
church Sunday at 12 o'clock, following the Children's day program.
Mendelssohn's wedding march waB
played by Mrs. Cerson Gusdorf as
the bride and groom, their attendants and the officiating clergyman
entered the church. The ceremony
was performed by the Bev. Dwlre.
Miss Blanche firant and 'William
Tlinde were maid of honor and best
man.
Bev. Mr. Drown came tn Taos GOVERNMENT COST IN
almost a year ago from AlbuquerNEW MEXICO SOARING,
que to take charge of the TYesby-terla- n
work here, lie is appreciCOMMITTEE
REPORTS
ated for his ability and pleasant
.personality. Mrs. Brown has taught
(Continued from Page Six.)
successfully for tho past two years
in the Taos High school.
Tho couple have gone for a results are not shown in Increased
In Increased taxpay-iti- g
ramping trip t Amlzetta, in thl production ofor our
farms. If we are
Hondo canyon.
ability
critical of this item of governmental cost, it ia for the purpose of securing in this as in all other deThought 3 Little Children partments,
the maximum of service
at a minimum of costs. HowNeeded Mother's Care
ever oommendable the purposes of
"My stomach suffering was go
severe that I could not have public expenditures may be, this
of efficiency with econlasted much longer. I did not principle
muKt be kept in mind, tho
care so much for myself but did omy
limited
resources of New
taxable
not want to leave my three little Mexico
jnako this imperative.
children who needed a mother's
Minlt Bond Issues.
love and care.
cousin in CaliAnother feature of public finance
fornia wrote me about Mayr's cannot
bo ignored. We refer to the
Wonderful Kcmedy and I took a matter of bond issues.
Very seldom
course of it. I have since been are bond issues defeated
at the
entirely well." It is a simple, polls. The annual interest seems
harmless
preparation that re- small and the obligation incurred i.i
moves the catarrhal muous from not of immediate
concern. We
the intestinal tract and allays urge upon communities
the must
the Inflammation
which causes careful consideration of all mono- all
liver
and Kals to vote bonds, Aside from ob
practically
stomach,
intestinal ailments, including ap- ligations incurred there are bruud
pendicitis. One dose will con- economic reasons for restricting the
vince or money refunded. For issuance of public securities which
nalo by Briggs'
Pharmacy and wo cannot here discuss. We believe
that there should be a codification
druggists everywhere.

1

iO
vacation

Page Seven.

JOHN SIMMS,
JOHN M. SULLY,
Executive Committee of the Taxpayers' Association of New

MEET

of all laws governing bond issues
with special provisions for serial
payments, and as to the length of
time for which bonds should run.
In the meantime, we repeat our
suggestion that the matter of vot- ing for bonds should be thoroughly
diHcussed and carefully considered
before tho holding of any election
for the purpose.
Whon all is said that can be said
upon the subject of publio revenues and expenditures,
governmental costs, etc., the fact remains
that efficient economical adminis-tratlodepends upon competent
and industrious officials, imbued
with the idea of serving the public
interests. The election or appointment of such officials is a final and
adequate demonstration of the sucAs
cess of popular government.
representatives of the taxpayers of
tho state, wo urge upon all parties
in their primaries and conventions
this year to consent to the nomination only of persons committed to
the principle of "thu maximum it
service at the minimum of cot
with duo consideration of the
ability of those who own
property in the state.
J'rohlcjn Suniinarl.cd.
Tho nuostion of taxation, public
expenditures and retrenchment, it
they relate to New Mexico, liav?
been dealt with from almost every
possible angle by the Taxpayers'
association and the special revenue
commission, during the past seven
years, and many constructive sug
gestions have been proposed 10 um
legislators and the people through
these agencies. Some of these sug
gestions have been adopted. After
all is said the present problem, in
our opinion, may be summarized in
three snecifin oueries:
1.
Is there a real desire on the
for
part of the people as a whole
lower public expenditures, and less
taxes?
2.
Is it true that present taxes
are in general much higher than
the persons and property charged
with them can bear, and that unless
there is either a great increase in
taxablo wealth, or a great decreaso
in the tax burden economic disaster must inevitably result?
As the last query must be
in the affirmative, then we
rt

cere public officials, much has been
accompiiHiiea on these lines. It is
uiuy iair to say that however far
we now are from the ideal in this
respect tne spread between what Is
and what should be in respect to an
equitable distribution of the tax
burden is less now than it has been
beforo in New Mexico.
Administration Inefficient.
It la also true that while in som.
counties, tax administration is still
highly inefficient, the general tone
of local administration as to the
levy, assessment and collection of
taxes throughout the state has improved in recent years, and in ne
smau measure bu.'iuse of the cf
forts of the association.
It is true that a very cordial co
operation has existed between the
association and the state tax commission, which has resulted In
much good.
It Is also true that 1n spite of all
una mxca
nave
In
creaseu until they alarmingly
are now well
nigh unbearable, and that delinquencies are also constantly gaining. What would have been the
present situation it thero had been
no check, no restraining influence
m recent yearn, conservative men
throughout tho state aro everywhere asking.
But tho time has come when a
frank facing of the issue can be no
longer postponed; where the onus
of prescribing a constructive and
positive program can no longer be
avoided by the people and their official representatives.
Unofficial
groups, such as the Taxpayers' association, can do much to help de.
fine tho Issue and clear tho way,
but, ultimately, under our system
of government it Is tho people
themselves who must take the responsibility, and apply the remedies.
Owing to its comparatively limited developed resources and its
so far limited
industries New
Mexico is peculiarly in need cf the
most intimate and cordial
between all classes nf its
population. There is here even less
than in other states no room
whatever for factional, sectional or
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AND EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK
CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
m
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Vaudeville Company
A CYCLONIC

SENSATION!!!!

Ask Anybody.
Lower Floor 50c; Balcony 35c; Kids 25c
TAX INCLUDED

PERFORMANCE
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IN SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA

In Balboa Park. Little Iltnp. tra4e
character of The Sprcckels
"Sav- 'Ire Company, itancei alter
the fashion of his forefathers.
The bridge and buildings In the
background were built for the
Exposition held In
San Diego during
19
Left
Intact these structures form a
beautiful a shotv around today at
California

IS-1-

they aid then.

If would be difficult' to locate better
natural " testing ground " for the development of tires than the
of San Diego and
Its environs affords. city
Here, within comparatively short distances can be found
every type and condition of road that tires
may be called upon to withstand from
long, splendidly paved highways to dirt and
rocky ruts, from mountain trails to desert
sands.'

-

Being the Home of Savage Tires, the advantages thus afforded have naturally been
made .use of by the Spreckels
"Savage"
Tire Company.
Under these varying
conditions, through close attention and careful
tabulation of results a tough, efficient tread,
a prong flexible carcass and a remarkable
bead lock were developed snd
Incorporated
Into the Savage Cord.

Bead Lock Tests
common point of failure In cord tires Is
the bead. The success of a tire requires
exsctlng, correct construction here. Aside
from regular road service our bead was
tested for strength and stretch in various
unusually severe manners.
Mounting our tire on a wheel and drop,
ping it several times from the fourth story
of our main factory building did not dlslo-cs- te
or do any damage to the bead or carcass ss evidenced by 10,000 miles of service
rendered thereafter by this tire in further
A

mi

runs.

We tried repeatedly Toeffect a dislocation
of the bead by
our tire. In
this we were unsuccessful. In each case the
rims collapsed under the enormous
ure. Finally we mounted a tire on cast Iron
m,r,lnSf storycould be written of bead ringa and Inflated It to better than 1400
the development of
this tire and the tests It pounds hydraulic pressure (the
government
went through.
specifications require only 350 pounds).
Even this enormous pressure did not dislov
!"
cate or break the bead it broke the iron
Tread Wear Tests
'
.
rings. This tire, seating properly on the
On rocky, mountain stage line runs, Sav. rim
is now in road service and has thousCords
age
better than 10,000 miles ands of miles to its credit.
In a serviceaveraged
...
where no other tire had ever
to approach that mileage before. This
Tests for Carcass Strength
performance was the more remarkable
Placed on runs where the tread wears
some of our tires were nurno.elv
more quickly than usual, Savage Cords aver,
under-slre- d
" to determine what
,
they aged 20ft better service on their original
would do against larger sizes of
competing treads than the total previous mileage sem-been
cured from other makes of tires used under
used.
Previously
B
similar conditions. Retreaded, these tires
We point with no'partlcular prldeYo
Increased even that mileage by 87
instances of 30,000 miles
by
our tire In service where other rendered
On runs of this nature
makes have
Cords have
never gone better than 18,000 miles, or less, been retreaded three and Savage
even four times
before. These we class as exceptional cases, showing a most remarkable carcass
strength.
i ney do not necessarily prove the consistWe
ency of performance we are desirous of teen have Incorporated Into this tire sevenoutstanding constructional features
portraying."
that make it a truly wonderful product.
over-Inflati-
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C Almost any tire will give satisfactory service
under ideal conditions. Some makes will even
render satisfactory service under certain adverse
conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
n lons drive
pavements, other makes
will show to better advantage on dirt
highways
and so it goes.
C Our object has been to build Savage Tires to

CD.

perform equally well under every condition on
the short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over
mud and stones of the land of forests or the broad
dirt highways of the plains.
C That we have accomplished our purpose isf
evident from the results users of Savage Tires are
getting everywhere,
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expensive and sheep growers
claim that as scabies only exist
in a few sections of the state,
only these sections should bo required to dip this year.
As the
sanitary board
TODAY will moct sheep
TO
tomorrow, it will he
possible to bring tho matter before it officially and to secure
immediate
action in case tho
board should care to adopt a
C. OF C. modification
AT
of the order.
A
similar modification was suggested by the sheep growers last
Sheep growers from all sections year, but ofdidthonot meet with the
sanitary board.
of the state were in the city last approval
night to attend tho meeting of ROAD
CONTRACTORS
the executive board of the New
Mexico Wool Growers' association which will be held at the
ARRIVEJN SANTA FE
chamber of commerce parlors toSanta Fe. June 20. Road buildday starting at 10 o'clock this
are arriving in
ing contractors
morning.
Indications aro that great im- Santa Ke to bid on the six federal
be
aid
will
road
to
the
attached
projects which will bo let
portance
of
modification
the tomorrow.
The projects have an
proposed
miles
general sheep dipping order, and aggregate length of fifty-twit was intimated last night that and will coat, it Is expected, bethe state sheep sanitary board tween 450,000 and $500,000, They
might look favorably upon mak- are located In Dona Ana, Orau't
ing such a modification as will two, Lincoln, San Miguel and Vabe suggested by the lencia counties.
The Puna Ana
probably
Bheep growers.
project is a concreto
boulevard,
The general dipping order re- 4.84 miles In length and Is tho final
quires all sheep to be dipped as link in the boulevard between Ijis
a cure for scabies. The proces Crucea and El I'aso.

The Talk of the Town

h. n. mtnoK,

3. Are the voters willing to submerge actional prejudices, local interests, and party traditions, sufficiently to bring about such changes
in our laws and administrations as
are necessary to save the situation
If it be true that tno premises
upon which the association has
based its activities are false, if it
bo true that taxes are reasonable,
that the present burden of taxation
is not only fair and nearaoie nui
that constantly increasing taxes can
d
and will be met by the lew
public
taxpayers who furnish actual-lfunds in this state if this is
the opinion of a majority of tho
voters In New Mexico, then the ascost
sociation may well discontinue lis
activities with its final advice to
taxpayers, largo and small, that
onlv remedy against prohibittheir
almost
can
ive taxation lies in tho system of
barter and trade, favoritism, evaV
summer,
purse.
sion, and intimidation; and in a
frank and candid resumption of tho
methods which were generally
prevalent in this community for
many years. It may be said that
such a statement is altogether too
general and sweeping, that the sitOne of the free booklets listed here
uation cannot be narrowed down to
so specific a proposition, but w?
tells many things about your trip
submit In all earnestness that th
time has come when the people of
which will make it more pleasant.
New Mexico must choose between
"Will be fclad to send it to you.
two courses:
J. Reduce taxes by reducing
public expenditures, or
2.
Continue the present program
A Colorado Summer.
with the certainty that it must re.
To California The Santa Fe Way.
suit In economic disaster to a largenumber of our taxpaying and nonCalifornia Picture Book.
taxpaying cltlsens.
In partial response to this it may
Grand Canyon Outings.
be said by some that of the tax
Petrified Forest, Arizona.
burden were properly distributed,
if r11 property were on the rolls,
Off the Beaten Path in New Mexico
and if all taxes levied were collect
and Arizona.
ed the situation would adjust Itself.
It has been said that the association should direct, its efforts in a
constructive
1
way to the accom
plishment of these results. But we
Summer excursion nclceU will 1e en sal
duly to California from Msy 15A submit that for years the associajo September 30th; to Colorado end New Mexico from Juno 1st (from Oklahoma tion, directly and indirectly, and in
Wsy 15th) to September 30th. Return limit on all, October 31st.
the face of the greatest difficulties
has been earnestly laboring for
these very things, and it can.be
'
confidently asserted that through
.
, ' fhone; 204,
AlDuquerque, IN, M. Ks gttot gUPpprte4
many. gin..

R. W. HOYT, Agent,

is

SHEEP GROWERS

4

Sixth and Central.

J.
to delcriuine
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IT

much!" And she was almos'
icady to cry.
"I
CiiWs
laughed
"The Idea, .Susie! Hit
Wlggily.
me
tell
why you aren't at
school."
Is
"It
examination
spelling
time," said Mrs. Liltletal, "and
as Susie kas done so well in
spelling aH term, having high
marks, she doesn't have to take
the test. .So she is slaying home,
almost: wish she hnd gone
but
lo
sighed the rabbit lady
ar shy looked at Susie's pouling
lips. 'T havo told her that, limes
are still a little hard and wo
no money to buy her a new
ha
sun shade," went on Mrs.
ioily-toity-

European country hut knows accurately the exact
Now is the time when party
conditions necessary to American association and
pound the tocsin anil
the exact conditions which delay it. The United .halnnen
their opponents try the aiu. tocsin.
.r:iti' is vrp.lv In lioln 1,'m.ine ..r Aji:i fur tliot tinl
t
on a Imsis of world progress; It has no wihli to' Tliose skirls that ars rqs,srd at
l.Mitloin make some of us feel
play pawnhroker.
Signer Kclianzcr prohahly has ad- the
that we'd he in st le if men's
vices that Kurnpo intend to make it possible for the trousers should
follow the same
United Slates to help her by sturdy measures to fashion.
That's the firpt point.
help herself.
IK."?.
g
There sre a cood many men
TEI5.MS OF SUBSCRIPTION
"proininent ly mentioned" now
who will not he heard from after
AS IDF.U, SI MMl.ll.
exPally, by carrier or by mail, one month. 85c;
"There you are, Susie!"
the November election.
yearly, in nrlvance, K.OO.
claimed Uncle AViggily. "Now he
a good rabbit child!"
The Morning- Journal has a lusher circulation
Summer has been with us for several tlavn
The Kn Kluxers, so far as known,
"I don't care. I want a a
in Xew
,
than is accorded to anv other
are the only heavy donators to new
J oss,bl" 11 wlU '" "" kloal
new sun
Mexico." The Amorira.
sun
wr. rJr nir...r,- nllt ,pllot ln '
church collections who don't want
sobbed Susie, and she beThe only paper in Xew Mexico issued every rlayjnier.
to
hut
Lord
the
know
their
anybody
In the year.
gan crying.
banco, are in favor of an
identity.
"Oh, this must never be." said
MUM KICK OK THK ASSOCIATED PKliS.S
An ideal summer would have a temperature
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
One of the Shrlners who visited Uncle Wiggily. "I don't like you
tirt at ilann to 72 at noon, with clear air,
from
so
much when you cry, Susie.
t
nil
use.
the
news fro.litr.rf In
for
ion nf
Alhuqiicrriiie was given such a
it or not otherwise erreiited in this naner and' also bright sunshine and only those showers which are warm welcome that he had to send Now you sit under this tree and
bit of cabbage lolly-po- p
the local news published herein.
for a Nnvajo blanket after visiting nibbleI this
necessary and no not interfere with picnics.
found ln my pocket and
cities tn the country.
other
a
summer
an
ire
without
be
It would
shortage,
see what 1 can do about a
"
WEDNESDAY
.
or the discovery of a new gown, and a reduction of
June "1.
And he'll probably come back sun shade for you."
"We can't afford to buy her
50 per cent in the cost of ice cream.
next winter to warm up.
one," said Mrs. Littletall.
When the Osteopaths visit AlbuTAX SITl ATJOX IS SKIiOK S.
It would be a summer when sport produced a
Wiggily said nothing,
them butUncle
and another querque July noI, let's show
a
he twinkled his pink nose up
super-Kuttown.
this is
that
spineless
and
The Journal prints elsewhere in this issue the Man o' "War.
down, as well as sideways.
The jolly little flapper wouldn't Then he hopped off through the
It would sfe the beaches without R swimmer's
report of the exeetive committee of the Taxpayers'
woods and over the fields.
Association of New .Mexico, which every
without an automobile trag- feel good In a wrapper, unless she
In a. little while he eme hoptaxpayer cramp and the roads
should encounter quite a breeze.
in the stale should read.
no
be
sea
sharks
but
would
serpents,
The report shows that in edy. There
I'or the only way to please her, is ping back again and Susie, who
six years the cost of administration in th? state
from bondage to release her, and had finished eating the cabbage
has except a new and toothless variety.
lollypop, saw that Mr. Longears
increased more than 100 per cent, or from J5;;i5,-SS2.2It would he a summer of absolute silence on the as h"r l"w the world that she held
something; In his paws beknees.
,
in 1017 to $15.0(10.968.:,') in
or
hind his back.
divorce principals.
fl21; the tola! part
asked the bunny as
"Susie,"
a
harsh
taxes levied on property has increased from
without
summer
word,
It would be a
he stopped in front of her,
in 1015 to J 1 .1 17.SS1.S3 in 1921. Duri- But there the toe stubs. There will be a political:
"would you like a yellow sun
ng- the period 1913 to 13J1 the assessed value of the campaign on.
shade'.'"
"I like that color best of all!"
can.
it
as
be
season
as
new
ideal
in
the
the
let
Wcii,
slate increased from f 272, 71)9, CS2
property
cried Sussie, clapping her paws.
to $363,423,921, or about 33
while
the
cent,
"And
pT
would you mind it it was
SHERMAN I,AW OBSOLETE.
coti or government has increased nearly 150 per
yellow on the edges and brown
in the center?" asked the rabbit
cent, and tax levies more than 150 per cent.
uncle.
"An actual cut in government costs, and a real
Albert J. Beveridge, former United Slates sena- "Oh. I love those
colors!"
reduction in taxes" is clearly demanded, the report tor and again the republican nominee in Indiana, is
cried Susie. "They are too sweet!"
"How about a green handle?"
slates. The committee calls attention to t lie fact one of those individuals who believe a law which:
Lee
,
asked Mr. Longears.
that "further development of agriculture and minim; has outlived lis usefulness and appiicableness 4o
"Green is my favorite color,"
must largely depend upon new capital from without conditions as they exist, regardless of its merits
Susie, answered.
from
the
the state," and that the restoration and conservawhen it was enacted, should be stricken
"Then here Is your new sun
shade!" exclaimed Uncle Wiggily,
tion of the range, the attraction of new capital statutes.
and
he held out a large sun- for the installation of new Irrigation works and the
if business is to function with full vigor the Shcr- Yestidday 1 had to go down to
nt'iict. so lie could take mo
i. .i minmy
uo
'
,
development of mines must depend almost whollv man anti trust law iiiiih
repviiivu
"jii.
,. . t ,llv,
.;. r , .
on a certainty that taxes will be .moderate, that the' to fundamental changes. Mr. Beveridge told a l'On- of my now pair looking
An
old pair ulreddy, the ferst
like
of credit men vi Indianapolis.
government will he sound, stable, reliable and
nod wen ho saw me
and that justice will be impartially ail-- date and practical business statute, In the form of thing pop
Wat kind of a hod of hair
ministered."
national incorporation act, was advocated by the being.
is that to come down town with.
You look more like a mop than
Following; upon the heels of this report, but In senatorial nominee to replace it.
indis-ar- e
a son of mine, how meny years
no way connected with it, except to show wither we
'Trequent events have made such action
has it bin sints you had it cut
drifting in taxation matters. John .loerns, slate pensahle," Mr. Beveridge said. '"For instance, the last? he scd.
a
recommended
commission
educational auditor, who lias already visited sixteen interstate commerce
Not so very long, I sed, and
Vell go down stairs on
counties in the state, is quoted as saving that lust railway merger a measure which many thoughtful p,,,,
'
now the economic conditions are bad, especially in! peons had long seen to be advisable. Yet under
thCrbe" to
the eastern part of the state. He estimates that a the Sherman law the supreme court was forced to
tn'hin'i 111 nav
loss of a million dollars may he expected this year j declin e this consolidation Illegal
him wen I come down In about
20 niinnits.
In each county, which means a decrease of more
The Sherman act may have linen a neeu ui
And T went
Yes sir, t Red.
inthan thirty million dollors in the state, as a whole. times in which it was enacted, but is today an
down and 3 barbers was shaving
There will be lower assessments on livestock and uuiMtion upon business that noius duck i""
men and one was standing next
less livestock to assess, he is quoted assaying. Lower trv's industrial development and serves no useful (,, ),; timir waiting for some- 1
it.
tnu.
is
repealed ooeiy to get
valuation will also be nlarert nn tm;.in ona hn.i
u..ncflcinl nurnose. The sooner it
runs says 10 cue my
saying.:i ml.Mr.lirCll
of re
instead
will
aid
As a means of wonomlzlnr tli mn.n.mu 1.,
that
vnu
wen
ascd
li.tir'
he
ir!uiatt.n
i.iv
addition to urging the budget makers to exercise tard industry and business, the belter off will the ,.umPS uown.
3uMe walked up dad down
sod
the
barber.
With
plc'.zure.
the greatest consideration and care in the prepara- - country be
Being a kind of a fat barber
tion of their estimates for 1923, stated that " we
on a long green stem. The
a
flower,
hair cut himself, and
needing
believe economies are possible through the employ-- !
l:e cut my hair and pop hadent outer petals of the flower were
came down yet. and the barber of yellow', the center was brown
tnent of fewer assistant
(in offices of state and lo- and the stalk, or handle, was1
sod. How about a little singe?
cal administration), and by a longer working day;
All rile. I scd. On account of green.
M inn: ishanciies.
"Hold that up in front of you.
that salary schedules should be revised on the basis
loe naving saw pcepic geltmg ,1
and it will shade the 'sun
of competency and the nature of the work required. r
singe before but never having Susie,
he gesture of branches
h.,(I fnrgufrom
your eyes," said the bunny.
Wich he did, ligh'-- j
1,110 myself.
More traveling Is done than Is required, in the com- -' Suddenly white,
Susie
looked at the sunflower:
a
a
skinnie
long thing like
ing
the fragrance of hi
had fm-mittee's opinion, "and a considerable saving in this And
candle and makipg me smell like shade a moment ami hen a smile
it
ll'Silt.
.
a.
Killing a room
chicken wen you born its came on her face in the place of'
item can be broueht about" if there i a
tethers off but not giving me env the frown, and pout.
do ""'
"Oh. how silly 1 a 1" laughed!
in remembering the curve of branches
ether sensation, and pop wase; I
That drastic measures should be adonted If Who beckoned me in vain.
down yet and the barber sed, Susie. "I might have thought of
roo.noss
.
....
"f
rooms
1
.
a
dark
Vi.
fa 1.
sunflower Mhade all by myself.
..
How about a little shampoo?
.1,1.
..a.c. 1.3
iv 1,.
tc flicci ru ,1...
icai in tu.iiiivi lij.iiy vr tl nenieniheriiie
like 1'lill
another thing I never had Thank you, I'nde Wiggily:"
"en all' else- there' is nothing
tai rate so high that the-- average Individual cannot , n'
Then Susie walked
forgot
sed. All
from ixperieiicc and
up and
arrord to ray his taxes, seems plain enough to the That signifies
down with her new sunflower!
rite. And ho gave nie stitch
a
white
t
h
o
and
bnuu
1,10:11
te.'irse one you mite of ihawt he shade, and when Hie other girls
average Individual. But tv doubt very much if the There is only the
breath
had a grudge agenst rue, and came home from .s.hool they all'
committee's recommendation regarding lengthenins
Against my lips and eye.
that he put, some tonnicl; said:
after
"r.ookrnan."
th working hours, employing fewer assistants and
in
Hall
11,;::'
how scrumptious
"Oh,
on my lied and started to
and,
revising salary schedules Tvill fall upon sympathetic
my face on account of me stylish!" Then 0.0 h of them got'
a
sunflower
but
shade,
Susie's,
ears among the office holders, to whom the state
sajing All rite each time, and he
was still massad'ing it wen pop was the largc.-- i and host of all
would have to look to bring about theseeconomles.
came in. Haying to the barber. And she let 'nolo Wiggily walk'
under it with her.
Wat are you doing to him?
Perhaps it Is not too visionary to hope that one of
So, if the stick of peppermint
Jle sed he wonted a lnassadgc.
these days our state and county governments will
vii.t do it onn a:Ni:i:ii rioNtiri.KS.
doesn't try to beat all the
i hoi
Semenoff and Ambassador sed the barber, and pop scd, The candy
b conducted on a business-lik- e
With both
basis, and not be
dooce he did, he niUFt be crazy. dust out of the parlor rug and!
r.s. Hiniotnff "ime from our shores S"natnr Borah
used to perpetuate politicians ln office. But so long
none
leave
for the lollvpop, j ;
will need to find other objects to view with alarm, and the barber sed. Well he Red tell
you next about Fn'clo Wig.
as our present system exists we doubt very much If1
wumcu 11, hcimm 100 cuech.
"
I'ittwhuig Cazette-TimrAnd he rote on a little peece of gily and Johnnie's nut cracker.!
ve can expect much retrenchment along thee lines.
Paper and handed it to pop and
srRK IS A Vrtl.l" rili:ss AK.ST.
Sir Arthur Conan liovle savs he is preparing tn pop sed. 2 dollors and 50 cents,
ROMANTIC DEADWOOI) VISITS V S.
Is that the "'at is this, a joak? and the
introduce a new firtinn character.
he made a lecture tour? Detroit Free 1'cr ml. Certeny not, he had a
haircut, a singe, a shampoo, to.t- "Deadwood Pick," "Calamity .lane." "Wild Bill" prcs
nick and a tnassadge.
4
"Colorado
Not to speck of wat he's going
Charlie" Utter, Seth Bullock,
Jlickock,
CAN HF.NUT SEE THE POINT!
By tht AMocinteil i'mi.)
to
get wen he gets home, sed
the friend of Colonel Roosevelt all of these and a
Whoever the richest man ln the world may bej
host of others come to our minis when we think Mr. Rockefeller never ran for president, or even pop
Wich I did.
chartered a peace ship. Chicago News.
the metropolis of the romantic Black
"f
Hills of Pouth Dakota.
FA
It.
WE THOIGIIT IT WENT TOO
Wall Street.
Cal Coolidgn speaks a good word for the league
The "Deadwool special," with nearly 201 Black
New York, June
Mexican
Is good, as
is
to
it
He
of
admit
nations.
willing
Petroleum again was the star perHills Shrir.crs aboard, will reach this city this morn- far as It
Birmingham
goes.
in
former
today's active and
ing ahout 1" o'clock, Some of the nobles who will
market. It made an extremestrong
adarrive on that, trnlii were in the great gold rush of
11 '2 points, with a net
vance
of
DAY
B.
Howard
QarU.
By
ISTti.
gain of 9'4, or a total of 2,114
They were in Deadwood when the argonauts
points above last week's final price.
from all over the United States braved savage InMcClure
A MERCHANT .M.Uil.NE NECESSARY.
bv
At times traders seemed to re1921,
Copyright,
dian?, white bandits, famine and thirst, ln making
the extraordinary operations
Newspaper ByndlcaU.
gard
across
the plains toward the new Eldotheir way
in "Mex Pete" as something of a
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
menace
to the general
rado. Some who will be here this morning were In
market.
Natural conditions do not now promote the reCNCLE WIGGITY AND SUSIE'S
Intimations of a "corner" were
SIN SHADE.
Headwood when Jack McCall murdered Wild Bill. covery of the American marine. They are against
scouted,
the
however,
but
it.
Into
opinion still
money has gone
shipping,
Some were there when the first preacher to come into American
British shipping, and it Is now opposed to the
Once upon a time, as Uncle prevailing that the movement was
into the Black Hills was killed by the Siou.t. Many methods by which the American government will Wiggily was hopping past the mainly leveled against an extensive
interest.
ef the visiting Slirlners were in the Hills when try to restore the flag to the sea. Americans In burrow, or underground
house, short
Other oils in the foreign and
are not tempted to the sea for their where Sammie And Susie Little-tai- l,
Hearst, Haggan and Tevis began operations which large numbers
We hae virtually ceased to be a maritime
the two rabbit children, domestic groups registered gross
resulted in the great Homcstake mine for decades living.
two to almost five
people.
lived, the bunny une'e said to advancesandof the
mine In the world.
the greatest
The restoration snd recovery are planned by himself:
points
Independent steels
were
with a sudden
of
a
Amerimeans
strong,
equally
which
will
enable
"I'll stop and see how Sammie
tdiip subsidy
Of course Deadwood
long the haunt of the ad- can
of
sail in competition with foreign ships. is, I haven't
burst
to
activity
seen
him
since
ships
the for United States at higher levels
venturer and the Rambler, as well as of people of
Steel in the final
War construction gave the new American
day when he drove away the
a start. One war destroyed it. Another has Fuzzy Fox with the bouncer ball." hour.
culture and high business and professional Ideals
to
Next
was the
It.
oil,
Sludebaker
a
lo
cannot
it
exist
made
continue
As
fact
is now an
Undo Wiggily was hopping
again.
modern little city, with good
if it is not. helped to meet the subsidized ships of up the front path, Intending to leading stock, its net gain of 6
schools, churches, daily newspapers and everything
to
the year's high record bether nations, particularly of Oreat Britain and ask Mrs. T.lttletail. the rabbit points
that goes to make up a progressive town.
Japan,
They have government aid and they do lady, how her children were, all ing associated with rumors of InBut the people of Albuquerque will have an op- not need ly provide American working conditions. of a sudden the bunny gentleman creased or extra dividends In the
commerce needs American carriers heard a cross and fretful voice near future. Baldwin was foremost
portunity this morning to see the type of men. and thatAmerican
it, may escape Hie control exercised by British
among the equipments on its gain
saying:
heir descendants who opened up what was for and Japanese
carriers. The I'nited States Is hunt- "Well, I don't see why I can't of 4H points and the less promas "the riches hundred ing world trade and it must not depend upon the have oncl All the other girls inent issues to show material admany years described
cargo boats of other nations.
It must hnve its have one and I want a new one, vances included American Woolen,
M'ltiare miles 011 earth."
Tobacco Products, Mercantile Mato seek Hie ports where it defreedom on
too! I don't care!"
Those men were pioneers. In the truest sense. velops trade. the P"a
"That's Susie, and she's teas- rine preferred and Mallinson.
Rails lagged until the latter part
The agreement to limit navies makes the estab- ing her mother for something."
Foreigners, they wore called by Kipling.
lishment and maintenance of a mercantile marine said Uncle Wiggily In a whisper. of the day. when news of tho dec
an essential of national security. The fast ships "I'll find out what it is and per- laration of the regular dividend on
IXKOI'F, Ml' ST HEM' ITSELF.
of the mercantile marine are the auxiliaries of the haps 1 can get it for her that Great Northern
hurried
caused
'
navy and the transports of the army in war. The is, if it's right for her to have buying of that stock at a gain of
4
Carlo Schanier, Italy's foreign minister, who ap- United States cannot keep the place given it in it."
points. Northern Pacific adUncle Wiggily hopped on up vanced 2
t,ie "aval raUl' which is equality with the British
points and several coalpreciatcs more than many of his contemporaries the and
trunk
and
over
in
the
ers
the
count
of
tines, especially
and Into the Littletall
superloritv
Japanese,
rabbit
ideals
of
American
fundamental
purpose, expresses Khip,
He saw Susie pouting Reading and New Haven, strengthjt m,a wI,al IC!i0 oUJer HVie, have- -- house.
hand
when the United merchant ships which con be used for war
the opinion that the time is at
Sales totaled
and pulling at her dress with her ened substantially.
1,050.000 shares.
The poses.
pa w.
will participate ln European affairs.
which
accelerated
"Cood
Mrs.
Developments
morning,
Littletall,"
hour, he thinks, has not yet struck, but it is at "and.
called Uncle Wiggily, with a the day's upward trend included a
on
as
not
whim
the
that
waits,
event
Inasmuch
It therefore cheerful
agreed not to compete In battleships.
twinkle
of his pink vigorous rebound In Icadir.g forof the American people, but on the resolution of! requires itself to keep up the merchant fleet. The nose. "And to you, also, Susie, eign exchanges, advices from the
are
middle west that steel nd Iron
will
auxiliaries
be
used
dear!"
They
tny
events, the verdict of Signor Schanzer is as useful as cruisers, as indispensable.
"Hum! It isn't a very good mills were running behind ln deplane carriers, in the service of
and accurate as any other. No one doubts that this supplies, as transports, etc.
'
me it's
for
bad! liveries and declaration of Initial
morning
Conditions naturally give Croat Britain and Ja- grumbled the rabbit girl.
dividends on Marland Oil.
country has an Important and even assential part
merchantile
The money market followed yesare
marines.
pan
on
I'm
"Bad?
to
with
hear
They
that.''
dependent
sorry
things beyond sea carried commerce. Britain
in world affairs. Its concern
must Import foods. said Uncle Wiggily. "Is It a bad terday's course, save for the free
its own territory Is as wide as the Impulse of men Japan must Import materials.
Both must export morning because you can't go to supplies of 30 to 90 day funds. Call
to liberal living; It could not wish, and certainly products. If they were swept off the seas they school?"
loans issed from ? to 2"i per cent
cease to exist as great nations.
and private offerings of
"No, It's because I can't have at mid-da- y
never has professed, an isolation which denies the would
The United Stales can exist without controlling a new sun shade parasol,"
this character were reported at
brotherhood of republican principles. First among the carriers of lis commerce, but It cannot
cent.
have
Susie. "All the other 2,$ per
all nations It has proclaimed the theory that bound- the freedom in commerce necessary to its full girls have new sun shades, and
Closing prices:
4 4
It canned havo the defenses reand
see
don't
not
prosperity,
walls.
are
why I can't! My old American Reet Sugar
gateways,
aries
Can
national
its
a
,
is
without
one
45
American
quired
by
merchant
all
faded
and
Oh.
torn!
security
Bfguor Schanzer lias every means at his disposal marine.
&
dear, I want a new sun ehade o American Smelting
Ref'g.. (iO'.i
.
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Little Ones

Aruerkaii Sumatra Tobacco.
bulk beef
light yearlings, $9.00;
American Tel. & Tel
cows mostly
cattle. $7.909.00;
120
Anaconda Copper
511,4 $5.50 down; veal calves top, $6.60;
Atchison
98 Hj, bulk, $7.OOfi'7.0u.
BUSINESS CHANCES
naltimore & Ohio
2,500.
Fat
47 H
Sheep
Receipts
lambs 15c to 25e higher; sheep FUU QUICK
r.ellilehem Steel " B"
SALE
Small rooniin
3 U t
Butte & Superior
.South Seeuml.
28
ln'iiff; lurgnln,
steady. Top native lambs, $12.25;
drive-inCalifornia Petroleum
bulk. $12.0url2.25: best
61
orlck lul!diii.
KOK Sa
W
Canadian Pacific
215
ih
Bull
$11.75:
location
$0.00
year6.50;
culls,
go6 fT any
t'irst;
kfml of business.
38
Central Leather
lings, $8.75; ewes, $3,50.
iKMl.00
TO LOAN on husincDS property.
63 U
Chesapeake & Ohio
"Will consider ninriller
Atldresa
loan.
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.... 25
Kansas City.
pure Journal,
Ki'iilh'r,
Chinb Copper
291.
Kansas City, June 20 (V. S. BuHALECrispetto pupcoin outfit,
Colorado Fuel & Iron......
reau
of
iou
Markets). Cattle Re- FOU
conipletp; good proposition for live man.
74 H ceipts
I'rucible Steel
2,000. Beef steers steady to fiKjuir
611 North First.
Cuba Cone. Sugar
16"8 25c lower, mostly 10c to 15c lower.
jfeMAU.. saw mill and umber propunltion,
Brie
15
$9.00 for Colorados; best
top,
Early
fur sale, lease, Irt u Bharr
utt
railroad,
sn
iJrent Northern pfd
natives held about $9.25; she stock or will consider ft pnrtner. J. F. Bran- -j
40
Inspiration Copper
North Sewnlh, Albuquerque.
dull and mostly weak to 23c lower; fin.
73 '
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
bulk cows, $4.00;f5.OO: few about Full SALK (iiucery stores, niercliiuidibe,
34 H $5.50; odd
Kciinecott Copper
t
drinlc and sfmo other htgh- -'
prime lot, $6.50 ft 7.25;
Mexican Petroleum
109'ii good heifers. $7.65; canners and ehiss Imsinrss propositions not adver- r
ti'-M iami
d
2S
to., 218
1tc:ilty.
Copper
cutters 15c to 25e lower; bulk
21
Missouri Pacific
most cutters, WiM (.iold,
$2.50;
undei;
SALE
Indian trading store and
Xew York Central . , .
90 i $3.00CT 3.75:
most FOR
bulls steady,
ranch. Unrated near Gallup, N. M.; Kood
Northern Pacific
761J bolognas. $3.754.00; calves active
corratls.
ec fully
fonclng,
building,
41 Li
Pennsylvania
and steady, best. $7.50 4r 8.00.
equipped; excellent pla4;e fir healthseeker ;
16
Kay Consolidated Copper...
Market plenty fine wmMt. AflnicM Bnx 373. 01
11,000,
lings
Receipts
73 H
Beading
fillins staopened slow, later trading active to
T24 both packers and shippers, strong
Republic Tron & Steel
town in central New Mexll u in
Sinclair Oil & Refining
S3's to 15c, higher.
ico, on national highway; modern and
Bulk 175 to
Southern Pacific
fifty feet and 300 feet. Dandy
SD'i
weight, $ 0.25 1 0.40; top,
modern homo in connection
22 a;
Southern P.ailway
$10.45; shippers took about. 4.000; highly Iiirnlslud; Busings equipment,
Sludebaker Corporation ... 129i bulk
of
r
lease on
sales, $1O.0Orrl0.40;
furnituiH with47
Texas Company
throwout sows, $8.75 Hi 9.00; stock all. yoefl for H.O'iO enli: must sell
S U
Tohacco Products
no
phn
sood kinds, tnformiil'inn, account of st''knrffc;
pigs about steady;
211
r
1 S 6 i,i
Co.,
Union Pacific
$10.65.
Wop
;oid
United States Steel
5.000.
loot,
Ttecelpts
Sheep
Sheep
Utah Copper
64
and breeding ewes steady; lambs
WANTED Position
25c to 50e higher. Natives. $12.50; YVA
e I0O4.
U ushiriK.
N l:L
Foreign Exchange.
Arlznnns, $11.50; Arizona feeding
New York. June 20. Foreign ex- lambs, $10.00,
WANTliD lluuscnork by tho day. Phun
HUT,.
change strong. Oreat Britain deWANTED
mand. $1.44; cables', $4.44Vi;
Bundle
washing to brlnj
Denver.
bills' on banks, $4.42. France
home Phnna :os?-J- .
Re20.
Cattle
June
Denver,
DDXH nt Inline. Special fin
demand, 8.70 Vi; cables, 8.71. Italy
Market steady, 25c WASHING
1,300.
dallies. Cull
demand, 4.90 s : cables, 4.91. Bel- ceipts
Beef steers, $7.008.75; WANTKD tirneral housework or
lower.
gium demand, 8.27; cables, 8.27'i. cows Bnd
$4.00
7.75;
half 'Jnv. Call
Oermany demand, ,31'; cables, calves, $7.00 heifers,
9.50; bulls, $2,501
.31 r'.
WANTKD
Work by tl'a hour.
Holland demand,
38.50;
and
stockcrs
$5.60(3)
feeders,
5.00;
1.H3-nfter 6:31
cables, 38.55. Norway demand, 7.00.
WANTED
Laundry1 ortt to take horn
16.65. Spain demand, 15.60, Sweden
Market
Hogs Receipts 2.500.
er by the (i uy. Fhnna II "1 J.
demand 25.50. Denmark demand,
$9.75
$10.25;
bulk,
steady.
W' AN TED
Top,
Washing, single men or
21.25.
Switzerland demand, 19.02. 10.05.
and small family. Phune 21""-U recce demand,
3.95.
Poland deMarket
Sheep Receipts 1,600.
on n era i7 rt epa in" WORKS
a
de- mand, .02 "i.
ask for W. P.
steady. Clipped ewes, $4.50 5.50; TtEPAtrt nnythlnff.
domand, spring
mand, 1,93. Argentine
lambs.
$11.0012.00.
lawn
HOUSE
cleaning, floor waxing,
35.50. Brazil demand, 13.75. Mont
work.
Call J. W, Lowe, phone 1430-real, 99
NUUSE wishes permanent position, or
confinement raes. fiOl Pnuth Walter.
New York Money.
WA NTED
Position by experienced man
New York. June 20. Call money
315!
conic: pastry and meat cutter.
Chicago Produce.
Steady. High and ruling rate. 3
South
First.
Chicago, June 20. Potatoes
tier com; tow ana last, luau, ii 74 per Market
work.
wants
WOMAN
COLORED
day's
slightly stronger in sacks,
cent; closing bid, 2ni to 3 per cent;
Thursday and next
steady on barrels;
receipts 109 Winne!.clay,
cull loans against acceptances, 2
Call between 5 and 8 p. m. Phon
068
S.
cars.
U.
Total
shipments.
.
per cent."
OklaTime loans Easier. Sixty days. cars. Arkansas, Alabama,
w"aNTED Posit Ion as nurse and comto t per cent; 90 days, 4 per homa and Louisiana sacked Bliss panion: wlUins 10 go anywhere: can
1i
75
cwt.:
3.00
No.
$2.
1,
Ills
furnirh best of city references.
cent; six months. 4 U per cent; Triumphs
fiao North Second.
Alabama Spaulding Rosa sacked Baiter, phone
prime mercantile raper, 4 to 4U No.
1, $1. 70(31 2.00 cwt.; North Caropowidow
once
At
WANTED
lady,
by
cent.
per
lina and Norfolk Virginia stave
sition as housekeeper or generBl
no objection to sick. If sanitary;
$ B0
No.
Cobblers
1,
barrels
Irish
Liberty Honilfl.
full charse; references.
cnrahle of
N'rw York, Jane 20. "Liberty (fii 3 0 0 ; eastern shore Virginia stave Address A. taking
B. ('., care Journal.
Lnnds clospil: 3l2s. $100.08; first barrels Irish Cobblers No. 1, $5.75.
Wisconsin and
WANTED Houses
!;. ? ion. 00 bid; Hoeoiul 49, $99.90; Old stock steady.
second 4Us, Michigan sacked round whites, WANTED To rent four or
first. 4 s. $100.14;
cwt.
rornlclmrl
tiAti.a n, anarlmenK with
$100.0'.!; ihinl 4Us. $100.10: fourth $1.7o2.00
Fowls. glasseil-lAlive
higher.
porch, for six month
4'ls, $100.10;
48, $100.61'. 22c:Poultry
broilers. 32 9 42c; roosters, or longer. sleeping
Address nex ., rare journal.

Ma
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1

rautly-suf-

Koberts-Turne-

ean-ne-

rs
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four-yea-

Iloberts-Tunie-

1

y

e.

couk-iti-
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li71-.-
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PRODUCE

Mon-da- v.

f

1

hous-wor-

k:

.

five-roo-

ViL-tor-

14c.

GRAIN

Rewith Board
unsettled.
For Rent-RooEggs Market
ceipts 30,890 cases. Firsts, 22
AXD
nOQM
BOARD.
t0
West Copper.
23 Uc; ordinary firsts, 20 '2 t 21c;
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
21 (ft
He: storage KXr E LT EXT t able board. 715 EnstCo"a f.
miscellaneous,
20.
Juno
Dry weather packed extras. 23?4c; storage pack ROOM and BOARD. $4t per month; no
Chicago,
trie. 10'.'7 Forrester.
complaints from Canada and from ed
firsts, 23 Vic.
some sections west of here had
FOU
RENT
Glassed-iporch, with
hoard. 114 North Marie.
to do today with
considerable
7vansn
City Produce.
in
an
the
ROOM
advance
with sleeping porch and board;
bringing about
Kansas City. June 20. F.ggs
gentlemen only. Phone 1679-price of wheat. The market closed Market unchanged. Firsts, 20c.
ROOM AND BOARD, $35 per month!
unsettled lMsC to 2f,RC net higher,
Creamery,
Unchanged.
no sick.
Ml South Broadway.
with July l.1':t-- to $l.12"'i and 30c.Butter
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch;
$1.1314 to $1.13r'S. Corn
September
Broilers,
Unchanged.
"
Poultry
hiard If desired. Phone, 1340-gained i c to 'ic and oats tic to 37c; hens, IDc; roosters, 11c.
CANVAS sleeping porch,
7ic. In provisions the outcome
with board.
fin pr week. 1307 East Central.
was unchanged to a rise of ZVc.
New York Metals.
ROOM
AND
BOARD
Rates
from
reasonable.
Probable deterioration
lack
New York, June 20. Copper
f'I'i South Broadway, phone 1371-of rain formed the outstanding feaand fu WANTKD Two
spot
Electrolytic,
Steady.
or three women to room
ture of wheat reports from Canada tures,
13i (3 14c.
and
and led to a good deal of buying
, W. board. 900 js'orth Fourth, phona
:!.-Tin Firmer. Spot end nearby,
near the end of the session in the
$31.
31.37; futures,
FOItKKNT
Delightful room and porch
At the same time, $31,250
wheat market.
31.3 7.
for cunvale8ee.it; excellent meala. 715
talk was current that parts of NeEitpt Coal, phnne 1,'79-Iron
unchanged.
Steady,
braska and oth'r states needed
Lead Steady. Spot, $5.75 B 6.00. B( KD Cuod lioma conkins, ratei by
rain and that the expected yield
the mcrtl or week. Mr. Knight, corZinc Steady. Fast St. Louis spot
of winter wheat in such relatively
ner Broadway anrtjCiold.
and nearby delivery. $5.35 iff 5.4 0.
2
dry territory had been diminished
a
GOOD
5.37.
HOA1ID. room aid sleeping porcli
Antimony Spot, $5.1
to a material extent bv recent exwiili two sinKle beds.
Highlands; pri- Foreign bar silver. 70r,sC.
H'JO Kant Silver.
vatw
home.
treme heat. Earlier in the day an
Mexican dollars, 54c.
Livat
in
wheat
RKN'T
Fort
r.arce
quotations
upturn
front mom and
sleeping porch with board. Everything
erpool and in slerlins exchange
New York Cotton.
new and modern. Call 110 North Maple,
fu-- i
proved helpful to the bull side of
30.
Cotton
June
New
York,
or phone
the market here.
July, FOU Ti EST For two, glassed-iHires closed barelv steady.
An additional reason given for $22.85:
ileepinc
$22. SO; Dec. $22.60;
Oct.,
puith, dreaning room, with private
the upward swing of wheat values (Jan., $22.46: March, $22.33.
o hat h, and garage if desired.
today was that selling from the
Spot cotton Steady. Middling, '0 7 Knt Central.
country against the new crop had $23.30.
SlT.cjAi, summer rates. $G5 per month;
been of unlookcdfor small proporexcellent board. private room with
tions as yet. Some Improvement in
Kt.
sleeping porch and tray aervlce.
John's Eplspopnl .Sanatorium, phone 491.
domestic flour trade was noted, and
NOTICE
LEGAL
NTrS
seaboard
advised
of
r
v
P
the
MRS. CAUL BKK GLU
a t e San- 500,000
bushels of wheat worked for exntorlum, 14IR South KdiLh. phona
NOTICL'.
Private rooms and porches for
port.
Last Will and Testament of Ru- patients; fresh vegetables and
Corn and oats were mainly Inperta P.ubi, Deceased.
of milk; tray service;
fluenced by the action of wheat. To Manuel Antonio P. de Padllla, fruits and plenty
nurso attendance If desired;
Jfi.i
(!ood demand for corn for export
P.
fin
$""
summer
and
months.
Pajarito, New Mexico: Perita
was said to prevail at the seaboard.
de Chavez. Pajarito, N. M., and
WANTED
Real Estate
Provisions averaged a little highto All Others to Whom It May
er in line with hogs.
IF VOU hjve business property fur sale,
Concern, Greetings:
1M
& Wood.
it
with
the
Closing prices:
Tou are hereby notified that
Wheat
July, J1.12S: Sept., alleged Last Will and Testament of
FOR
SALE
3
;
Ranches
1.1.1U (fp
Dec, $1.16".
Uuperta Rubl. deceased, late of
Com July. 62!ic; Sept., 65c; the County of Bernalillo and State COn SALE A small ranch,
s
Dec, 65 tie.
mile nut of bridge; modern bouse. A.
of New Mexico, was produced and
Oats July, !5c; Sept.,
read ln the Probate court of the J. James.
Dee., 40c.
Countv of New Mexico, State of
eumpany, 218 West
1 r. 0 ;
Lard July,
Unld, have established a special land
Sept., $11.77. New Mexico, on the seventh day of
Ribs July, $12.37; Sept., $12.22. June. 1922, and the day of the dfiwrlnipnt.
KALE Hunch
au
North Fourth
proving of said alleged I,ast Will FOIl
street, six miles from town, on main
Omaha Grnln.
and Testament was thereupon fixed ditch;
paved road; s.rcet car service;
Omaha. June 20. Wheat No. for Monday, tho third clay of July, sixteen
acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat.
2 hard, $1 .0 St .07 k.
A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock ln the Phune
Corn No. 2 white, 54 ; No. 2 forenoon of said day.
KOIl KALE OH TRADE
Five acres In
mixed, 54 He.
Given under my hand and the
Kmttvnle. near .javed road; fine grano
Oats No. 3 white, 32
33c; seal of this court, this ninth day of or chicken much; easy terms to right
No. 4 white, 33 He.
parly Phone 633. or apply room 15. first
June, A. D. 1 922.
Nallonal hank, or
tin South Walter,
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
teil
Kansas City Cash Grain.
lull SA I,E Kiiihty-acr- e
rancid
County Clerk.
miles from Jeinez Springs, four mile
Kansas City, June 20. Wheat
from
Sulphur Hot Springs; thirty acres
No. 2 hard $1,050)1.20; No. 2 red,
In timber, balance In
fine for
m
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ROBnKTS-TURNK-
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1

1
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$1.031.07.

Corn No. 2 white,
No. 2 yellow, 56 He
Hay Unchanged.

56HlJ57c;

CCOUNTING
AUDITING, INCOME -FINANCIAL
TAX

LIVESTOCK

'ATEMENTy

ChirHgo.
Chicago. June 20 (LT. S. Bureau
Cattle Ttecelpts
of Markets).
Better grades matured steers
strong to 50c higher; other grades
and yearlings slow, steady to weak.
Top beef steers, $9.75; bulk, $8.25
HI 9.1 5;
all other classes generally
steady: bologna bulls, $4.25W4.35;
veal calves mostly $8.00
sales
early
'd8.50; butcher cows and heifers
canners and
inos'lv J5.O0W7.25;
cutters, $.",.00 iff 4.00.
Market
29,000.
logs Receipts
mostly 10c. to 15c higher on better
grades of butchers, others alow,
weak; big packers bidding lower.
bulk, $9.80010.85:
Ton, $10.00;
pigs steady to 10c higher, mostly
$9.5010.25; heavy weight, $10.45
medium.
$10.6010.85:
iiDlO.50;
light
light weight. $10.8010.90;
packing sows,
lights, $l0.35(fii0.85;
5
ffi
10.00; packing sows
smooth, $9.1
killing piga,
rough. $S.S0''i 9.25;
$9. y."ii 10.45.
Lambs
(Sl,eep Receipts 10,000.
mostly 25c higher; sheep and year25c
to
higher. Three
lings steady
doubles choice Idaho lambs, $13.25;
seventv-fiv- o
out. top natives to
packers, $12.75; to city butchers.
dry fed
$13.00;
good
best light fat
yearlings. $11.25;
ewes, $0.50; heavies around $3.00.

CHARLES ZANG
SUCCESSOR

WILLIAMS

0.

PUBLIC
HONC

701

w

TO

t ZANG

ACCOUNTANT!

8 MELINI SUM.
AUUCUERQUC

1

St. Joseph.

June 20 (lT. S. Bureau
Hogs Receipts
Markets).
Market slow; packing sows
9.00; average
$8.75
steady. Bulk,
cost yesterday, $9.90, weight 232.
Beef
2, GOO.
Cattle Itcceipts
steers and yearlings steady; others
weak to shade lower. Tod steers,
hoice Colorado pulpcrs av$9.1 5;
erage 1,100 pounds, $9.00; top
of

St. Joseph,

c

0.

MONEY ON YOUR

TRIP
Money May Be
Lost or Stolen
Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere.
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost
Let Us Equip You For
the Trip.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company
k

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Si

cultivation,
potatoes: log house; potato cellar; cold
n.
water sprlncs near house.
Nancy
Jcmz Hot Springs. New Mexico.
FOR SALE Ranch. twenty-tw- i
acresi
house, garage, fine nrcha'd,
all kinds nf fruit, berries, alfalfa. Implements. In rses. cows; owner leaving ac
count of health: two miles from post-ofriTo-vold
hnulevard.
Pbons)
owner. 2(17-rt- l,
or S 18. Postofflcs bo
.
Old

1H2.

N

Alhiiou'-rnue-

f.

Furniture

5 A Lb

FUIi.Mi I'ltff tiKl'AluiNT; and uphol.terS
.
lug. I'lione
Krvin Bedding en,
e
FOR .UA Li:;
c"iil range, drcaseri
dining roum table, small home-ma- d
hit. hen cabinet; will sell cheap. 801
South Krtillr.
FOR HA I. N Wicker baby

DON'T CARRY

E

buggy.

Hum-mun-

.l

typewriter and table, chiffoniers,
wardrobe, roll-i..- p
desk; largest stock ol
uoed funiliure in town.
I;::, South First.
FOR SALK one gooailoosierl(ltclieri
cabinet, two ranges, one porch rwlnsT
and two porclr shades, one oil stove, on
bed spring and mattress, pictures, oris
work table and kitchen utensils, fourteen volumes Stoddard's Lectures,
10;
twelve volumes Richard Harding Davis,
ti. lnculre U.2I North Second.
FOR
KALE
f'Trmturcl 5ln
Used
Ing table, JI1.75; chairs,
1.7G;
bed,
$8.00; single bed. spring mattress,
18.7o;
chiffonier. 1 11.00 ; ivory dressing table,
$IS.&0;
mahogany rocker, r,.50; wicker
chair, $14.01; wicker rucY.-- r.
5.75; leath-e- r
rocker, $7.50. full nt American Furniture Company. 12.1 South Second.

..WANTED

Apartments

BUSINESS

tHRL wants sleeping room
and kitchenette;
can
giva best of
references. Phone 420.
W ANTE D Be a P UrVprpo-sltlo- n;
prices and quality that dealers
cannot resist; big pay;
permanent posl-tlo- n.
Odelt Rubber Co.. South Bend, Ind.

SALKSMEN

TYPEWRITERS
T

V

PliVV

snd

chine.

HIT

'
insARibbons
make.
for
H

Albuquerque
ohmae. phone 903-."

ovVrhiulel
evtry maTypewriter
123 South Four'

FOR RE NT

PasturT

Ij'OR RE.N'FHixToTieTTr'p
luck.

rhuu

A, W,

retail,

lUO-jj- l.

t,

n
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KINGSBURY
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ALBUQUERQUE

Copyright, 1921 by the International New
Regiateret 0. & Patent Office.

KOLUMN
HOPE YOU DIDN'T
MAKE ANY BREAKS
AT THE FARTY THIS

FOR SALE
SOME CHEAP ONES.
For the man of moderate
means, who wishes to ret away
from those high rents. Easy
terms.
2 Rooms
and sleeping
porch, furnished ....$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished ....$1,000
5 Rooms (In U. Heights) $1,660
S Rooms Cln U. Heights) $1,750
2 Large . rooms,
adobe,
new
$1,600
2 Room frame, lowlands. $
900
These
Investigate

L

COULDN'T
EVEN BREAK

WHAT WERE VDU
TALKING ABOUT SO

I

I

AVAV!

AFTERNOON -

TO MP2S.
DEVI DEN

LONQ

D?

Page Nine.'1
By George McManui

Service

FOR RENT
house
We have a
In the Fourth ward for rent.
of
the nicest
This is one
houses In the city both inside
and out, has all modern conveniences and is new. large lot,
shade trees etc. Owner will
rent either furnished or
five-roo- m

SHE

AND WHAT WAS

WUI TELLING

ME ASOOT HEF2
FATHER? CARRYING
A
in

sword

TOLD HEK2 ABOUT
YOOI2 PATHEie
CiM9ieYNQ A HOD
IN THEM DAYS -

aYINQ c

YOU

ain't voo got
NO Pf2IXJE?

(

the

I

,;
I

v

'

,

READ THIS
Four rooms, bath, two

P

FOR RENT.
We have a number of houses
for. rent, both furnished and
unfurnished. Tell us your wants.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
sol), shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

2J

FOR SALE

five-roo- m

Heal

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.

210 W. Gold.

Phone

and

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.

907--

Phone 414.

FOIK

120

Fourth.

S.

corner lot.
Terms.

Dieckmann

location: Fourth ward.
Eight-roopebble
daihed dwelling, bath, etc.; alao two-rooadobe In rear, lot 76x143; Third
ward, cloie In.
gome good buys In Central avenus Business property.
stucco frame
whit
14.500
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
outbuildother
features, garage and
ings; Fourth ward.

218 W. Gold.

A. FLEHSCHE1, Eealtor
Accident, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi Is, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
Jelcphon 674.
Fife,

CO,

R

Phone 40T.

WANTED

g,

603 West Copper.

City real estate salesman with
car. steady
for
proposition
right man.

'

SALES

CO.
114 South Second St. Fhone 609

REALTY

FOR 5ALE

Roma.

Houses

FOIt RENT Two rooma and sleeping FOR SALE Two room frame house, furporch; summer rates; modern. Fhone
nished; cash or terms. 1251 North
5128-Seventh,
LINCOLN apartments, newly furnished,
1,M0 BUYS choice of several nice cotcool and close In.
812 South Third,
tages, furnished. Room 7, First Na
phone 911-tional Hank building.
FOR BENT Glassed Bleeping porch, FOR SALE Three
fln ttomes. East Cen-trs- l,
kitchenette, connected with bath. 410
Silver and University
East
South Edith.
ITelghta. J. A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
FOR RENT Modern three and four-roo- FOR SALE OR RENT Modern
with
apartments,
bath; furnished.
and bath, good location, close In: priced
St 4 West Coal.
to sell; owner leaving city. 1932-t- t.
threo-rooFOR KENT Cool,
401 West Lend.
apartment; gas range, no sick. FOR SALE; By uwnei, subuman home,
HO West Tl.tcras.
four rooma and sleeping porch, citye
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms, for water, fruit troea, grape arbor.
box 218, clij.
light housekeeping; adults; Do sick.
724 South Second.
modHome, .ew
FOR SALE
FOR KENT Furnished apartment; no
ern, pressed brick bungalow; acreened
children; no sick; (22.60, 021 South porches, lawn, flowers, trees. Sea owner,
821 West Silver,
nign, pnone I137-phone 1949-FOR
RENT Apartments
and houaea, FOR SALE New nomea By owner; one
furnished or not. Phone 16I2-R- .
824 West Oold: one
J.
four-roo810
A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
110 North Maple; ona
terms, Call 821 West Sil
FOR RENT Four-roofurnlshsd apart- North Maple:1949-ver,
phona
ment, with piano, July 1; no sick. Inframe
LOOK HERE A new three-rooquire 813 North Second.
house with glassed-l- n sleeping porch. In
FOR RENT Furnished modorn outside
of the new
one
to
close
the
highlands,
bath.
Averlll
apartment;
private
ward schools: modern. For sale on terms.
Apartments, 5084 North Second.
Call owner, 11S3-Three-rooRENT
FOR
apartment FOR SALE OR TRAD!
For property In
partly furnished, bath, water and light.
house, sleeping porch,
806 North Eighth, phone 637-city, seven-roofruit trees, In
for
land
thirty
garden,
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, Socorro, N. M.t 8300 down, balance less
three rooms and private bath. 21814 than rent
117 west unm.
monthly.
Apply
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
cottage
SALE
By owner,
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and FOR
with sleeping porch, lot 67x143 feet,
for ' light fenced;
sleeping porch, furnished
hutches and
modern
loft,
pigeon
821
South Walter, phona chicken house: all new; priced to sell.
housekeeping.
H70-Inquire 811 West Gold, or 1923 Bouth
FOR RENT Two-roorurnlshed apart- High, ptiona 410.
hot
and
cold
ment;,
water, lights and
Well-bui- lt
by practical
reasonable. 421 Vi FOR SALE
phone paid; rent
icov
uunaer, lain kuoh, ui
South Broadway.
glassed-i- n
porch.
and
sleeping
FOR RENT Three-rooThe beat In
Eiectrlo and city water.
hot and eold town for frealthseekers.
apartment; modern;
Palmer. 1822
611 South Arno.
water.
Inquire 116 South High, phone 17D6-West Silver, phone 678.
side handy to
FOR SALE On south five-rooRENT
FOR
frame
Apartment of two rooms
railroad employes a
fifty-fowith sleeping porch; modern; private dwelling, with
lot
bath; (tore room In basement 410 North and Improvements. See house No. 418
ISO.
Sixth, phone 1142-West Atlantic; price 82,760 on terms.
FOR RENT One largs and ona small City Realty Co., SOT West Gold, phon
apartment, furnished
completely for S67.
housekeeping. Crane Apartments, ill FOR SALE Direct from owner, beautiNorth Seventh, phone 814.
ful five-roopressed brick bungalow.
FOR RENT 117 (A) Harvard avenue, Just completed; hardwood floors throughall
one-ha- lf
duplex apartment, furnished, out: flra place; breakfast nook and 721
location.
two rooms and bath, two porches, 836, In- built-i- n
features; good
LlndeFred
Mrs.
water.
119
West Lead. Inquire
Key at
cluding lights and
Jlnrvsrd.
man, 706 South Third.
cotFOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and FOR SALE By owner, two small
glsssed steeping porch, bath adjoining,
tages, In south highlands, priced olose
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat for quick turning; ona baa four rooms,
and clean: desirable summer location. screened porch, water, lights, chicken
616 West Coal.
house and yard, full slsed lot; the other
FOR RENT Fu nisned apartments, conoottsge hss three rooms, bath, screened
features, well furnished,
venient to eanatorlums; four rooms, porch, built-i- n
car
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on Eaet garage, corner lot, one block fromdown,
Central car Una. Call 1321 East Central, line; easy terma; 8100 and 8200 Phona
;
rent.
like
balanoa
or see MeMllllon A Wood, chine 848.
respectively,
69S, or call at 100 Bouth Walter.

Real Estate

DRESSMAKING

FOR
Vacant lot. Just this side
of university, $25 cash, $10 per month.
Phone1582-J- .
FOR SALE Two lots on East Lead, or PLEATING, aocordlon, aide and box;
North
will trade for small house.
Address
mall orders. V. Crane,
Cheap, care Journal.
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 314.
SEWING
at
FANCY
on
OR
FOR SALE One good fifty-folot
FOR PLAIN
East Sliver, near Highland park, on
reasonable rates, with quick aervlca and
1108
Call
824
J.
at
terms.
A,
satisfaction
East
easy
Hammond,
guaranteed.
SALE

til

South High.

.Sliver.

If

A

CM

Drive It Yourself
All New Cars

SEDANS, COUPES, OPEN CARS

Chit

MARTIN CO., REAWORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

Realtors.

Phone 8 10.

Realtors

$2,000,00

J24 XV. Gold. Phon 857.
INCOME
PROPERTIES
RESIDENCE ,. . PROPERTIES
BUSINESS
PROPERTIES
RENTALS
LEASES
LOANS
INSURANCE
COLLECTIONS
SUBDIVISIONS
Make ns your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks.

TO

LOAN
Property.

Improved City
furnished bungalow
near East Central, $45.00 per
month.
A well built brick home on
valuable lot, east front basement and furnace heat, parage. Close to Central avenue,
only J4.200.00.
On

Four-roo-

m

Three rooms, modern, furnished,
BO foot lot, earage,
South Arno,
$3,100.

modern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library, $4,200.
.1. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phono 1522-R- .
Four-roo-

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW

D. Keleher,
,
Realtor,
211 West Gold.
Phone 410.

'

A HOME
Five - room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garage, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell. To
see this call

Jas,
Insurance,

Will buy a furnished a,dobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.
s

M,

OPPORTUNITIES'
apartment House, brick,
olose In, Highlands. A bargain
at ?5,250. Terms.

Double

Realtor,

Johnson,

As Long As

Real Estate, Loans.
Phone 240.

I Can 8ave Ion Money on lour
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Fhone me and
save money.,
3. L. DtJRtING,

....

Cmfmy

Corner Fifth' and Central.

J08-- J

110.

Third

and Gold.

Lasts

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

five-roo- m

Phone

Better

A

University Heights,
adobe stucco home, garage, hot air heat, maple floors,
unfurnished.

Wm, J, Leverett,
Realtor.

It

$10.00 Per Load

LEASE'

On

Five rooms, bath, glansert-lsleeping porch. Close In, Highlands,
3,500, easy terms.
Five- - room brick, bath, Fourth
ward, furnlBhed, ready to move
$500
in, $4,300;
down, rest
easy.
McMILLION & WOOD,
Realtors.
206 W. Gold.' Insurance, Loiius.
n

R. McCIiTJGHAN,

McKinley Uan'd
Lumber Co.

&

FOR SALE

New Mexico,

modern, 4 loom house,
large porches, shade and
lawn, close to Chamber of
Commerce. Price $3.800,. 8250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL FSTATE
KXCHANGE,
409 W. Copper.

HELP WANTED
Male.

South Edith.
WANTED
Two snappy solicitors,
city FOR SALE Roller canaries. lit South
work; should clean up III) wsskly.
Walter, phone HS7-. nun, mi tor
appointment.
COLA
WANTED
Carpenters
rat form work, THE Great ArnerlcAND
n Drink.
long Job. free transportation.
Employ- - VALE BULGARIAN
from Imported
milk,
I413-Kcultures.
Phone
GET AUTO REPAIRING
EXPERIENCE
ROfHTlMrte
this summer. Young Men's Christian
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone I8J4-ucimion auto Bcnooi, Los Angeles.
Good
WANTED
Saw mill and lumber yard FOR SALE
piano, cheap
for cash. Call upright
" ar juoraan, Arizona. McQonlgle
Immediately at 214
Lumber and Development Co., Rlordan. West Gold.
Arls.
CQLA AND IRON
THE great double tonic, at all soda
WANTED
Trustworthy married man to
rountalna.
take charge of ranch and small dairy
on shares,
MANZANO GINGER
ALB
partnership or rent. p. o. THE home
product la Just a little better;
WANT agents to sell the best health and
accident insurance In the world for FOR SALE Two second-h-an- d
Deerlng
the money.
wheat hinders; good condition; bargain
Largest company of Its
kind In America.
Live) agents make big
ivoroer a uo.
j.
Roberts-Tummoney.
Co., state agents, FCt SALE Black currents for making
218 West Oold,
Albuquerque. N. M.
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams, Bent- " jxancn, pnone Z417-Female).
WANTED
Good cook for Upper Pecos. TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 115 and up;
$3 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
WANTED
Girl for general housework. c.vnaiiKe, itz BOUttT Kourth.
FOR BALE 3 xi Auto Oraflex. Baush
iorcn ourm
i.aumo
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
lens; good as new
72t Bast Gold.
y. mi
niune JJis-w- .
west itoma.
FOR
SALE
Will
sell
WANTED
all my 29--fine Homer
Woman to take charge of
Carmeauz pigeons. Phone
Mrs.
716
email ramiiy.
Silver.
tor
ucrge
Biginorer,
North First,
e77
WANTED
Womiin
ttan..i k....'
work; one that can help with cooking. FOR BALE Young pltt bull dog, very
oesuiy; iacK ana white; also
noutn waiter.
urn
oira cage, rnone 2001-WANTED
Girl or woman for general FOR
A new Colt's S2 automatic
SALE
housework and waahlng.
part time
wlth
nil"tr. two clips and car- ,p,1to!
umiy,
Jtppiy 1504 Eaat Gold
MU.
care journal.
WANTED
woman for light FOR BAI fe n, j.
Elderly
Used tractors.
and
ss
housekeeping, for elderly widower.
with
gang
Hardware
Widower, caro Journal.
Department. J, Kurberplows.
A Company.
FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and--" coT-taWANTED
Experienced saleswoman.
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
Apply at "The Economist."
ewaynes Dairy, phone 1916-FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
Male and Female.
ore-we- e
CV.
wattlM
n...

ino

f

Et

""-

n
PREPARE for a autiorlor pimltbn '.y Learnard piano Co.. 114 Bouth Walter.
attending our Summer 8esilons. IndiFOR BALE Standard make uned player
vidual Instruction; rapid progress. SpecKianoe, in A- -i condition;
will I'll at
ial summer rata. Western School for
00
D15,ment Ian' ph0""
Private Secretaries. Phone 901-1498 j"
8ALE
oak diractors'
WANTED Miscellaneous FOR
. table,
Roll-to- n
1
riaalr
WANTED
Star Furnlturs Co,
Small tea box, for caili. Phona office anulpment
BU- - W,

SPOTS
Heel anrj arch cuihlons
and buggy, at SOFT
.
.,, . .
BMVMl
. fall. 1.,
r- an
i"ut
troubles. 11. Plants. AW C3tui.i
nt.A.
Good, heavy porch swing, and" V. Keleher Leather Co.,
40g West Central
uniciltwrt. Vail i'JZD-ASBKSTOR
oatvt
WANTED
Money to loan on good first r- - 10D for all kinds nnnir
of
galII peroA,.,l.
mortgagee. MCM! Illon at wood
lon.
Tha ViniinA roofs,
r
ha
WANTED
Walnut, phone 1M4-Revolving book case or
built up
a
Try
1408 East Silver. '""I win last as long nm the building,
spool stand.
KALSOMININO;
also elewnlng kalsomlne UBE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
and paper; work
dressing. Effeeto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
guarantied. John
unoqann. phona 684-- J.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Cnttase Peine.
Plymouth
a HAVE aaveral gilt-edHnn,..t.d
first mortgaga loans. Wba wants tUtmT Mo-- Floor Paint. Boot Paint and Cament, Bat- Mllllon A Wood.
Rwuira, iniw, c . rteiener
401 Was; Central.
Thnrt 10ET-WANTED
To buy one-gallstroke gaa
Mann), show
pump and tank; also one used pool FOR SALE (By Chas.
cases, scales, copying
table. Write E. K ce-r- e
press, Oliver
Journal.
typewriter, Dalton adding; rnachins, three
refurniture
UPHOL8TER1NQ,
H. P. elMtrlo motor, four H. P. rmnllne
general Craft
pairing, packing, Tbs Art
Shop, engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee
nzs North Third, phona bss-mill, twelve-liggasoline system, two
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 116 Bouth pox aprinas anq two cows.
First, will pay the highest prices for FOR SALE A large
shipment of fine
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
corrugated ruooer garden hoss which
furniture. Phona 868.
was delayed In shlnment
bevonri tha sea
WANTED
To exchange excellent violin. son has Just arrived and rather then
for low pitch B flat clarinet; must ba return to factory we a.e
authorlMd to
A- -l
Instrument. Be 3. 8. Fsarcs, 814 sell below the wholesale, price of llo
west coal, or phona I09I-J- .
per toot .mrsi corns, iirst served; anticWANTED
To correspond with owner of ipate your next year's need now and ben
pedigreed Boston bull terrier for pur- efit by this saving; you cannot go wrong
The Exchange, 110 West Gold,
pose of service.
Address Walter 1m here. 1111.
phone
Grace, general delivery, Gallup, N, M.
FOR BALE Closing out my entire stock
RUG CLEANERS
of Airedales at bottom prices for the
1x18 Rugs Cleaned, 11. !S.
MATTRESSES
renovated, 18.60 and op; quality;In fourteen females, (15 to 120; no
the hunch; ready for delivery
furnlturs repaired and packed. Ervln runts
now; one Oorang brood matron, at
Bedding Company, phono au-w- .
cost
less than a year sgo; one
ma
I12S
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally aervlca. Remember, satis- brood matron, black and tan, HO; ons
brood
SS; one beautiful black;
matron,
faction guaranteed. Bend your finishing
pounds,
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna and tan dog,carwslght seventy-fiv- e
house and
broken, (rood xompanlnn,
Hanna. Master Photographer
price ISO, Papers furnished en all. AdORCHESTRA
AND BAND
dress W. C, Halraton, oar Estancla Drug
SCHOOL.
N. M.
IT TOU liava an orchestra or band In- company, Estancla,
strument and wish to learn to play
MONEY TO LOAN
correctly and receive class Intl ruction
In sight reading,
musical amnmatic MU.NKV' 10 LOAN On watches,
time, tons, tempo, scales, chords, transand everything vsluiDIa
guns
,
posing and ensemble playing, Join802-- our
wr. n
sis gontn mrst,
J.
school now. Fred K. Bills, phone
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jowelryi liberal, reliable, conFOR RENT Office Rooms fidential, Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st,
FOR RENT Ofllc opposite poimftlca CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diacommerce.
and chamber
monds, watches. Liberty bonds, pianos,
Wright
automobiles; lowest ratsa.
building Fourth and Oold.
Rothman's,
117 Boutn nrat. Bonded to. the state.
TO
MONEY
LOANTjj.OOO on "first mort- FOR RENT Ranches
.
- ..siaia, nrue aescriix
FOR LEAE 320 acres of" good' mountain lot and block number,
time loan wanted;
good n. brokers. Address I. B. 8., cars Jourgrasing and agrlcutural land; four-roograss and winter protection; good
nal.
house: I60 ah acre per yesr, Call
Journal Wirjt Ad' Bring Keaulli,
at 120T Virginia, boulevard.- - ,
WANTED

viiv.

WANTED

Good

horea

ztus-.l- l.

AUTOMOBILES,

FOR RENT

Rooma

SALE Hudson syeedster, excellent
FOK HUNT
Furnished rooms. 'Hi 8o"h
condition; a bargain. Phone 148?-Walter, phone 1667-t,
BmIck turing car";
FS,R ,8ALB
.
r,
fnri H i.
FOR
RENT Furniehet. rns. 32i Bouth
0iuu-Uiinuo.,
cjt y
rieventh, phone 729-FOR SALE Sumo extro .oud used cars; FOK ItENT Furnished rooms; no chilterm- - Mclntoih Auto Co.,
dren. 110 South Walnut
ail
FUUN'IBHED mofterr. rooms; no sick; no
Light Bulck, mo.);'
414 Y'snt Silver.
children
H6
"vep"aener
West Gold
FOlt RENT Furnished room and sleep1360 GOOD HUICK
ing porch. 823 Soulh Third.
touring car; flrsN
Flrst National LAUG15, cool room, beautifully furnlshod,
nnL"Vi.!1,l"'m Room
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FC.,R SALE Ford sedan,
practically new, FOlt RENT Neatly lurnlslied sleeping
... iriiKi
room, close In. 817 South; Third.
conaitlon, will trade for
real estate worth
the money. Room 15. FOR RKNT Room and
porch, near
JMiuonni HanK building.
503 North Ediths
boardlng house
I,2,1i.SALEAut0 parl ,0 ona hundred FOR RENT Two furnlshedT(Hrns for
..u
cars; largest
light housekeeping. 420 West Lead.
stock of used parts Inmuuei
southwest. Auto
RENT Two" furnished 'rooms for
'
"c" Bttn ntonlo street, FOR
vi i"
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
FOR
RENT Two furnished rooma for
FOR SALE-Bu- lck
Haht six, 1920 model.
vnun ji.ipuii
light housekeeping. fi!7 West Silver.
new cord
tires all around, threa miles;
v.
FOR RENT Nice, nean sleeping and
eifr.seen at . the Drlvertofta VnrA flnn.n...
houeekeeplng rooms. 121 14 North Third.
v.
..v,iiul. i niru.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bedroom;
lOK SALE nodge Brothers' touring,
private entrance to bath. Phone 212S-remodeled: Ford touring with
15.
Ford light track, large body, and extras;
Bulck FOR RENT FurnlBhed
room with or
......... a,
o, nmnir
co Auto
without housekeeping. S12 North
phona 763.

-

...

department,

FOR RENT Modern
sleeping room.
DRrVERT.ERg
FORD CO.
Averlll apartments, JOS 14 North
FORDS FOR RENT Ratea 15c per mile,
II per hour minimum. Special rates
week days. Ask for them; ilsn auto re- FOR RENT Ons furnished room for
704 West
pairing. Ill North Third, phona (80.
gentleman; also garage,
Coal.

HOUSB.

West Central.
Phona 434.
per cent on dismantled
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels,
bearings, rims, fenders, electrical equipment, magnetos, geara, axles and drive
share, rtdlators, etc.; a complete line of
parte for Overland, all models; Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
4, 6, 8; Bulck, 4; Btudebaker,
4, 6; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige. 4; Overland,
L-0; Huomoblla.
M.ixwell.
nlaeanre
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell,
o; saxon, a. a complete line new rings,
gears, pinions and transmission gears
and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh
Auto Co.. 111-1- 8 West Copper.
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rims, oarburatnrs, springs, magnetos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
bearings, horns, acoeasorles
613-81- 8

SAVE

5

COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck C24, C25, D4S DBS; Csdlllao,
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB,
t.
Dodge, Dort,
Baby Grand;
Ford. Hup 20. H. K. N.; Maxwell. Mitchell Olds I, OveTiand, every model; Saxon
4 and
Btudebaker 4 and ; Willys-Kntgh-- t,
every model.
It yoo don't aea your oar la the above
list, remember,
WE ARE SALVAamO LATH MODEL
CARS EVERY DAT.

i;

In addition to tha largest stock of used
parta In the state, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive ahafts,
axle ahafts and general accessories, for
av.ry car.
OUH PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
VIADUCT OARAGE.
SOUTH SECOND.
In the state.

tOO

Larrest parts house

CARPENTERING
KALSOMININO and root painting. 1624
Wnt Mountain road, phone 793-PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
All kinds of work.
Phone 1073-P. H. McCAFFRBT. plumbing and heatPhone
ing repair w : a i.ieclalty.

1ST1-- J

I WILL, ESTIMATE all or any part of
your worn; i make a specialty of lamWm, Conner, phona
ing and shingling.
541J-J-

FLOOR SANDING We can resurface
your old floors and make thsm Ilka
new and malts your new floora perfect.
Phone S070-LET me figure your new house or repairs; reasonable prices; work guaranE.
teed; eatlmates free. Call 1765-K. Johnson. 61S John.
and
WE DO ODD
JOB carpentering
house building, reasonable;: lnvesllgate
our low prices: estimates free.
Phon
2.190-J. F. Kluken, 21 J Tale.
I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
y, have In view. A. E, Palmar, Bungalow Builder. In 41, city, Phone 17H--

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
aVITUKNHVH.

FOR RENT Front bed room, four wln- 208
dows, close to town; reasonable.
North Sixth.
e
Nice
FOR RENT
sleeping
S18H
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
for ladles. Close In, no sick. 713 West
Gold.
Phone S139-FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping
rooms with sleeping porch; close in;
reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Room with ail convenlencea
and connecting bath, new' home, cool
location. Phone 2349-FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; reasonable; adults;
no sick. 6,13 Bouth .'mo.
FOR KENT Two furnished housekeeping
rooms, with sleeping porch; no children. 1102 Pouth Edith.
IMPERIAL ROOMS ri e, clean rooma;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, JllW West Central.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms In modern home.
Apply Mrs.
rred Hamm, 23 North Second.
FOR RENT Unfurnished kitchen and
large porch; also three bed rooms, furnished partly. 124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Two sleeping rooms for
two gentlemen, employed; private en
trance; close In. 409 West Iron,
FOR RENT Large front room, ground
floor, four windows, one block off car
o
Una.
West Fruit, phona 2042-- J.
rooms and
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
housekeeping apsrtments, by tha day.
week or month. 502(4 West Central.
FOR RENT Furnished rooma with alecp-ln- g
porch for light housekeeping; water
and lights furnished. 710 West lead.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
FOR RENT Large, nicely furnished
rooms, central, with or without housekeeping privileges. Apply 207 Vi West
Oold.

FOR RENT Ground floor, front room,
furnished for light housekeeping; pri401
Bouth
vets
adults.
entrance;
Seventh.
FOR RENT Exclusive, wall furnished
roam, with large sleep:ng porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
621 West Coal.
Phona 1744-SPECIAL OFFER Ona well furnished
room, six large windows, bath adjoining; private out side ant .nee; new modern home, close In. Phona 1S49-All- - outside
OCCIDENTAL HOTEL,
rooma and new furnlturs, furnished or
unfurnished apartments;
also sleeping
rooms st 14 to $7 per week; hot and
cold water In each room; new management, 222H Bast Central. W. F. Barnett.
phone 1891--

PERSONAL

MEN'S HMRCUT, I0o; children. 360, at
their home. Phona 2058-J. W. BRASF1ELD, watch, clock and
Jewelry work. 115 South Second.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlelied and upholstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
and divans made to order; all work
guaranteed.
Stapleton's - Upholstering
Shop, phone 1S27-- J.
FOR RENT Storeroom
I WILL PAY TOU lOo
FOR" K ENT 'or LEASE Store building FOR every realdence, name and address
you can give ms of those afflicted with
1300 North First.
tuboroulosls. Payment made when names
FOR BENT Building at 411 Weat Cop- are verified.
106
Frederick CJraham.
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. E. Security Eldg.. Los Angeles, Calif.
Sherftian, at First Savings Bank and
Trust Company, phone 1.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 MATTRESS RENOVATING
foot brick building; good condition; MATTRESS RENOVATING, $5.60 and Up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furopposite Santa Fe ahopa: reasonable
Bee or write I
terms.
Ervln
Phone I1I-Heyman, 101 niture packing.
North First, Albuqusinue, N, U,
Bsddlng Company,

wilsonT

JOHN w.

10U2--

Attorner.
H, If and 19. Cromwell Building.
Phona 1151--

Rooms

phvmcians ani " sruii50N'

UU. 8. 1. BLBTON,

LOTS

"teases of tne gfomsrfi.
"Ul'a. . Barnett Building.

We Have
Apartment

Select Residence,
and Business Sites
Priced Rluht.

218

DB. 8. n.

I

ri ariv"

Eye, Enr, Noes and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phona lie.
Office Hours
2 to e p. at.
J.'L'i'5-:n- i

CO.

R

W. Gold.

Phono 407

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT

f'01

RENT

FOR R EN T
PhSneT,
OR

l!W

furnished house.
nan ruririo.
Two-roofurnished house.
jifii ooutn w...tor.
Flve-roor- a
furnished house".

!Vi

".

Modern

four-ron-

Prch;

'lVjng

I'nfc'V.U:'we

K.nlfnr:

Dwelling!

Throe-roo-

RENT

rer.

"'"

ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WRECKING CO.
New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock for All Cars:
Al.t, parts tested before leaving shop.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc.
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring geara
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING

including "Manualo"
player piano, rugs, dining room
set, living room set, range, etc.
$4,600;
$2,500
cash. Call at
Kahn's Store. Ask for George.

SOLD ELEVEN LOTS

ROBERTS-TURNE-

FOR BALE Suction
ran, lus North
First.
FOH BALE Lady's diamond ring. 112
North First.
SeconJ-h.n- a
OR SALE
electric washer.
214 West Gold.
TRY BODDT'S MILK; BEST iN TOWN.
rnnnn Z41B.K4.
FOR BALE Fireworks etalore, at Mann's
Cash Store, Old Town.
FOR BALE Two burners. Perfecting oil
stove. 1006

'

ture

In fourteen days to nine men.
Want ten more to sell In next
fourteen days. Have waiting
customers. Might sell a house
or two.
BARTOX KELLER,

Good,
2

J

Four-rooadobe, white stucco bungalow, and all my furni-

Realtor.
Phono 110.
Third and Oold.

CO,

218 West Gold.
Phono 407
AND
RESIDENCE
CHOICE
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

ROEHL

AT SACRIFICE

J, LEVERETT,

WM,

040.

HOME AND FURNITURE

Buy your lot now, you will
want your new home there.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

Phone

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

BUS-INES- S

Albuquerque,

Phone
H, CHAS,

J,

$3,700

,

SIX ROOM HOUSE
Two sleeping porches. Nicely
for two
suitable
furnished,
families at a bargain.

Desirable apartment, close
In. 83,1 North Fifth.
Foil KENT Three room modern brand
new apartment.
608 South Ninth. 28.
ONE BMAI.L and ona
arge furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West

fi

A.Ii

Realty Co,

809 W. Gold.

Ptione

Co.

FOH KENT

FOR SALE

0.

FOR RENT OR

1594--

n

$4,-00-

sleeping porch, oak floors, all
built-i- n
of
kinds
features,
clothes closets, nice lawn and
trees.
shade
Well located In
Fourth ward, rood terms, for
appointment call

W. A. BETTS
kalso-minln-

i

ward;

of
In

218 W. Gold.

For the best painting,
papering and floor finPhone
isher in Albuquerque.

Roberts-Turn- er

j;ti';

$4,000

We have the largest
list of homes in the city. We
have always been recognized
as leaders in the realty business and we are still holding
our position. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. At your service.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

Fourth

$4,700

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

For a nice cozy little) home
four rooms and a glassed

brick, three blocks
from Central avenue, Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avenue,

SALE

Five-roowhite stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floora, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine

WANTED

Five-roo-

IM00

Qtanss

'

NEAR SHOPS

cement house
Will sell
with fireplace, furnace, built In
features, walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See

D, T, KINGSBURY

Stnvicit.". Ino.

IntV rtATum

TOWN

LEAVING

OWNER

y

screen-

and
ed porches,
shade trees. This place is In
has
a
good logood condition,
cation in the Third ward and
is priced to sell. We are exclusive agents, call us $2,850
buys it.
BILLIARD PARLOR
We have one of the most popular
Parlors in the
Billiard
city for sale. This is a paying
proposition and can be bought
on good terms at a price that
Is riKht. Owner has other Interests in Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of tha best and In
excellent condition. Call, we
will be glad to show it.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Ten dollars cash and $10. 00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in the fastest growing residence section in Albuquerque.
Values are not decreasing here.
We are general
agents and
ready.

"

"ua

,,.','""

r

t,

i?.

an

""nlsh.d
WOOd,

inira; imiy

a'nd
1T)imills
on

IUrniKhi1 nts nn't,.
A. Hammonf!.
T
fENr-Flvs-ro- om,

summer

ae..

J,

horn.:

to

'LEASES

OF THE SKIN

naiserman Laboratory
Citizens Bnnk Hide.

In

Connection.

Phono

F. C. BAKES,

H8.

lOT

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Sec-ost. Cround floor. Phone 842.

nd

CHIROPRACTORS"

e. v. Xakmkn'T
fill rnn ..In.
19 snd to AnnU. Building.

PUR SALE

iur- -

, Prtmsnts,

modern
m

Limited
,,.TIrrPr8lf
SvSriK.BilJRINARI

Livestock

RSA'wo?ic
FOR BALE Jersey cow. Phone
FR BALK Pit bull dog, nlna
Fort

2411R3.

months

SALK

Fine Collie puppies, cheap.
701 WpBt New York.
1031 South Walter.
FOR RKNT-Se- vera
moaern furnhhed DOGS CLIPPED at Bell a Livery Stable,
.
.- cofinffe: rn -,?; tin
110 West Ktover.
w
un car
aim
misapply et 12U South Edith.
FOR SALE Two young work mares.
OR RENT
Two rooms, furnished, gar-de- n
planted, city light and water; also FOrt SALE Five does
Sucit
one
Irrlgatlonwater. 706 Mountain road.
eighteen friers. IIS takes them. Call
FOR rent
at 1418 North Sixth.
co,nPle,elT furnished; no sick. FOR BALE One
Duroc-Jerse- y
hog,
tit wnd "cui,
inquire i3 west silver '
weight about 12S pounds; In splendid
,
u
FOR RKNT
condition. 1923 South Hlah.
with sleeping porches;
130 FOR KAI E Flemish
Giants, Rufus Reds,
per month. Call at 70s Eastmodern;
Santa Fa.
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, does
LIST your vacant houses with the
City and fryers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-Realty Co.. for prompt and efficient FOR SALE First-clas- s
Holsteln milk
service. 207 West Gold. nhon.
'
COW. Slvlnr threa anH nn..h.lf
FOR RENT Modern brick seven-rooof milk a day. S10 North Broadway.
house, furnished suitable for
FOR SALE Fifty breeding does, seven
or home. 118 North Mapla, phone boarders
2272-10
with
young rabbits; fnrceil
FOR RENT Completely furnlshsd four-roo- m to sell litters;
account 111 health. 1923 South
house with three screened porches. High,
Phona 1439-or Inquire 1204 East
WILL TRADE or Bell, three mules, wagon and harness, for late model Fori
FOR RENT Four-roomodern, furnlsh-e- d car. W. J. Banders, Pajarlto, New Mex-Ic- o:
house, with two porches, basement.
seven miles soulh of Albuquerque.
1201 East Copper,
Inquire 210 North FOR SALE Horses and mares, on tlrs
Cedar.
2tith of June, 1923, and thereafter unFOR
RENT Seven-roounfurnished til sold, I will have two carloads of good
house, furnace heat, good condition, young horses and mares for sale. Prices
50.
T. J. Mabry, phone 1761-423 will bo cheap, weight from 1.000 to 1,500
South Third.
pounds; soma broke to work, some
Phona 1058-- J.
310 North BroadFOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow
Grande Wagon Yard, Scott
way.
in highlands, one block from Central;
Ideal for convalescents. Call 317 South
Walter, phone 1273-LOST AND FOUND
Four-rooFO:-- . RENT
bungalow, modern and furnlalied; large sleeping
LOST on June b. Unlit bay liaise, scar
Just what you want; near car Unaporch;
on front foot, grey hairs in tall; finder
and
grocery. Phona S54-notify 14H Bouth Fourth; reward.
FOR RENT Modern seven-roo- m
LOST At Country club tennis court, ons
unfurfour-lenished house; deslrshla location. Inclover stick pin. with small
quire Mr. Sherman at First Savings Bank diamond; tinder will be rewarded by reand Trust Co phone J.
turning to I. Weinman, 708 West
FOR RUNT Three-roofurnished cottage, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
n
Albaquerque-SantI'e- - T 'os
S81-call for keys st 1624 Seat Cen, DAILY
STAliK
tral, between nlna and twelve.
To Taos (Read Down)
'
FOR RENT Two five-roofurnished
7:30 a- - m.
t
Lave
214 and 218 North Mapla:
bungalows,
10:30 a. m.
Arrlvs
will rent until September at 836 per
13:30 u. m.
Leave
11
month. Please
at 724 East Central.
Leave
13:30 p. m.
:00 p. m.
Arrive
FOR RENT Modern, furnished, three-rooTo Albuqaerqns (Read I'p)
house
with sleeping porch:
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p, m.
must ba seen to ba appreciated.
Ideal
Santa Fa... .....Leave... 4:00 p.m.
location. 1121 East
H. A.
Central.
Santa Pa
Arrive. ..12:45 p. ra.
1257-Thom. phone
Espani.la
Arrive... 11:15 a. m.
NEW strictly
modern duplex home.
Taos
Leave... 7 SO a. m.
three rooms, glassed sleeping porch
FARE TO SANTA FK. M.SO.
and screened front porch; A- -l ahop loTO TAOS, $I1.(I.
cation; 130 month for one or two year
Albuquerque Hesdqusrters
Rlngltasj
Roberts-Turner
lease.
company.
Brothers' Clsar Store, 110 West Central
FOR RENT For the summer or will Aver, 1. Phona 000.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confee-tloner- y.
near Bishop's
lease country home,
Phona 82?.
Lodge, Santa Fe, N. M., completely fur'
nished, use of horses and poultry. Mrs. """"
BTAK ALTO LINE
M. J. O'Rrien. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Tha orange cnloreO cars, Engla, EleFOR RENT Nice
house, com- phant Butts Dam and Hot Springs, N.
pletely furnished, for ona or two fam- M. Meet sll trains st Engle. leaving
ilies; modern,
bath, eiectrlo
lights, Hot Springs st 11:10 a. m. snd 1:30 p. in.
screened porch, hot and eold water; large
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on '
lot; bearing fruit trees, Bes Broad
tha Dsn line, Ws drive our own cars.
Co.. 220 South Second, phona 7.1s.
Write for reservations at our expense.
HBFFERNAN BROS., Props.
FOR BENT
house, unfurnishHot Springs, N. M.
ed; sleeping porches, shade trees, lawn
and flowers; house adobe-bric- k
venter;
TIME CARDS
largs rooms and exceptionally comfortable; modern, garage, water free. 1300
North Fifth. See Mrs. Strong, Strong's

T.

Book

Store,

after

10

a

m,

FOR RENT House and barn on farm,
less than two miles from town; arranged for dairy; every convenience;
eiectrlo light, running water, silo, milk
house, storsge for about fifty tons of alfalfa; stanchions for twelve cows; rent
reasonable. Mrs. Strong, Strong's Book Traill.
No. 1
Store, sfter 10 s. m.

FOR SALE

Poult-Ey-

gt

BUFF 'RPINOTON eggs for hatching;
blue ribbon winners. Phona 1473-618 West Fruit.
FOR SALE Ten White Leghorn yearling hens, 85o each. tl9 South High,
phone 1792-FO'l SALE A" ONCE Two doaen purebred Ancona hens. IK North Broadway, phone 1651-FOR SALE White Leghorn laying hens
and three months old chicks; also premium pedigreed Rufus Red Belgian dos
and sit two months old rabbits. Phona
1S93-131 North Eighth.
AFTER July 1, In order to make room
for young stock, will sell st bargain
prices, fifty 8. C B, I. Red hens; also s
few male birds; finest stock; great layers, c. P. Hay. sag Jut Higfc,

t7

No.
No.
No,

t

No, 89
No, 17
No.
No.
No.
No.

I
I
1

MM

WMTBCUN.
Tha

toout....

Dally.
Arrive.
7:80 pin

Cant Llmlted.lu:S0 an
Fargo Faet., 10:5(1 am
Tha Nava.tn..ll:S5

Depart.

l:M pm

11:00 am
11:30 am
am 1:0 am

SOUTHBOUND.

El Paao Exp
El Pass Exp

EA8TPOOND.
The Navajo.. 1:10 pm
Calif. Limited. M0 pm
S. F. Bight.. I:IS pm

10:10 ea
11:1 am
1:4

pm
1:4a pm
1:10 pm
The Scout.... 7:t0 am 1:10 am

raou terra.

From El Paso 1:35 pm
rrorn El pass 7:6C am
No. I oonneots at ralen tti
No. II
Clovia.
for
psoas Valie- -. bait CJtr and
Coast
0
No. 31 ertrnset.
t HeloB wltb No, 11
from Clovls and points asa' ana saath

Mo. 18
No. 10

FRINGED CAPE IS'
FAVORED WRAP FOR
SUMMER EVENINGS

MIDDLE VALLEY
DUE TODAY
California Celery.
California Winesap Apples.
California Grapefruit.
."
California Head Lettuce.
California Cucumbers.
California Crystal Wax Onions.
Native grown Summer Squash; it's nice.
Red Star Graham Flour; splendid for muffins.
New England Bread. The V-- , pound loaf for
15c, that is sweeter and keeps better these hot days.
Fresh Milk; pints and quarts.

ASSOCIATION

TO

CASH

WARD'S

508 West Central.

STORE,

to
All
Members
Be Effected:
in District Are Expected
to Attend.

Permanent Organization
.

of the
Rio Grande Reclamation
Association will be effected al
the meeting of the members to
bo held at tlia chamber of commerce on the evening of June 26.
Tho temporary organization has
practically completed its preliminary work and the membership
has been increased to fair proportions, members having
obtained from alt sections of the
middle valley which will be effected by the proposed reclamation.
The association is being formed
survey
to do the
preliminary
work necessary to comply with
tho requirements of the McNary
bill which is expected to pass in
congress within a short time and
which provides for a revolving
fund to be used in reclamation
work.
It is the purpose of the
to have the mattcr
association
so worked out that it can be submitted to the reclamation service
as a concrete problem so that it
be one of thj first projects
y
taken up after the passage of tho
bill.
Organizations have been effected in all counties within the middle valley limits and the meeting June 26 is expected to be
the largest reclamation meeting
ever held in the state.
The project as proposed includes the erection of two storage dams in the upper valley.
These dams will prevent the flood
danger; automatically lower the
water table and drain much of
the swamp land; prevent river
bank damage and solve the silt
problem of Elephant Butte dam,
the effectiveness of which is
threatened through the quantity
of silt which washed into the
reservoir.

Permanent organization

Phone 28

CITY FIREMEN

THEATER
AIR- - COOIFT

Let's Go Today
Fox Presents

William

Mark Twain's
Greatest Comedy

"A

Oonnelicut
Yankee
IN KING ARTHUR'S

bn

AW APPARATUS
WATCH

BIRDIE

Who wouudn't be an Albuquer
que fireman :
Every one of them, all dolled
Rot to watch
lui) like Christmas.
that smile
jthe birdie and "hold over
in front
yesterdav afternoon
Wriftht building. And their
' of the
pictures will be seen inthe every
next
part of the world within
few months!
Albuquerque has equipped its
fire department with IjH Francefire trucks, which are manufactured at Elmira, New York.
of the Ia France Motor
company arrived in tho city yesreport
terday to get a personal were
so
on the apparatus. They
the
which
the
with
duty
pleased
trucks had performed that they
decided to take a photograph of
Ithera and to base the .news fea
tures in the next trade journalof
around the successful work
the trunks heie.
The fVucks were lined up in
front of the Wright building yesphoterday afternoon and several
tographs taken. Aside from the
members and officers of the fire
department, the city manager and
seveial of the city commissioners
and the officers of the La France
company were included in the
pictures.
ls

COURT"

m--

SHOW
DECIDED

COURT
HOUSE

HIT

wood.
W. L. DoBell started

Time of Shows:

Admission:,

j

j

Theaters Today

J

itt

-l

,

lb

Phone

The Little Place

1--

..S1S

T

W

A--

'

T E

'

IN

"The Green Temptation"
DANCES more sensational than you have ever seen
before.
THRILLS of the Paris underworld and the jeweled ballrooms of society.
ROMANCE of a beautiful dancing girl and her struggle
to love and happiness.
Cast Includes Mahlon Hamilton and Theodore Kosloff.
ADDED ATTRACTION:

WISEMAN' s

J.

REGULAR PRICES.

Man

Let Us Send

Ecton

Bloomgren

si

jHll

THE IMPERIAL

OONTTNCOTJS

LAUNDRY CO.
a

DYERS AND RATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. nth and Gold

YALE Bulgarian Milk prescribserved at
ed by physicians;
Bracy's Cafeteria, Butt's Drug
Store, Brigg's Drug Store, Fee's
Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.
BOnDY'S JKHSEV

FARMS.

Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned
nnd
cleaned
by

Phones 148 and 449. !

i

HOTEL
FOGG, The Jeweler
EXPERT WATCn MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postofflee.
118 South Fourth.

TO

11

P. M.

m

CHARLES

Dyeing, Hats
Blocked, Rugt
latest
process.

EL ESPERANZA

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

J?

DICKENSWs

VJMr'l
rOTr? i::

last comclete
novel'

Hot Springs

Jemez

Regular Auto Trips
From CMy to Springs

Mondays, Thursdays

NOTICE

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty.
PHONE

1870--

,

J.

and Saturdays

Trips on Application.
Fare $7 One Way.
For Further Information Applj
Sturges Hotel.
Special

CHAS.

FOR RENT
apartment at

Two-roo-

mer rates
Three-roo-

porch,
sleeping
1023 West CenReduced rates.

DON'T
OVERLOOK THIS
If you are interested In a home,
I have a beautiful new
modern house in Fourth ward.
I can sell below market value.
Hardwood
breakfast
floors,
nook. Built-i- n
features.
Fine
place. Basement and garage.
Sea this before buying.

Call Owner,

CLAY,

Sum-

1005 West Central.

apartment at
tral.

H.

Prop. El Esperanto- Hotel.
Jetnes Springs - New Mexico.

DON'T FORGET

Tijeras Pavilion
DANCE TONIGHT

Saturday Night.
Sunday Aftern'n
and
Sunday Night

1010-- J

Thomas' Ice Cream

S

:,

Adolph Zuhov presents

GUY'S TRANSFER

BARGAIN

Crump's Cash Grocery

.r

forest, who returned yesterday from an extended inspection
tour ot the ranges.

.

J.

;

r,

Man-zan-

FOR RENT

Sale.

.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WANTED

five-roo-

&

TODAY AND TOMORROW

J.

Pretty Home for

ttMO

An extra gang of forest service
employes was put on the Ceboletta
grant yesterday morning to combat the forest fire which has been
preraging there ten days, and toforest
vent its entrance into the
reserve, according to J. C. Kartsh-ne- o
forest supervisor of tho

'

J.

J.

FOREST BLAZES

'

1

KtfJ

SENT INTO TK

"The fire," eald Mr. Kartshner,
suit for divorce yesterday against Catherine "is destroying yellow pine timber,
both voung and old trees. The fire
Marriage licenses were issued nearly entered the forest rqserva
in
yesterday to Beatrice Trtijillo, Al- once before, but was checked
However, yesterday mornbuquerque; Marion D, Vallejos, Al- time. fanned
by the wind, it again
ing,
buquerque.
tho forest, and we put
Estella
Chavez, Albuquerque; threatened
to
men out fight it."
Romon V. Baca, Albuquerque.
Mr. Kartshner stated that he had
Genevieve Tlerney, Albuquerque;
been busy for some time in the
Sam Pollock, Albuquerque.
Zunl country, where small fires had
been burning off and on since May
ocDEATHS AND FUNERALS 1. The Are fighters have beenfrom
cupied in deflecting fires
onto
land
prfvate
TRYON Robert Allen Tryon, government
son of Mr. and Mrs. grants.
been very
have
rains
"The
C. H. Tryon, died at their home on
Kartshner, "and ofit
West Copper avenue, early yester- slight," taidabout
a half day
only
takes
He
had
sick
been
day morning.
sun and wind to make the timber
only a few days. Funeral servtcen as
heavy rain
dry as ever. A good
were held yesterday afternoon at 4
deal to stop a forest
ft
o'clock, Rev. H. S. Davidson offici- helps hut great
have no
showers
the
light
fire,
ating. C. T. French was In charge. effect."
Mr. Kartshner may leave today
HUTCHISON The body of Miss
Mt. Taylor district if tho
Ella Louise Hutchison, who died or the
condition there shows no ImMonday afternoon at her home on fire
East Silver avenue, was shipped to provement.
her old home at Horn Lake, Miss.,
S. Malile Skeels. P. O., Citizens'
on number 10 this morning.
The
881-and 2022-remains were accompanied by her Bank building.
two brothers,
John and R. H. Gynecology and Obstetrics
C. T
Hutchison, of Albuquerque.
The cape is the favored wrap this French was in charge.
summer and it hints of Spain in its
This
The funeral of Abel
wrap GONZALES
fringe trimming.
achieves a double mission by being Gonzales, who died Sfinday morn
reversible.
It may be worn for ing at his residence, 707 West Girl or woman for house work
he held this
street with the black canton crepe Tljeras avenue,o will rrom
and cooking.
tne resside out, but for dress the tan morning at 8 clock
de Neri
to
the
San
PHONE 1580-idence
crepe de chine is turned to the church where high Felipe
mass will he
gaze. Both tan and black fringes said by Father Weeks. Burial will
are used to trim the model.
in
ho
Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott is in charge.
life in the screen version of "Our
GURULE The funeral of Maria
Mutual Friend" and make their Gurule, who died Monday morning
Ground Floor Office In Journal
author a writer of current renown. at her residence on South Second
Building. Inquire
instead ot one of the literary gods street, will be held this morning at
to
of an earlier generation. Besides 10 o'clock from the residence
being the master of character crea the Sacred Heart church whorn
tion, Dickens is a master of ro services will be held. Burial will
mance, of fun and comedy, and of be in San Joso cemetery, Crollott
good, sound, thrilling drama. Con- is in charge.
sider the possibilities for entertainGODINES The funeral of Juan-it- a
ment to be derived from these
Godlnes, infant daughter of Mr.
highly diversified characters:
371
who died
Bella Wilfer: A haughty beauty and Mrs. Miguel Godlnes,
their residence at 423 West
spoiled by wealth, who had to be at
Cromwell avenue, was held yester824 South Second.
tamed before learning to love.
afternoon at 3 o'clock from the
"Pa" Wilfer: He lived for years dav
an Santa
was
Burial
residence.
Sunday Picnics a Specialty.
without realizing his ambition to
Crollott wr In f
have all at the same time a coat, Barbara cemetery.
charge.
trousers and hat to match.
Silas Wegg: "The literary man
The Glldcrsleeve Electrle Co.,
with a wooden leg;" blackguard 211 East Central. Phone 797-and ns lovable a scoundrel as you
ever met.
PR. FRANK P.. MaeCRACKEN, Which is noted for big: barJohn Rokesmlth:
Handsome, DR. DAISY B. MaeCRACKEIJ.
gains in Jewelry, Watch
In
love and entangled in a
young,
Osteopnthlo Physicians.
mystery to which he alone holds K. I' Building. Phone Orricc 80-Repairing, etc. .Iry U9.
the answer.
Residence 89-Mr. Venus:
The frowsy and
laughable skeleton maker whose
peculiar "art" made his romance
more difficult.
a
77
Rogue Riderhood: A villain of
To replare that broken window
tho old school who lived and died
uo.
Lumber
Albuquerque
glass.
a villain.
Phone 421. 423 Norm nrsu
Mr. and Mrs. Boffin: Roth dear
25 cents to Any Part of tho City
to tho millions who will always
Special Kates to Picnic parties
remember one of the most delightLargs Seven Passenger Cars
ful books of tho century.
Stand in Alloy By
"Our Mutual Friend" is a perMeyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.
&
fect "movie." You'll certainly like
the "movies" better after vou see Expert Piano and Furniture
"Our Mutual Friend." It has all Moving. Call 769-Local and
tho kick of tho cheap thrills beauLong Distance
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EXTRA GAN

DoBell.

"B" Theater Repeating today
Betty Compson as the leading star
Clearly the perplexing problem in "The Green Temptation," a Parof what the amusement public amount picture; also repeating tho
wants has been solved by Dr. interesting "Current Events"
With Peppery, Jazzy
Henry George Lorenz, and the
Music.
ability to give the public what it
wants is abundantly possessed by
Crystal Opera House The Lothat same famous hypnotist whose renz Hypnotic Vaudeville company
vaudeville road show opened their pleased a large crowd at the show
special six nights engagement at last night and is repeating this
the Crystal opera house last even evening, with an entirely new proopen at 7:30; curing to an audience ot capacity gram.risesDoors
8:30 p. m.
tain
1:00 to 5:00 and
proportions.
Never in the history of the"Our Mutual
7:30 to 10:30
atrical events in this city has a Tjyrlo Theater
last
performance created such roars Friend,"wasthea Charles Dickens
drawing card yesterof screaming laughter, and the novel,
today;
Crystal audience enjoyed them- -' day and is being isrepeated
also repeating
selves to the limit. Dr. Lorenz the management
Review
the
comedy
Sport
of
Goldwyn
gave many spectacular proofs
the power of mind over matter, "By Way Companions."
and he is without question one of
MATINEE:
Pastime Theater William Fox
the foremost experts in his pro
of a medical presents Mark Twain's great come
Adults 35c; Children 15c ' fession. A graduate
"A Connecticut Yankee," special
college, he has a scientific Knowi-- i dy.
orchestra.
edge of the potent and profound
NIGHT:
effect that suggestion has on the TRAGEDY AND SMILES
human actions and reactions. Dr.
IV COMPSON'S PICTURE.
Adults 50c; Children 35c Lorenz at times held his audience
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION"
spellbound with his demonstra- (Tax Included)
tions nlong this line of work, but
Tragedy lurks behind the jester sn
the humorous part of the per- -' enwn.
At least that is the sugge-tio1
COME EARLY
audi-formance simply took the
included in "The Green Tempence by storm; people screamed tation." a Paramount production. tifully done.
AVOID THE CROWD
and laughed until their sides starring Betty Compson which is
ached from the uproarious fun being repeated today at tne a
FIVE CANDIDATES TO
watching the antics of the hypno- theater.
of n
tized subjects.
Gaspard, the Harlequin
FACE DENTAL BOARD
Art Vernum, the clever San traveling Parisian pantomime show
Francisco singer, contributes much is nlnved bv Theodore Kosloff and
AT ITS MEETING HERE
I to the
entertainment offered by proves a sinister figure. He holds
the Lorenz company, his mag- the heroine, an Apache known as
Five or more candidates for
netic personality, coupled with his Genelle. nlaved by Miss Compson
licenses to practice dentistry in
Coal Supply Co Phont 4 and 6. "know how" in putting over his by an evil Influence, dragging her New
Mexico will be examined by
a decided hit and was ever downward,
until me great
The Fraternal Aid Union will songs made
several times. All in all conflict makes heroes of men and the state board of dental examinmeet this evening ct 7:45 o'clock in encored
It
To
which
will hold its semiwomen.
the
ers,
and
girl
of
winner
a
show
Lorenz
is
heroines
the
W. O. W. hall.
time to see sev- opens a new view of life, but to annual meeting here Thursday,
well worth
of
There will be a regular meet- eral times your
means
as it was announced Harlequin It is only a
Friday and Saturday of this week.
ing of Albuquerque Temple No. 8, a complete change of program gaining greater spoils. In the end Members of the board are C. A.
it
as
concludes
all
Pythian Bisters, tonight at 8 o'clock will be given nightly.
and
killed
Eller, Albuquerque, president; J.
he is
in K. P. hall. Initiations will bo
should, with the heroine united to J. Clark, Artesia, vice president;
held. The degree team is requested
character
C. C. Clark, Socorro, secretary and
the man she loves and her
to be present.
changed by the fires treasurer; F. E. Morton, Hurley,
WORLD WAR VET
has
she
passed.
which
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741.
and F. A. Gaines, members.
AWARDED HONORS through
A. I. Rledling and Frank II.
The annual meeting of the New
EOT PRESENTS BKKAl
Mexico Dental society, which will
Strong, who have spent the past
POINT
AT
WEST
NOW
STORY:
TWAIN
ARK
M
ten days in California, returned to
bring enough dental talent to cure
SHOWING AT THE PASTIME every toothache and extract every
the city yesterday morning.
Dr. H. E. Kimble has purchased
tooth in the city in 24 hours, will
"A be held here
the Patrick home at 1117 West
Mark Twain's masterpiece. Aron Monday, Tuesday
in
King
Kent avenue. Dr. Kimble will make
Connecticut Yankee
and Wednesday of next week.
into
made
been
has
his home here and practice denthur's Court,"
CITV Er.ECTKIO 8HOR SHOP
a motion picture by William Fox
tistry.
Hi
Mrs. E. C. DeBaca is here from
Phono 6ai-South Hrcond.
on a scale worthy of the subject.
it
t'rrm Call and Delivery.
Issued as a special production,
Ijis Vegas on a visit to her father,
the
at
A. C. DeBaca, and her sisters, Mrs.
an
engagement
will open
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
J. L. Lndriere and Mrs. A. Baker.
Pastime theater .for a few days,
Cottonwood Grove No. 2. WoodOsteopathic Specialist.
commencing today.
of
Mark
325-men Circle, will old a regular
Stern Bldg. Tel. 701-Known to the multitude
Yankee."
this
"The
as
afternoon
in
at
2:30
Twain lovers
meeting
I. O. O. F. hall. There will be Inthis story is regarded not only as
Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at
itiation.
a great classic of American humor leading groceries.
The members of the Eastern Star
but also as a forceful satire dinro requested to attend the funeral
rected against those who sigh for
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
services of Mrs. Mary H. Thomas
the "good old times." Mark Twain
at the Methodist church at 2:30
set out to show that the world we
o'clock. The officers of Adah
live in is the best of all possible
chapter will conduct services at the
worlds, and the time we live In is
grave.
the best of all possible times.
Factory wood. tut, truck load,
Thts he did by taking a typical
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company
young American, bright as a new
Modern
bungalow,
Phone 91.
penny, filled with smart,
one block from Robinson park.
Members of the Women's Benefit
ideas, and setting him down
1224-Call
Owner,
association of the Maccabees will
in a medieval court, where he
meet this afternoon at 2:15 o'clock
could Judge for himself whether
at the Central school building.
more
the knights of old were
They will attend the funeral of
i
" ' courageous than the men of today.
Mrs. Marv Thomas of Belen. which '4
I
and whether life as a whole was
A
will be held at the Methodist
more comfortable then than now.
church.
condiresult
is
The
Piano In Aexquisite
Schencke
fantasy
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Portcrfield.
and delicious fooling, with a tion, for sale cheap. Call after
who are attending tho national
"The
conclusion.
drawn
5
m.
p.
sharply
Sunday school convention at KanYankee" is rated high among
1551-l.
sas. Ci'.v, will visit next week at
books. Certainly it
Twain's
Mark
Cedar Rapids, their former home.
of the funniest.
one
is
of
Miss Marcrlla Madison, cousin
The picture was directed by
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Tiemey. of BurEmmett .1. Fiynn, noted for his
to
arrived
yesterday
lington It.,
skill in fidelity to detail. The
attend 'the marriage of her cousin.
Yankee is played by Harry C.
Mips Genevieve Tierney, to Samuel
S25 Sonth Second.
Myers,' a w
light
Pollock, which occurred at the
Fifth
on
North
home
STOCK.
LOWEST PRICES.
NEW
Tlerney
street last night.
vnoN
visr.WiZ
Phono 890-Deliver.
We
of
of
the
Faywnod
T. G. McDermolt
DICKONS' LAST NOVRV
Milk
Springs resort, in southern New
13c Qt.
Fresh
MOVIE"
A
IS
IXT
"Pi:UI
Mexico, was here yesterday on
business. He returned to Faywood
At Intervals a highly unusual
last night.
character picture is produced by
directors possessing refinement and
Orchestra and Band school, 1'rcd
vision and scores Immediately n
R. KUls. Phone i!02-If 11,
I
'f
resounding success on the screens
2
Gallon, Packed,
of the country.
Broilers
Gentry's
For Rale
and
Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual
1781)-delivered, $1.00
Phone
1
Ranch.
Poultry
Friend," believed by many to be
Phone
most
acted
the
perfectly
RIIEUMATISM-NEl'niTIpicture
Charles J. Barrett.
v
of recent years, will test the AmerTrcntniciit.
4slconnthloVlolct-naican public's appreciation of the
. MURRAY.
Charles J. Barrett, twenty-twDR. 1.
Phone 741. dispatch bearer in France for the finer things and the Lyric theater
S Ji. T. Arniljo Bldg.
A N
Twenty-nint- h
division during the has booked this unusual production
MY 6ni'XI.KD PINOX NUTS World war, received the highest which is being repeated today.
We psy good prices for fireCharles Dickens, of course, lives arms such as Rifles, 8hot
will lie delivered from the Fred honors of the class of '22 tt west
Must
Albuquerque. Point. During his career at the today In the vitality and quaint-nes- es
be In
Guns, Pistols.
llarvry News Stand.
of his definite and unforget-sblNO"
l
condition.
V M.. VKTW FURTHER
military academy he took an active
decharacterizations
arid
his
323
S.
North
213
TICK, launle
Somb I'lrsl Street
Spitz,
part in athletics and other anairs.
. Ti'Ulb.
lightful people literally come to
. . ;

Special Orchestra

i

Journal Office.

I
I

LORENZ

THE:

A divorce was granted yesterday by the district court in the
M. Ross against
cane of Paul
Frances Ross.
M.
was
Roy
Pray
granted a divorce yesterday by the district
court from Margaret B. Pray.
Suit for divorce was filed yesterday in tho district court by Lulu
Greenwood against Nathan Green-
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Orders Delivered for 10c
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CERR1LL0S
CNIFORM SIZE.

EGG

COAL

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More ITent CnHs per Ponnd.
More Pounds per Dollar.

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove snd Ranges.
Order a Ton Today.

IIAIIH GOAL CO.

Fuel, for
,

Phone 91

MUTUAEFRIEND
ADDED ATTRACTION:

"BY WAY CHAMPION"
A Goldwyn Sport Review
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION:

ROY McMANUS
Monologuist, in Hijgh Class Vaudeville Act.
REGULAR PRICES.

ICE CREAM OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY AND FLAVOR
Bottled whole
Buttermilk.

milk,
-

clarified,

pasteurized,

'

Butter,

,

ALBUQUERQUE

Cheese.

CO-OPERATI-

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Phone 351

.

i

Thank You! Call Again.
.i 321 North Second St.

-

